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ABSTRACT
This bulletin summarizes the information on the flexural strength and deforma-
tion characteristics of prestressed concrete beams acquired in the course of an
extensive experimental research program carried out during the period 1951
through 1959.
Chapters 1 through 5 present methods of analysis, and their experimental
confirmations, for the flexural strength of prestressed concrete beams with varying
degrees of bond and with all or part of the reinforcement prestressed.
Chapter 6 develops procedures for the calculation of moment-curvature
relationships for prestressed concrete sections to be used in predicting the complete
load-deflection relationship to failure for a given beam.
Chapter 7 presents simplified methods for the calculation of flexural strength
and discusses related design considerations. The information in this chapter can
be used without a study of Chapters 1 through 6.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. OBJECT AND SCOPE
The over-all objective of this bulletin is to sum-
marize and present the information on the flexural
strength and deformation characteristics of pre-
stressed concrete beams acquired in the course of
the investigation of prestressed reinforced concrete
for highway bridges which has been in progress
since 1951. The specific objectives are:
(1) To present a general analysis for the flex-
ural strength of prestressed concrete beams.
(2) To develop procedures for the determina-
tion of flexural deformations of prestressed concrete
beams at various stages of loading.
(3) To describe test results of prestressed con-
crete beams failing in flexure.
(4) To develop simple approximate methods
for the determination of the flexural strength of
prestressed concrete beams.
The analysis for flexural strength is directly
applicable to bonded and partially bonded beams
and has been extended to include unbonded beams.
Although emphasis is placed on the ultimate mo-
ment resisting capacity, procedures are also pre-
sented for the determination of the resisting
moment of a prestressed concrete beam at any
stage of loading.
The determination of flexural deformation in-
volves the use of a relationship between moment
and average curvature, and procedures are pre-
sented for determining this relationship for a pre-
stressed concrete beam at various stages of loading.
Using this relationship and principles of geometry,
the deflection at any location in the span can be
determined. For the beams of this investigation,
midspan deflections at flexural cracking and at ulti-
mate were computed for comparison with measured
deflections.
The results of tests on 82 rectangular prestressed
concrete beams are presented, discussed, and com-
pared with the results of the analysis. These tests
included bonded, unbonded, and partially bonded
beams. The major variables involved were: the
amount of reinforcement, which ranged from 0.10
to 0.95%; the concrete strength, which ranged from
1270 to 8320 p.s.i.; the effective prestress, which
ranged from 20,000 to 150,000 p.s.i.; and the load-
ing, which included beams loaded at midspan only
and beams loaded at two points located symet-
rically about midspan. A detailed outline of the
various test series and the range of variables in
each is presented in Section IV-B. In addition,
comparisons between measured and computed flex-
ural strengths are made for other prestressed con-
crete beams, including beams tested in another
phase of this investigation, (8 and 9)* beams tested
at the Portland Cement Association Laboratory, " 2'
and at the United States Naval Research Labora-
tory.(13 )
B. NOTATION
1. Designation of Test Specimens
Each beam is designated by two letters and two
groups of numerals, e.g., OB.35.153. The detailed
code for this designation of the test beams is pre-
sented in Section IV-B.
2. Symbols
CROSS-SECTIONAL CONSTANTS
A, = Total area of prestressed reinforce-
ment
A/' = Total area of supplementary rein-
forcement in the compression zone
As" = Total area of supplementary rein-
forcement in the tension zone
b = Width of rectangular beam or width
of flange for flanged beam
b' = Thickness of web for flanged beam
d = Effective depth of the prestressed re-
inforcement
d' = Effective depth of the supplementary
reinforcement in the compression
zone
d" = Effective depth of the supplementary
reinforcement in the tension zone
t = Thickness of the flange
* Superscript numbers in parentheses refer to References Cited.
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I = Moment of inertia of gross concrete
cross section about the centroidal
axis
yb = Distance from the centroidal axi's to
the extreme fiber in tension
yt = Distance from the centroidal axis to
the extreme fiber in compression
e = Distance from the centroidal axis to
the total tensile force in the pre-
stressed reinforcement
LOADS
C = Total compressive force in the con-
crete
T = Total tensile force in the prestressed
reinforcement
C' = Total force in the supplementary re-
inforcement located in the compres-
sion zone
T" = Total force in the supplementary re-
inforcement located in the tension
zone
P = Total prestressing force
M = Resisting moment at any stage of
loading
Mcr = Resisting moment at flexural crack-
ing
M -= Resisting moment at failure
STRESSES
Concrete
f/- = Compressive strength determined
from 6-by 12-in. control cylinders
fr -Modulus of rupture determined from
6 by 6-by 24-in. control beams
loaded at the third points over an
18-in. span
ft = Tensile strength of the concrete
feu = Effective strength of the concrete in
the compression zone of a beam
Ec = Assumed modulus of elasticity of
concrete
Reinforcement
fse = Effective prestress
f,. = Stress in the prestressed reinforce-
ment at failure
f =u' = Stress in the supplementary rein-
forcement in the compression zone at
failure
fsu" = Stress in the supplementary rein-
forcement in the tension zone at
failure
/' = Tensile strength of the prestressed
reinforcement
fy = Yield stress for reinforcement having
a yield region
fea = Elastic limit stress for reinforcement
fpi = Idealized proportional limit stress
E = Modulus of elasticity of the rein-
forcement
Af. = Change in the prestressed reinforce-
ment stress
STRAINS
Concrete
c. = Useful limit of strain in the com-
pressed concrete
fc = Concrete strain
ce = Strain at the level of the reinforce-
ment due to effective prestress
Er = Required deformation at the level of
the reinforcement
eo = Strain dividing the elastic and plas-
tic ranges of idealized stress-strain
curve for concrete
Reinforcement
e, = Reinforcement strain
se = Effective prestrain corresponding to
effective prestress
e€ = Strain in the prestressed reinforce-
ment at failure
s' = Strain in the supplementary rein-
forcement in the compression zone
at failure
s,," = Strain in the supplementary rein-
forcement in the tension zone at
failure
(,s' = Increase in strain in the prestressed
reinforcement between prestress and
failure
ea = Increase in strain in the prestressed
reinforcement between prestress and
failure neglecting the effects of ce,
A-ea = Change in the increase in strain in
the prestressed reinforcement
DIMENSIONLESS FACTORS
p = A,/bd = reinforcement ratio
p' = A,'/bd
p" = A,"/bd
k. = Ratio of the neutral axis depth at
failure to the effective depth
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k = Ratio of the neutral axis depth to ks = Factor relating the maximum stress
the effective depth at intermediate in the beam to the 6- x 12-in. cylin-
stages of loading der strength
k2 = Ratio of the depth of the compres- MISCELLANEOUS
sive force to depth of the neutral axis
F = Strain compatibility factr Curvature corresponding to flexuralF = Strain compatibility factor c o t bea
cracking of the beam
a = Factor relating the slope of the t ba
a = Fact r r g t e s o t Curvature corresponding to failure
stress-strain curve for the reinforce- Curvature corresponding to failure
of the beam
ment in the inelastic range to the
modulus of elasticity
II. ANALYSIS OF FLEXURAL STRENGTH
A. GENERAL REMARKS
The objective of the analysis presented in this
chapter is the determination of the flexural strength
of prestressed concrete beams. The flexural strength
is defined as the resisting moment corresponding to
the attainment of the useful limit of strain in either
the concrete or the tension reinforcement. It is
usually referred to as the ultimate flexural resisting
moment or simply as the ultimate moment.
In this chapter, an expression for the ultimate
moment is derived in terms of the properties of the
materials and the geometrical properties of the
cross section on the basis of the conditions of equi-
librium and strain geometry. Insofar as the flexural
strength is concerned, the only important difference
between a prestressed reinforced concrete section
and a non-prestressed one is the presence of pre-
strain in the concrete and reinforcement in the
former. Thus, the analysis for flexural strength of
prestressed beams is a generalization of the analysis
for flexural strength of ordinary reinforced concrete
beams. In general, complications are introduced
not because of the presence of prestrain but because
the reinforcement used usually does not have elasto-
plastic stress-strain characteristics and because the
analysis is applied also to unbonded prestressed
members which are not beams but flat "tied-arches."
Section II-B presents the assumptions of the
analysis. Section II-C presents relationships for
concrete beams having straight longitudinal pre-
stressed tension reinforcement only, and Section
II-D presents relationships for beams having sup-
plementary non-prestressed reinforcement in con-
junction with prestressed longitudinal tension
reinforcement. Procedures for determining the re-
inforcement stress at failure are presented in Sec-
tion II-E.
B. ASSUMPTIONS OF ANALYSIS
General expressions for the ultimate moment of
prestressed concrete beams are presented in Sec-
tions II-C and II-D. These expressions have been
derived using the conditions of equilibrium and
geometry together with several assumptions. These
assumptions can be divided into three different
groups as defined and discussed in the following
paragraphs.
The first group involves the distribution of
strains over the depth of the cross section, and in-
cludes the following specific assumptions:
(1) Strains in the compressed concrete vary
linearly. Measurements of deformation at various
levels in a region of constant moment in rectangular
beams have shown that strains are distributed
linearly in the compressed concrete. Thus, for
compressed concrete of fairly uniform quality and
cross section there is little reason to doubt this
assumption. In cases where there is a drastic dis-
turbance in the shape of the cross section, strains
may not be distributed linearly; however, the error
involved should be small under practical conditions.
(2) The strain compatibility factor is known.
In the analysis of straight members, it is usually
assumed that the strain distribution over the depth
of the section is linear as depicted in Figure lb for
a reinforced concrete section. Thus, there is a sim-
ple geometrical relation between co, the strain in-
crease in the extreme fiber of the concrete, and e,,',
the increase in reinforcement strain:
-c 1 csa
k. I - k,,
where k. denotes the ratio of the neutral axis depth
at ultimate to the effective depth. However, in
reinforced or prestressed concrete, flexural failure
is considered to be a localized phenomenon occur-
ring at a cracked section. Therefore, the broken
part of the strain distribution line in Figure lb does
not represent actual strains. At the failure plane,
there is no material and hence no strain between
a level slightly below the neutral axis and the level
of the reinforcement. Thus, a "linear strain distri-
bution" in a cracked reinforced section does not
mean that the strains are distributed linearly over
the whole depth of the section but, more strictly,
that the magnitude of the reinforcement strain is
such that Equation 1 is satisfied. When viewed in
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b
/
Kso - so
kud
d- kud
1
ec6-
/
(c)
Figure 1. Assumed conditions of strain at section of failure
this light, this assumption loses its apparent anal-
ogy to that made and experimentally confirmed for
intact sections. Consequently, it becomes preferable
to show the strain distribution as in Figure ic and
to write the strain compatibility condition as
F = (2)ku 1-k(
Since prestressed or reinforced concrete sections
are usually reinforced such that the useful limit of
the concrete is reached before that of the reinforce-
ment, E, in Equation 1 has been replaced by e. in
Equation 2.
The compatibility factor F, which depends on
the properties and manner of loading of the beam,
may be smaller or larger than unity which corre-
sponds to a linear strain distribution. The signifi-
cance of and values for F are discussed in Chapters
II and V.
The second group of assumptions relates to the
characteristics of the stress-strain curve for, the
concrete. If the stress-strain curve for the com-
pressed concrete in the beam is known, the follow-
ing itemized assumptions are unnecessary. However,
breaking the stress-strain properties into several
parameters simplifies both the derivations and the
evaluations based on the derived expressions.
(3) Failure of the concrete occurs when the
strain in the extreme fiber in compression reaches a
useful limit. Failure of the concrete is marked by
visible crushing which is the breakdown of the
material along slip planes. If the loading is such
that no stress redistribution is possible, the useful
limit of strain is of the order of 0.0015 to 0.0020.
An example of this is an axially loaded concrete
specimen. In the case of bending, however, stress
redistribution does occur and the concrete is able
to sustain larger strains before visible breakdown
of the material. Tests of concrete beams at the
University of Illinois and those reported by other
investigators have shown that the maximum strain
corresponding to visible crushing measured over
various gage lengths ranges from about 0.002 to
0.007. The strains at which visible crushing was
observed in tests of prestressed and ordinary rein-
forced concrete beams failing in flexure are shown
in Figure 56 and are discussed further in Section
V-B. From these tests, it has been concluded that
the useful limit of strain for concrete subjected to
bending stresses is 0.004 and may be assumed to be
independent of the concrete strength.
(4) The effective strength of the concrete in the
compression zone of the beam is known. The actual
distribution of stress with depth in the compressed
concrete of a beam subjected to bending is non-
linear and probably assumes a shape similar to the
compressive stress-strain .relationship determined
from axially loaded specimens. It is, however,
convenient to assume an effective strength, fc.,
equal to the average stress in the compressed con-
crete at failure. Measured values for the effective
strength of the concrete at failure in beams are pre-
sented in, Figure 57. Section V-C presents a rela-
tionship for the effective strength of the concrete
feu, in terms of f/, the 6- by 12-in. cylinder strength,
for rectangular beams and flanged beams in which
the neutral axis is located in the flange. The deter-
mination of the effective strength of the concrete
for flanged beams in which the neutral axis is not
located in the flange is discussed in Section V-G.
(5) The position of the resultant compressive
force in the concrete at failure is known. The re-
sultant compressive force in the concrete is assumed
to be located at a distance k 2kud from the extreme
fiber in compression, where kud is the depth to the
neutral axis. If the compressed cross section of the
beam is rectangular, the parameter k2 is 1/3 for a
triangular stress distribution and 1/2 for a rec-
tangular stress distribution. Because the shape of
the actual stress distribution lies usually between
these two shapes, an average value of k. equal to
0.42 has been chosen. This assumption is reason-
able since the range of k2 is small; also, it is shown
in Section III-B that the effect of variations in k2
on the ultimate moment is small. For a flanged
beam not having its neutral axis in the flange, the
parameter k2 is not 0.42 but depends on the geo-
metrical properties of the compressed cross section.
C-fcubkad
I- TAsfsu
(c)
Figure 2. Conditions of strain and stress at failure for beams reinforced in tension only
Recommendations for evaluating k, for such flanged
beams are presented in Section V-G.
(6) Concrete does not carry tension. Concrete
does carry some tension. However, at failure the
depth of the tensile stress block is about 3% of that
of the compressive stress block, the maximum ten-
sile stress is about 15% of the maximum compres-
sive stress and the moment arm of the tensile force
is very small. Therefore, the contribution of the
tensile strength of concrete to the moment capacity
is negligible.
The third group of assumptions relates to the
reinforcement.
(7) The stress-strain relationship for the rein-
forcement is known. The entire stress-strain re-
lationship for the reinforcement can be determined
readily from tension tests of coupons. For types
of reinforcement which have an elasto-plastic stress-
strain curve, only the yield point stress need be
known if strain hardening is ignored.
(8) Failure of the reinforcement occurs at a
limiting strain. For those beams having extremely
small amounts of reinforcement, failure is the result
of fracture of the reinforcement prior to visible
crushing of the concrete in the extreme fiber. Frac-
ture is assumed to occur when the strain in the
reinforcement reaches the maximum value deter-
mined in tension tests of coupons of suitable length.
C. DERIVATIONS FOR BEAMS REINFORCED
IN TENSION ONLY
1. Introductory Remarks
Beams reinforced in tension only are those in
which the main prestressed reinforcement in the
region of maximum moment is located in the tension
zone and parallel or nearly parallel to the longi-
tudinal axis of the beam. For such beams the states
of strain and stress at the section of failure are
shown in Figure 2 in accordance with the assump-
tions discussed in Section II-B. The vertical line for
the strain distribution is a reference line which
represents the conditions of zero strain before the
application of the prestress and the applied load.
As the prestress is applied, the concrete at the level
of the reinforcement shortens a total amount equal
to cee. The strain in the reinforcement at this stage
is ce. As the load is applied, the strain in the rein-
forcement increases first an amount equal to Ece and
then ,a'. The total strain in the reinforcement at
failure is cs.. The assumed strain compatibility
condition relates the increase in steel strain cs, to
the useful limit of strain in the concrete £e.
2. Relationships Derived from Equilibrium
An expression for the ultimate moment may be
written with reference to Figure 2c on the basis of
the conditions of equilibrium by taking moments
about the centroid of the compressive force.
Moment = Force x Moment arm
Mf = Asfud(1 - k2k)j
The ultimate moment M, can also be written by
taking moments about the centroid of the tensile
force; however, the above form is more convenient.
For beams having a compression zone of con-
stant width, the summation of forces in the longi-
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(b)
ý. fu
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tudinal direction yields an expression for the ratio
k. in terms of the cross-sectional properties.
C = T
f, c. b kd = A,f,u = pbdf.u
fra -which
k. = p.«= /f/c (4)
For beams having a compression zone of varying
width, the expression for the ratio k. is not as
simple. For such beams the value of k2 is also
different from that for beams having compression
zones of constant width. Section V-G presents a
detailed discussion of values of k. and k2 for a
flanged beam.
If k, as given by Equation 4 is substituted in
Equation 3, a dimensionless relationship for the
ultimate moment is obtained.
Mf/fe,bd2 = k. (1 - kk.) (5)
Equation 5 has been developed using only the
conditions of equilibrium and therefore is general
and valid for any type of rectangular beam rein-
forced in tension only. In Equation 5 the quantities
b, d, ks, fe,, represent the geometrical and material
properties of the cross section. It is assumed that
these quantities are known for any specific beam.
The ratio k. is the only unknown quantity in Equa-
tion 5. Equation 4 shows that k. is a function of p,
fc. and f,.. Of these quantities, only the latter, f..,
is unknown and must be determined before the ulti-
mate moment for any specific beam can be com-
puted. A relationship from which the reinforcement
stress at failure, f., can be obtained is presented
below.
3. Relationships Derived from Strain
Compatibility
The assumed state of strain at the section of
failure is shown in Figure 2b. Using this strain
distribution, a relationship between the increase in
reinforcement strain, c.', and the useful limit of
concrete strain, e., can be written. This relationship
is given by Equation 6.
I1 L \
. = Ft. - ( I * " )(.a~~~~ ~ -tI -- -- J
For a prestressed concrete beam, the reinforce-
ment strain at failure, e8., becomes
ea, = e- . + ec. + e.. a
Equations 6 and 7 combine to give
,. = .. , + e. + Fe.( 1 -k"k.
For given values of p, fe,, e.e and the stress-
strain relationship for the reinforcement, Equations
4 and 8 can be solved simultaneously to give the
value of the reinforcement stress at failure if Fea
is known or assumed.
D. DERIVATIONS FOR BEAMS WITH
SUPPLEMENTARY REINFORCEMENT
1. Introductory Remarks
Beams with supplementary reinforcement are
defined as those which have non-prestressed longi-
tudinal reinforcement in addition to the main pre-
stressed reinforcement. The supplementary rein-
forcement may be added in the tension zone, in the
compression zone, or in both. The supplementary
reinforcement is usually deformed intermediate or
structural grade steel, although high strength steel
may also be used. Figure 3 shows the states of
strain and stress at the section of failure of a beam
having supplementary reinforcement in both the
tension and compression zones. The distributions of
strain and stress are based on the assumptions dis-
cussed in Section II-B.
2. Relationships Derived from Equilibrium
BEAMS WITH SUPPLEMENTARY REINFORCEMENT IN
BOTH TENSION AND COMPRESSION ZONES
An expression for the ultimate moment may be
written with reference to Figure 3c by taking mo-
ments about the centroid of the compressive force
in the concrete.
M = A,f,.d (1 -kk,,) +A.'f.,'*d (k2k. - d'/d)
+A,"f."'d (d'/d - k,k,)
For beams having a compression zone of con-
stant width, the summation of forces in the longi-
tudinal direction gives the following expression for
the ratio k..
A,'f ,'* +f,bk.d = Af,.- A, f,.'
k, = A .. +A.,f,, -A,'f,,Sfc,,bd (10)
Equation 9 together with Equation 10 can be
* If desired, a correction may be made for the area of conerete
replaced by the reinforcement by subtracting f•a from «,'. However,
usually this correction is insignificant and not strictly correct since the
concrete stress at the level of the compression reinforcement may not be
equal to /..(7)
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Figure 3. Conditions of strain and stress at failure for beams with supplementary reinforcement
solved to obtain the ultimate moment if fsu, fu' and
f." are known or can be assumed.
For flanged beams, the derivation of the ratio,
ku, is more complicated if the neutral axis is not
located in the flange. Recommendations for the
analysis of such beams are presented in Section
V-G.
BEAMS WITH SUPPLEMENTARY REINFORCEMENT IN
THE TENSION ZONE ONLY
If there is no supplementary reinforcement in
the compression zone, As' is equal to zero, and the
expression for the ultimate moment of beams hav-
ing supplementary reinforcement in the tension zone
only is obtained from Equation 9 by eliminating the
second term involving A,' on the right hand side.
Mf= A,f,d (1-k 2k)+A,"fa"d (d"/d - k2k) (9a)
The ratio k, is modified in the same manner.
= Afj +A,"f,U" (1a)fubd
Equation 9a together with Equation 10a can be
solved to obtain the ultimate moment if fsu and f,."
are known or can be assumed.
The derivation of the ratio k. for flanged beams
in which the neutral axis is not located in the
flange is discussed in Section V-G.
BEAMS WITH SUPPLEMENTARY REINFORCEMENT IN
THE COMPRESSION ZONE ONLY
If there is no supplementary reinforcement in
the tension zone, As" is equal to zero, and the ex-
pression for the ultimate moment for beams having
supplementary reinforcement in the compression
zone only is obtained from Equation 9 by eliminat-
ing the term involving A," on the right hand side.
-M =A fj,,d (1 - k2k,) + A/'f,'d (k2k,,- d'/d) (9b)
The ratio ku is modified in the same manner.
A f,, - Ak, f,,,bd (lOb)
Equation 9b together with Equation 10b can be
solved to obtain the ultimate moment if fsu and fsu'
are known or can be assumed.
The derivation of the ratio k. for flanged beams
in which the neutral axis is not located in the flange
is presented in Section V-G.
3. Relationships Derived from Strain Compatibility
The state of strain at the section of failure is
shown in Figure 3b. Using this strain distribution,
a relationship between the increase in reinforcement
strain and the limiting concrete strain can be writ-
ten. This relationship is
I 'r - k.,f,1 I - k,,
. = FE-^ ,,( 1 k,,
and is identical to the expression derived for beams
reinforced in tension only. Thus, for a prestressed
concrete beam having supplementary reinforce-
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ment, the main reinforcement strain at failure, Cu,
becomes,
tu = se + Ere + ea' (7)
Equations 6 and 7 combine to give
eu = e + ee + Fe ( 1 k. " ) (8)
The relationships between the strains in the
supplementary reinforcement and the limiting con-
crete strain can also be derived using the strain
distribution shown in Figure 3b. Equation 11 below
is the relationship for the strain in the reinforce-
ment located in the compression zone in terms of
the limiting concrete strain.
k.sud - ' kcu
k,,d - d' k,,d
,= [. k - d'/d ] (11)
The relationship between the strain in the re-
inforcement located in the tension zone and the
limiting concrete strain is given by Equation 12.
---" f u F
d" - kud kud
or
F [ d"/d - k (12)
For given values of fe,, A,, A/, As", b, d,
cse, and the stress-strain relationships for both the
main and supplementary reinforcement, Equation
10 together with Equations 8, 11, and 12 can be
solved to obtain the stresses in the reinforcement at
failure if Feu is known or assumed.
E. DETERMINATION OF THE REINFORCEMENT
STRESSES AT FAILURE
1. Introductory Remarks
Equations 3 and 9, derived in the preceding sec-
tions, are expressions for the ultimate moment of
prestressed concrete beams. Since the derivation
of these relationships was based on conditions of
equilibrium only, they are also valid for ordinary
reinforced concrete beams. It is seen from Equa-
tions 3 and 9 that the ultimate moment for a given
beam is almost directly dependent on the magnitude
of the stress in the reinforcement at failure. Thus,
if the stress at failure is known, the ultimate
moment is readily obtainable for rectangular
beams. If supplementary reinforcement is present,
it is of course necessary to determine also the
stresses in that reinforcement before the ultimate
moment can be obtained.
Several methods for determining the reinforce-
ment stresses at failure for rectangular beams are
presented in this section. The basis for all these
methods is that the reinforcement stress and strain
in the beam at the section of failure must be com-
patible with the stress-strain relationship for the
reinforcement itself. For rectangular beams rein-
forced in tension only, the relationship for the stress
and strain in the beam at the section of failure is
obtained by combining Equations 4 and 8.
es,, = es + ec + Fe, ( f. - 1)
or, rearranging
f*" Fe•
S. C P
(13)
(14)
For given values of feu, p, Fe,,, es,, and ece, Equa-
tion 14 states a relation between f1, and e,,. Another
relation between f,, and e,, is provided by the
stress-strain curve for the reinforcement. Thus, the
value of f,, can be determined for a given beam by
a simultaneous solution of Equation 14 and the
relationship between f,, and e,, described by the
stress-strain curve for the reinforcement.
For rectangular beams having supplementary
reinforcement, the relationship between stress and
strain in the prestressed reinforcement at the sec-
tion of failure is obtained by combining Equations
8 and 10, as follows:
S Ase+oce+FeA -A,'f, I (15)
The stress in the prestressed reinforcement at fail-
ure for a given beam with supplementary reinforce-
ment must be such that the strain e,, obtained from
Equation 15 is the same as that obtained from the
reinforcement stress-strain curve.
It is of interest to note that for the case where
(e, is equal to zero, fee is also equal to zero, and the
relationships given in Equations 13, 14, and 15
reduce to those which apply to ordinary reinforced
concrete.
In general, Equations 13, 14, and 15 can be used
in conjunction with a specific stress-strain relation-
ship for the prestressed reinforcement to solve for
the reinforcement stress at failure if Fet is known
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or can be assumed. To provide a common basis for
discussion of the following solutions for fsu, and
later for discussion of the effects of major variables
on the analysis, it is assumed that Feu is a constant
and equal to 0.004.
The solutions for the stress in the reinforcement
at failure presented in the following articles are
limited to rectangular beams or flanged beams in
which the neutral axis is located within the flange.
For flanged beams in which the neutral axis is not
located in the flange, the determination of the rein-
forcement stress at failure is discussed in Section
V-G.
2. Trial-and-Error Solution
For any particular beam reinforced in tension
only, the reinforcement stress or strain at failure
can be determined by a trial-and-error solution.
This solution makes use of Equation 13 and the
stress-strain relationship for the reinforcement used.
For a given beam, the ratio fcu/p is known, feu
being related to the 6- by 12-in. cylinder strength.
For a particular prestress level, the reinforcement
prestrain ce, is known. The prestrain in the con-
crete at the level of the reinforcement, tce, which
results from the effective prestressing force, may be
computed by considering the beam to be linearly
elastic at this stage. In fact it is shown later in
Section III-B that the effect on the ultimate mo-
ment of neglecting ce, is slight and on the side of
safety for prestressed concrete beams. The only
unknowns in Equation 13 are thus cs, and f,. if a
value is assumed for Feu.
The steps to be followed in the trial-and-error
solution for determining f,. for beams reinforced in
tension only, are as follows:
(1) Assume a reasonable value for f,.
(2) Determine the corresponding value of su,
from Equation 13
(3) Using the value of es, determined in step 2,
find the corresponding value of fs, from the stress-
strain relationship for the reinforcement
(4) Repeat steps 1 through 3 until the assumed
value of f,, and that determined in step 3 agree.
The number of trials may be reduced by using
the average of the values of f,. in steps 1 and 3 of
the previous trial in each successive trial.
For any particular beam with supplementary
reinforcement, the reinforcement stresses at failure
can also be determined by a trial-and-error solu-
tion. In this case the procedure is more complicated.
The trial-and-error solution makes use of Equation
15 and the stress-strain relationships for the pre-
stressed reinforcement and the supplementary rein-
forcement. For a given beam the following quan-
tities are known: cse, tce, As, As", A,', f,,, b, and d.
The only unknowns in Equation 15 are es,, fu, fsu"
and fs,' if a value is assumed for Fe,.
The steps to be followed in the trial-and-error
solution for determining fsu for beams having sup-
plementary reinforcement are as follows:
(1) Assume ku
(2) Determine E,U from Equation 8
(3) Determine fu from stress-strain relation-
ship for the prestressed reinforcement
(4) Determine c,,' from Equation 11
(5) Determine f,.' from stress-strain relation-
ship for the supplementary reinforcement
(6) Determine cs," from Equation 12
(7) Determine fa," from stress-strain relation-
ship for the supplementary reinforcement
(8) Using f,, f,,' and fs," from steps 3, 5 and
7 in Equation 10 determine k.
(9) Compare derived and assumed values of ku.
If they are not in agreement repeat steps 2 to 9. If
they are in agreement, determine the final reinforce-
ment stresses.
The values of fsu, fu' and fs," determined in
step 9 are then used in Equation 9 to obtain the
ultimate moment.
3. Graphical Solution
The graphical solution for determining the rein-
forcement stress at failure for beams reinforced in
tension only and without supplementary reinforce-
ment is described in the following paragraphs with
the aid of Figures 4 and 5.
In the trial-and-error procedure described in the
previous article, Equation 14 is solved for a given
value of sc, and then the stress-strain relationship
for the reinforcement is checked to see if the values
of ,su and fu are compatible. For the graphical
procedure Equation 14 is rewritten:
where
(16)f - _ /p
-- +1Fu
esa' = Esu - fse - fc.
Equation 16 represents one relation between the
reinforcement stress at failure, fau, and the increase
in reinforcement strain, e,,'. This is shown plotted
The value of f,• obtained by using the graphical
solution for any value of fc/P is used in Equation
3 to obtain the ultimate moment.
The curves representing various solutions of
Equation 16 which are shown in Figure 5 are also
reproduced in Figure 92 of Appendix B.
For beams having supplementary reinforcement
the graphical solution is too cumbersome to present
any advantage over the trial-and-error solution.
4. Algebraic Solution
The reinforcement stress in the beam at failure
can be obtained algebraically if an equation de-
scribing the complete stress-strain characteristics
for the reinforcement is available. In general, if
=su  0(f.s) (17)
Equations 14 and 17 can be solved simultaneously
for the reinforcement stress at failure in beams
reinforced in tension only. For beams having sup-
plementary reinforcement in addition to the main
reinforcement, Equations 15 and 17, together with
Sse+ce-i4 - -'so ~ Stroin
-su
Figure 4. Plot illustrating the graphical procedure for determining
reinforcement stress at failure
qualitatively as Curve 1 in Figure 4 for particular
values of fc,/p and Fce.
The stress-strain curve for the particular re-
inforcement used can be plotted to the same axes
with one modification. Since ea' = esu - ,,s -
cce the stress-strain curve is shifted to the left by
an amount (ese + cce). This is Curve 2 in Figure 4.
The intersection point of Curves 1 and 2 repre-
sents the solution for the reinforcement stress at
failure for the particular case considered.
Figure 5 shows solutions of Equation 16 for
various values of fc/p ranging from 200 to 4000
k.s.i. for a constant value of Fe, = 0.004. A par-
ticular stress-strain curve is superimposed for
(se + c,, ) = 0.004 in accordance with the pro-
cedure described above. By finding the pertinent
intersection points, solutions for fu, can be easily
obtained for a large range of values of feu/p.
It should be pointed out that once the curves for
Equation 16 are plotted for specific values of Fe,,
solutions for the reinforcement stress in the beam
at failure can be obtained for any reinforcement
prestrained to any desired level, by superimposing
its stress-strain curve on Figure 5 in accordance
with the procedure described above.
fcu/p in ksi
In
.004
I
UA
Reinforcement lot /0
Fu .004
(ese + -- ce) =.004
0 / 2 3 4 5
Stroin in per cent
Figure 5. Graphical solution for reinforcement stresses at failure
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equations for the stress-strain characteristics of the
supplementary reinforcement, can be solved simul-
taneously for the prestressed reinforcement stress
at failure.
As an example, consider stress-strain curves for
the prestressing reinforcement shown in Figure 22,
which are all similar in shape. Each curve essen-
tially consists of three parts: an initial linear por-
tion, a transition portion in which the slope of the
curve changes rapidly, and a linear or nearly linear
portion with a slope considerably smaller than the
slope of the initial linear portion. One type of
equation that may be used to relate the strain and
stress of the reinforcement which has the general
characteristics described above is the expression
shown below.
300
250
200
150
s
0 I 2 3 4
Strain in per cent
sau = Afu + Bf"r,, (18)
In Equation 18, the first term on the right hand
side describes a linear relation between strain and
stress; the constant A is related to the modulus of
elasticity. The second term on the right hand side
indicates the departure of the particular curve from
a straight line. The magnitude of the constants B
and n are adjusted to fit the particular curve. In
this form, the equation represents a curve that be-
gins to depart from a straight line at the origin. The
constants B and n may be weighted so that the
departure from a straight line is very small initially.
However, since the usual stress-strain curves for
high strength reinforcement have an initial portion
that is linear to a level of stress which is at least
one-half the ultimate, Equation 18 is not a very
suitable representation of these stress-strain curves.
Consequently, Equation 18 was modified to the
form shown below.
, = Af/,u + B(f,. - fei)" (19)
Equation 19 more closely represents the stress-
strain curves for high strength reinforcements be-
cause the departure from linearity, as expressed by
the second term on the right-hand side, begins at a
stress level fe not at the origin. The stress level
f,i marks the division between the initial linear por-
tion and the curved portion of any reinforcement
stress-strain curve.
An expression in the form of Equation 19 for the
reinforcement of Lot 10 in Figure 22i is given below
for fe, = 170 k.s.i.
ifs 4 (f.. - 170)4
, 30,000 - + 10 ) , for f8,>170 (20)30,000 1010
Figure 6. Relationship between strain and stress
for Lot 10 reinforcement
where f,. is in k.s.i. The plot of Equation 20 is
presented in Figure 6. A comparison of Figure 6
with Figure 22i shows that the derived relationship
is nearly identical with the measured stress-strain
curve.
If Equation 20 is solved simultaneously with
Equation 14, a single expression for the reinforce-
ment stress in the beam at failure is obtained. This
expression, applicable only to beams reinforced with
Lot 10 or similar reinforcement, is shown below.
4f01, U..- Rf7 Fedfeu
S(f -170) + 30,000 " p '
for f,. _ 170 (21)
where R = e, + cce - Fe,, and f/, and fe, are in
k.s.i. Although Equation 21 contains only one un-
known, fs, there is no known solution for such an
equation. Thus, a trial-and-error procedure differ-
ent from that described in part 2 of this section,
must be used to determine f,8 and it is questionable
whether there is any advantage to such an expres-
sion for the stress-strain characteristics of the rein-
forcement, unless a relationship of the type shown
in Equation 21 can be programmed for solution by
high-speed computers.
Another reasonable approximation for some of
the stress-strain curves shown in Figure 22 is pro-
vided by two straight lines. Lot 9 reinforcement
in Figure 22h is one for which this can be done
conveniently. The actual and idealized stress-strain
relationships for Lot 9 are shown in Figure 7. The
slopes of the two straight lines forming the idealized
Sfel 170ksi
Ss 'su Q4(fs,-170) 4
su 3,~ 00+ o/00
for fsu M 170 where fsu is in ksiII
5 6
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0 / 2 3 4 5 6
Strain in per cent
Figure 7. Actual and idealized stress-strain relationship
for Lot 9 reinforcement
reinforcement stress at failure. For rectangular
beams reinforced in tension only, the resulting ex-
pression for f], is
f, ER [ a e. (1 -
2„ R ^ _.+ ^(
250
200
1 /50
50
0
(25)
If the second term on the right-hand side is ex-
panded and 
all terms containing 
a= n 
e-
7 cause they are very small,
ER / e,1 (1- a,J'u ~ » ' ff '
curve are E and aE, the former being the initial
slope. The point of intersection of the two lines
represents an idealized proportional limit, fp1. Using
this idealized stress-strain relationship, two expres-
sions for the reinforcement stress can be written
depending on whether the stress at failure is smaller
or greater than the idealized proportional limit.
Case 1: fu smaller than f,/
When the reinforcement stress at failure is
smaller than fo,, Equation 22 represents the relation
between strain and stress.
fsu = Ecsu (22)
Equation 22 can be solved simultaneously with
Equation 14 to obtain a single expression for the
reinforcement stress at failure. For rectangular
beams reinforced in tension only, the resulting ex-
pression for f,, is
ER (ER 2 EFE (23)/fs= 2 2p-4 (23)
where R = ese + ce - Feu
When the value of f•, obtained from Equation 23
is substituted in Equation 3, the ultimate moment
can be obtained readily.
Case 2: f,u larger than fp
When the reinforcement stress at failure is larger
than fop, Equation 24 represents the relationship
between strain and stress.
f,, = Ep, + aE (es, - cpt) (24)
Equation 24 can be solved simultaneously with
Equation 14 to obtain a single expression for the
SE 2- 2 + a aEFe,.,, (26)
When the value of f,. obtained from either Equa-
tion 25 or Equation 26 is substituted in Equation 3,
the ultimate moment can be obtained.
Since it is usually difficult to establish directly
whether the reinforcement stress at failure for a
given beam will be smaller or greater than the
idealized proportional limit, there is uncertainty as
to which relationship for f,, should be used. It is
necessary to make only one trial choosing either
Equation 23 or Equation 25 to derive a value for
f,,, and then to check the validity of the original
assumption.
The procedure for obtaining the reinforcement
stress at failure using an idealized stress-strain
relationship is only approximate, especially in the
region adjacent to fpI. The errors which result when
this procedure is used are not on the side of safety
since the slope of the actual stress-strain curve
changes gradually in the immediate vicinity of fp1
and at all times the actual stress is smaller than the
ideal stress. Thus, Equations 23 and 25 should be
used only when the actual stress-strain relationship
can be represented closely by two straight lines.
Equations 20, 23, and 25, which are expressions
for the stress in the reinforcement at failure, are
restricted to beams reinforced only in tension.
Similar equations can be derived for beams having
supplementary reinforcement by solving simulta-
neously Equations 8 and 10 with either Equation
20, 22, or 24. Such relationships have not been pre-
sented in this article because, owing to the nature
of Equation 10, they are extremely complicated
algebraically.
I[Ee, (1-a) +aER 2± aEFe.tf.
S- 2 +p
where R = ese + ,ee - Fe,
III. EFFECTS OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
ON THE ULTIMATE MOMENT CAPACITY
A. GENERAL REMARKS
In the preceding chapter, relationships were
derived between the ultimate moment capacity and
the properties of a prestressed concrete section on
the basis of various assumptions. These relation-
ships involved certain parameters, such as Fcu and
feu, which are to be obtained experimentally. Before
a study of test results to evaluate these parameters,
it is essential to examine the sensitivity of the
ultimate moment to each one of the parameters or
groups of parameters involved in the analysis. If
large variations in a given parameter affect the ulti-
mate moment only slightly, it follows that errors
made in assuming the value of that parameter are
not critical. Furthermore, if that parameter is to be
determined experimentally, from the measured ulti-
mate moment, a large scatter is to be expected in
the measurements. On the other extreme, if small
variations in a given parameter cause large changes
in the ultimate moment, errors made in assuming
the value of that parameter are extremely critical.
A knowledge of the sensitivity of the ultimate
moment to the various parameters is important not
only as a tool in interpreting test data but also
as a guide for design. A beam should be designed
so that reasonable variations in the variables over
which the designer cannot exercise good control are
not critical in determining the ultimate moment.
For example, a beam cast in the field should be
proportioned so that reasonable variations in the
concrete strength do not affect its ultimate moment
capacity.
The object of this chapter is to study the effect
of changes in the independent variables on the ulti-
mate moment in order to show which variables are
of significance and the range in which they are
significant. The discussions in the following sec-
tions all refer to a rectangular section reinforced in
tension only, with the reinforcement arranged
symmetrically in a single layer.
The independent variables involved in the anal-
ysis of the ultimate moment capacity of a beam
with a rectangular section of compressed concrete
may be divided into three groups.
The geometrical properties are described by the
amount of reinforcement As, the effective depth of
the beam d, and the width of the compressed con-
crete zone b.
The material properties are described by the
stress-strain relationship of the reinforcement, the
prestrain in the reinforcement, the effective strength
of the concrete, fe, and the ratio k2, which defines
the location of the resultant compressive force in
the concrete.
The effect of bond or loading conditions are
included in the strain compatibility factor F.
In order to determine the relative significance of
these variables, solutions were obtained for M, and
fu with one or a critical combination of these vari-
ables varied over a reasonable range while the
others were kept constant. Thus it was possible to
obtain theoretically the sensitivity of either M, or
f,. to the quantity considered. For purposes of com-
parison, a standard set of values was assumed for
certain of the variables involved in the study. The
values chosen, which were used in all studies except
where indicated otherwise, are listed below:
k, = 0.42
,e, = 0.004 (fse = 120,000 p.s.i.)
Feu = 0.004
Reinforcement Lot 9 (Figure 22h)
It is evident from Equation 3 that the reinforce-
ment stress at ultimate, fs, is almost directly re-
lated to the ultimate moment capacity, MAl.
Consequently, it is pertinent first to study the
effects of the independent variables on f/s and then
to consider their effects on M,.
B. SENSITIVITY OF THE REINFORCEMENT STRESS
AT ULTIMATE TO VARIATIONS IN THE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
1. Effect of the Ratio p/fcu
The combined effect of the independent vari-
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Strain
Figure 8. Effects of p and feu on fsu
ables A,, b, d, and fe. can be examined with the use
of the ratio p/f,, which is involved in the expression
for k. (Equation 4). The qualitative effect of vari-
ations in p/fcu on fsu can be shown with the help of
Figure 8.
The cross section of a beam is shown in Figure
8a. Two different cases of strain distribution at
ultimate are shown in Figure 8b by the solid lines.
The stress-strain curve for the reinforcement is
plotted in Figure 8c, the scale for the strain being
the same as that for Figure 8b. The origin of the
stress-strain curve is located so that it is to the left
of the vertical reference line in Figure 8b by an
amount equal to the prestrain, ee. The basis for
this procedure was discussed in Section II-E.
Case 1 represents a section with a low value of
p/fu,. Consequently, k. is small and the increase in
reinforcement strain is high. Case 2 represents a
section with a high value of p/fcu; therefore k. is
large and ,e, is small.
The effect on the strain distribution of varia-
tions in p/fc• are represented by the broken lines
in each case (See Equation 4). Without going into
the details of the interrelationships among p, fcu,
and f,u, it is possible to see that for low values of
the ratio p/fcu, variations in either p or fcu do not
change fs appreciably but that for high values of
p/fc,, variations in either p or fc. can be critical.
It can also be concluded from the same figure
that if the computed value of caa is well in the in-
elastic range of the stress-strain curve for the rein-
forcement, fs would change very little with
accidental variations in f, or intentional variations
in p.
2. Effect of Ece
The compressive strain cce is not an independent
variable. However, it is worthwhile to consider it
here, primarily for the purpose of showing that it
can be neglected in the practical ranges of the
variables involved.
Figure 9 shows graphical solutions for f,, as
described in Section II E. The intersection points
of Curve A (Lot 9 reinforcement) with the con-
tours for various values of fc/p represent solutions
for the condition e,, = 0.005 and ece = 0. Curve B
(again for Lot 9 reinforcement) is plotted for the
condition cse = 0.005 and €c, = 0.0005. Conse-
quently, its origin is placed to the left of Curve A
by an amount of 0.0005.
It is seen that, especially in the inelastic range
f• cu/, in ksi
I)
LII
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\
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Fu, =.004
se=.o005
0 I 2 3
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Figure 9. Effect of cc. on f.,
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-iu E, Two cases are considered: a section with a high
Figure 10. Effect of e.. on f. Strain for flexural strength. In the following qualitative
discussion, ,. will be considered to be constant.
of the stress-strain curve, the effect of ce on f,, is
negligible. Since the value of 0.00 y
an upper-bound value for Ece (corresponds approxi-
mately to 2000 p.s.i.), it follows that it can be
neglected in Equations 7 and 8 for any practical
case. This is equivalent to assuming 250
<Ea' = Ca (28)
Equation 6 then becomes
e. = Fe•(1 . ) (29) 200
Equations 7 and 29 can be combined to obtain a .
simple expression for the total reinforcement strain (
at ultimate. /5
s o
e.u = c.. + F ( k  (30) I
3. Effect of cse /00
The effect of c<, or the prestress level on the rein-
forcement stress at ultimate can be seen from an
examination of Figure 10 which is similar to Figure
8. Two stress-strain curves are plotted in Figure 50
10c. Both of them refer to the same type of rein-
forcement, but Curve A is plotted for zero prestress
and Curve B for a practical level of prestress. Con-
sequently, the origin of Curve A coincides with the 0
reference line for strains in Figure 10b, while the 0 / 2 3 4
origin of Curve B is to the left of this reference / 'cu 
1 o /psi
line. Figure 11. Effect of e.. on reinforcement stress at failure
value of p/f,c (Case 1) and a section with a low
value of p/fe, (Case 2). Curves X and Y in Figure
10c indicate qualitatively the locus of possible solu-
tions for f,,. (Equation 16) for the two ratios of
p/fc, as described for the graphical solution. It is
seen that the change in f,. for a substantial change
in fse (or c,e) is small for Case 1 but large for
Case 2.
If the computed reinforcement strain at ultimate
is well in the inelastic range of the stress-strain
curve, large variations in the effective prestress
level are not critical insofar as the values of f,• and,
therefore, M, are concerned. Figure 11 shows quan-
titatively the influence of the prestress level on fs
for various values of p/fe,.
4. Effect of Fc
.
The effect of changes in either F or te can be
considered in terms of the product Fe,, since these
terms always appear in that form in the expressions
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Strain
Figure 12. Effect of Feu on fa for beams having
low values of p/feu
However, the discussion could have been carried
out in essentially the same manner if F were con-
sidered to be constant and eu were varied. In effect,
it is Feu that is varied.
The construction of Figures 12 and 13 are simi-
lar to Figure 8, except that these figures are con-
structed to show the effect of changes in the value
of F. Figure 12 refers to a section with a low value
of p/fcu, while Figure 13 refers to one with a high
value of p/fcu. Changes in kd associated with
changes in f,. have been ignored for the sake of
simplicity.
Two conditions are shown in Figure 12 corre-
sponding to high (bonded beam) and low (un-
bonded beam) values of F. It is seen immediately
that variations in F affect the value of f,. insignifi-
cantly in the former and significantly in the latter
case. Furthermore, the reduction of F from the
higher to the lower value, which is equivalent to
"unbonding" a given beam, reduces f•, considerably.
Figure 13 shows similar trends. In that case, how-
ever, variations in even the higher value of F may
result in appreciable changes in f,..
5. Effect of the Stress-Strain Characteristics
of the Reinforcement
In order to show the effect of the stress-strain
characteristics of the reinforcement on f,, graphical
eso for low value of F
,so for high value ofF
Strain
Figure 13. Effect of Feu on f.u for beams having
high values of p/fcu
solutions for f/ are presented in Figure 14 for three
types of reinforcement. Curves 1 and 2, which are
plotted for a prestrain of 0.005, represent stress-
strain curves for high tensile strength single wire
and seven-wire strand, respectively. Curve 3, which
is plotted for a prestrain of 0.002, represents a
stress-strain curve for high strength alloy steel
reinforcement.
For a given value of p/fc, and e,, the value of
f,, increases with an increase in the strength of the
reinforcement provided the reinforcement strain at
ultimate is in the inelastic range of the stress-strain
curve. If p/f., is large enough so that <,• is in the
linearly elastic range of the stress-strain curve, only
the modulus of elasticity and the prestrain affect f,,.
C. OVER-ALL EFFECTS OF THE VARIABLES
ON THE ULTIMATE MOMENT
1. Effect of Geometrical Variables
The effect of changes in the geometrical vari-
ables, A,, b, and d on the ultimate moment, M,, can
best be discussed by considering specific cases. The
pertinent material and geometrical properties of
four sections are shown in Figure 15 which shows
a plot of MI against A, for each of the four sections.
For each cross section, M, increases at a decreasing
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o 0
0 0
K
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\,5
0 / 2 3 4 5
Strain in per cent
Figure 14. Effect of reinforcement stress-strain
characteristics on f.u
rate with increases in As. The effect of changes in
b on Mf can be seen by comparing Curve 1 with
Curve 2 and Curve 3 with Curve 4 in Figure 15.
Both comparisons show that the effect of doubling
b, for any given As, is to increase Mf only slightly.
The effects of changes in d on Mf are seen when
Curves 1 and 3 and Curves 2 and 4 are compared.
In general, doubling d more than doubles Mf for
any given As. Figure 15 was prepared for a given
value of f/,. This figure would be qualitatively
similar for other values of feu. Although the effect
of variations in feu on Mf are not presented here, it
can be derived readily from the curve corresponding
to k, = 0.42 shown in Figure 16.
2. Effect of k2
Values of Mf computed for a reasonable range
of values of k2 equal to 0.33, 0.42, and 0.50 are
plotted against p/fcu. in Figure 16a. It is evident
from Figure 16a that the effect of variations in k 2
on the ultimate moment is slight for practical values
of p/fu..
\3
4000
3200
2400
o
1600
800
0
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 I
As , Amount of Reinforcement, sq in.
Figure 15. Effects of geometrical variables on the ultimate moment
N
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Feu =.004
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3. Effect of ce,
The effect of variations in .,e on Mf is shown in
Figure 16b. It is seen that the effect of variations
in ce on Mf is small except for large values of p/fc
and lower levels of prestrain.
4. Effect of Fc,
To study the effect of variations in the apparent
limiting strain Fe. on the ultimate moment, the
analysis presented in Section II-D was used to com-
pute the ultimate for values of Fe. ranging from
0.0005 to 0.005. This covers most of the range of
values of Fe, obtained from beam tests. For a rein-
forcement prestrain of 0.004, the computed Mf
versus p/fe, curves for various values of Feu are
shown in Figure 16c. A more convenient method of
showing the effect of variations in Fe. on Mf is pre-
sented in Figure 17, where Mf for specific beams is
plotted against Fe. for ese equal to 0, 0.004, and
0.005, respectively. In all these figures, the over-all
effect of increasing Fe. is to increase Mf. For the
low values of p/fc, this increase is small, but be-
comes larger as p/f,. is increased. The increase in
Mf is not linear with increases in Fe,, especially
when f8, is in the "elastic" range of the stress-strain
curve for the reinforcement. This is indicated in
Figure 17b where the broken curve represents the
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0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
P/fu x 6O I/psi
Figure 16. Effects of k2, ese, and Feu on ultimate moment
stress corresponding to a 1% strain for Lot 9 re-
inforcement. The reinforcement stress at failure is
0 .00/ .002 .003 .004 .005
F'u
Figure 17. Effects of Fe. on ultimate moment
of reinforcement Lot 9
in the "elastic" range for all points to the left of
the broken curve and in the "inelastic" range for all
points to the right. This trend is evident also in
Figures 17a and 17c. Thus, the effect of variations
in Fe on M, is small whenever f.„ is in the "in-
elastic" range of the stress-strain curve for the
reinforcement, but it can be substantial when f•.
is in the "elastic" range.
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A. GENERAL REMARKS
A general analysis for determining the flexural
strength of prestressed concrete beams has been
presented in Chapter II. To be complete, this anal-
ysis involves the use of certain parameters derived
from tests. These are derived in the next chapter
from the results of 82 tests on simply supported
beams conducted at the University of Illinois as
one phase of the Investigation of Prestressed Re-
inforced Concrete for Highway Bridges.
This chapter presents an outline of these tests,
a brief discussion of the geometrical and material
properties of the beams, a description of the be-
havior of various beams, and a discussion of strains
measured during the tests. Other topics such as de-
tails of the geometrical and material properties of
the beams, methods of fabrication, instrumentation
of the beams, and testing procedures are presented
in Appendix A.
B. OUTLINE OF TESTS
The 82 beams were numbered originally accord-
ing to the order of testing; however, they have been
/0o'-o0"
27, 36, or 45" 27, 36, or 45"
6" . 9'-O' .-
Elevation of beam
8'"to9"
\ Ho/e for
\ grouting
- -
Figure 18. Details of post-tensioned beams
regrouped and redesignated according to the major
variables. Each beam is designated by two letters
and two groups of numerals, e.g., OB.35.153. The
letters refer to the method of construction of the
beam and to the type of bond, respectively. The
(o) Reinforcing cage
No.2 plain ties
(b) Location of reinforcing cage
Figure 19. Details of beams of Series OW
Channel details
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All dimensions in inches
Dolltted tines denote unbonded portions
Beams of Series OS, OU, a OW
60 
. 60
Beams RP.34.076 a RP. 34. 077
18- 18 18
66 - 66
BeOm RP. 34. 078
---- - ------------ - -- - - - -- ____ _
9 9
Beam RP. 34. 094
Beam RP.34.079
.12--- 30 -4 2- 4 24 - 3JO -- 4-/2.
Figure 20. Details of unbonded and partially bonded beams
first group of numerals indicate the nominal level
of effective prestress and the position of the applied
load in terms of twelfth-points of the span, respec-
tively. The second group of numerals is the ratio
p/fe' in 10- 5/p.s.i. for a given beam.
The code for the first four symbols in the desig-
nation is as follows:
First Letter (OU.35.153)
0 Post-tensioned
R Pretensioned
Second Letter (OU.35.153)
B Bonded
U Unbonded
S Unbonded with supplementary re-
inforcement in the tension zone only
W Unbonded with supplementary re-
inforcement in both tension and
compression zones
P Partially bonded
First Numeral (OU.35.153)
1 20,000 p.s.i.
2 100,000 p.s.i.
3 120,000 p.s.i.
4 150,000 p.s.i.
Second Numeral (OU.35.153)
3 Two loads, each at %2 points
4 Two loads, each at 1'2 points
5 Two loads, each at %2 points
6 One load at midspan (% 2 point)
(O/ Prestressing frame and completed boxes
Masonite
Plywood
*Block
(b) Cross section of beam showing box for partiol unbonding
Figure 21. Details of beams of Series RP
The over-all nominal cross-sectional dimensions
of the beams were 6 by 12 in. All beams had a
span of nine feet. Only straight longitudinal rein-
forcement was used. The properties of all the speci-
mens are given in Table 1. The ranges in variables
in each series are presented below:
SERIES OB: 33 beams
Nominal effective prestress:
20,000 p.s.i.......... . . .... 6 beams
100,000 p.s.i.......... . . .... 4 beams
120,000 p.s.i......... . . . .... .18 beams
150,000 p.s.i.......... . . . . . . 5 beams
Longitudinal reinforcement ratio: 0.10 to 0.95%
Concrete strength: 1270 to 8320 p.s.i.
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f; 240ksi 
f;-24 ksi
200 L__ ot .2 per cent Stress of I/ per
no. offset stress cent strain
I 208 ksi 212 ksi
150 2 218 2223  2 0 6  2 0 9
4 148 158
5 198 207
100 6 212 213
1 8 214 217
9 199 203
/O 220 223
50 ----
(a) Lot I (b) Lot 2
.193 in. diom 
.199 in. diom
/, f = 248 ksi
200 ---
-COO ----- ------ I
0 /f; -- e= 86 ksi
150 oo
For all lots
Gage length = 8'
\0 Es= 30 x 106 psi
(d) Lot 4 (e) Lot 5
.192 in. diom .192 in. diom
f; - 255 ksi / / fs=251 ksi
200 --
150
/00
50
(g) Lot 8 (h) Lot 9
.196 in. diam .195 in. diom
0 I______________________
0 2 3 4 5 6 0 2 3 4 5 6
Unit strain, per cent
Figure 22. Stress-strain relationship for reinforcing wire (continued page 33)
Loading: Two loads at % 2 points of span for
all beams.
SERIES OU: 26 beams
Nominal effective prestress:
120,000 p.s.i. for all beams
Longitudinal reinforcement ratio: 0.18 to 0.82%
Concrete strength: 1530 to 7600 p.s.i.
Loading:
Two loads at %2 points ..... 2 beams
Two loads at Y 2 points..... 12 beams
Two loads at % 2 points ..... 2 beams
One load at center of span... 10 beams
Number tested: 26 beams
SERIES OS AND OW: 15 beams
Nominal effective prestress:
120,000 p.s.i. for all beams
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2 3 4
Unit stroin, per cent
5 6
Figure 22 continued.
Longitudinal reinforcement ratio: 0.21 to 0.94%
Concrete strength: 1960 to 5430 p.s.i.
Loading:
Two loads at % 2 points ..... 2 beams
Two loads at %2 points..... 11 beams
Two loads at %2 points ..... 2 beams
64
f48 - 48 ksi"I---------1^-
2
Unit strain, per cent
Figure 23. Typical stress-strain relationship for No. 3 bars
0 .5 1.0 1.5
Midspan deflection, inches
2.0 2.5
Figure 24. Load-deflection curves for beams of Series RB
SERIES RB AND RP: 8 beams
Nominal effective prestress:
120,000 p.s.i. for all beams
Longitudinal reinforcement ratio: 0.17 to 0.66%
Concrete strength: 3970 to 5280 p.s.i.
Loading: two loads at %12 points for all beams
C. DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIMENS
1. Post-tensioned Beams
All the post-tensioned beams were rectangular
in cross section. The nominal cross-sectional dimen-
sions were 6 by 12 in. Because the actual dimen-
sions differed slightly from the nominal, the
measurements of width and total depth for each
beam are given in Table 1. The over-all length of
all the beams was 10 ft. The beams were cast with
a rectangular hole to provide a channel for the
single wire reinforcement which extended in a
straight line through the length of the beam. The
dimensions and the location of this hole in the beam
fs - 75 ksi
Es 530 x 106 psi
8 in. gage length
o\__________ j_____J______
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Table 1
Properties of Beams
Mark Concrete Beam Beam Effective Area of Reinforcement Reinforce- EffectiveStrength Width Depth Depth Reinforcement Ratio ment Prestress
1/ b h d A, p Lot f,P.s.i. in. in. in. sq. in. percent k s.i.
OB.14.030 3530 6.1 12.0 9.01 0.059 0.107 1 19.0OB.14.066 6330 6.1 12.1 9.23 0.234 0.418 1 19.1OB.14.107 3910 6.1 12.1 9.21 0.234 0.418 1 20.4OB.14.157 5550 6.1 12 1 8.33 0.439 0.870 1 20.4OB.14.175 3750 6.0 12.1 8.15 0.322 0.656 1 21.2OB.14.244 3750 6.0 12.1 7.99 0.439 0.916 1 20.2
OB.24.061 2890 6.1 12.1 8.08 0.087 0.177 5 100OB.24.168 3450 6.1 12.2 8.23 0 290 0.579 5 100OB.24.189 4280 6.2 12.0 8.07 0.405 0. 815 4 1000B.24.190 2500 6.2 12.0 7.93 0.232 0.475 4 100
OB.34.027 3760 6.0 12.1 9.62 0.058 0.101 3 120.0OB.34.037 5420 6.2 12.2 9.53 0.116 0.198 3 116.8OB.34.038 8320 6.0 12.1 9.08 0.171 0.312 5b 120OB.34.043 6560 6.1 12.1 9.05 0.156 0. 284 2 118.0OB.34.071 7180 6.0 12.1 9.32 0.285 0.510 5a 120OB.34.073 3820 6.1 12.1 9.27 0.156 0.278 2 118.6OB.34.074 7630 6.1 12.1 9.13 0.311 0.561 2 115.2OB.34.076 5490 6.0 12.0 9.11 0.232 0.424 3 107.8OB.34.077 5650 6.1 12.1 9.33 0. 249 0.437 2 114.1OB.34.115 8200 6.0 12.0 8.20 0.467 0.943 2 117.3OB.34.120 3440 6.1 12.1 9.19 0.232 0.413 3 113.9
OB.34.122 6120 6.1 12.0 8.24 0.373 0.746 2 116.4OB.34.159 5910 6.1 12.1 8.09 0.467 0.942 2 112.8OB.34.196 3270 6.1 12.0 8.01 0.311 0. 641 2 114.5OB.34.200 4590 6.1 12.1 8.36 0.467 0. 920 2 118.0
OB.34.236 2950 6.1 12.1 8.12 0.342 0.695 2 116.0OB.34.290 3280 6.1 12.1 7.99 0.467 0. 953 2 112.9OB.34.346 1270 6.1 12.0 9.27 0.249 0.440 2 116.5
OB.44.032 3330 6.0 12.0 9.00 0 059 0.108 1 150.3OB.44.073 5710 6.0 12.1 9.29 0.234 0.418 1 150.0
OB.44.094 4580 6.0 12.0 9.09 0.234 0.429 1 151.0
OB.44.140 6220 6.1 12.1 8.27 0.439 0,873 1 151.3
OB.44.158 4100 6.0 12.0 8.29 0.322 0.647 1 148.8
RB.34.031 5280 6.0 .... 9.10 0.091 0.166 10 118.2
RB.34.093 3970 6.3 9.06 0.211 0.369 10 114.0
RB.34.126 5230 6.1 .... 9.08 0.362 0.658 10 112.2
OU.33.087 3890 6.0 12.0 7.30 0.149 0.340 9 121
OU.33.252 3200 6.0 12.0 7.41 0.358 0.805 9 119
OU.34.033 5620 6.0 12.1 7.85 0.086 0.183 6 120.8
OU.34.034 5650 6.0 .... 7.85 0.091 0.192 8 119
OU.34.038 7580 6.0 12.1 6.99 0.121 0.288 8 118
OU.34.056 6270 6.0 12.0 7.18 0.151 0.348 8 124
OU.34.076 5020 6.0 12.2 7.50 0.172 0.382 6 121.9
OU.34.082 4240 6.0 12.1 8.42 0 175 0.346 6 127.5
OU.34.149 4600 6.1 12.1 8.24 0.344 0.685 6 120.7
OU.34.193 4060 6 2 12.1 8.33 0 .401 0.782 6 118.9
OU.34.238 2120 6.2 12.0 7.69 0.241 0.505 8 119
OU.34.244 2570 6.0 12.1 7.65 0.287 0.624 6 118.9
OU.34.288 2770 6.1 12.1 7.45 0.362 0.797 8 111
OU.34.354 1960 6.0 12.1 7.60 0.317 0.695 6 117.0
OU.35.097 3400 6.0 .... 7.56 0.149 0.330 9 121
OU.35.255 3080 6.0 .... 7.71 0.358 0.774 9 124
OU.36.024 7600 6.0 12.2 7.84 0.086 0.184 6 122.1
OU.36.065 5490 5.9 12.1 8.20 0.172 0 355 6 122.8
OU.36.100 4020 6.0 12.1 8.34 0.201 0.401 6 125.8
OU.36.157 2450 6.2 12.1 7.60 0.181 0.384 8 120
OU.36.159 4680 6.1 .... 7.32 0.332 0,743 8 118
OU.36.183 3550 6.0 12.2 7.35 0. 287 0. 650 6 120.0
OU.36.231 3550 6.0 12.1 7.55 0.373 0.820 6 118.8
OU.36.232 2190 6.0 12.2 7.56 0.229 0.509 6 121.1
OU.36.350 1640 6.1 12.1 7.44 0.258 0.573 6 117.6
OU.36.460 1530 6.0 12.0 7.43 0.315 0.704 6 114.2
08.33.092 3720 6.0 .... 7.23 0.149 0.343 9 123
08.33.238 3330 6.0 12.1 7.53 0.358 0.793 9 121
OS.34.042 4930 6.0 .... 7.29 0.091 0.207 8 118
0S.34.095 4460 6.0 .... 7.10 0.181 0.425 8 118
08S.34.138 4670 6.0 .... 7.79 0.302 0.646 8 122
OS8.34.151 4700 6.0 .... 7.09 0.320 0.711 8 117
0S.34.152 3250 6.0 .... 7.14 0.211 0.493 9 120
08.34.155 5100 6.0 .... 7.65 0.362 0.789 8 117
OS.34.282 3330 6.0 .... 7.49 0.422 0.940 8 117
OS.34.369 1960 6.0 .... 7.64 0.332 0.724 8 122
OS.35.099 3520 6.0 12.1 7.47 0.149 0.332 9 119
OS.35.246 3110 6.0 .... 7.80 0.358 0.765 9 123
OW.34.075 5430 6.0 .... 7.30 0.179 0.408 9 121.4
OW.34.141 4760 6.0 .... 7.48 0.299 0.670 9 124.4
OW.34.155 5120 6.0 .... 7.51 0.358 0.792 9 122.0
RP.34.076 5090 6.1 .... 9.00 0.211 0.384 10 117.1
RP.34.077 5100 6.1 .... 8.90 0.211 0.390 10 112.3
RP.34.078 4970 6.0 .... 8.95 0.211 0.391 10 114.0
RP.34.079 4900 6.1 .... 9.00 0.211 0.386 10 115.0
RP.34.094 4110 6.1 .... 8.98 0.211 0.387 10 112.1
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Figure 25. Load-deflection curves for beams of Series OB
t3'*t
b0
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Midspon deflection, inches
Figure 26. Load-deflection curves for beams of Series OU
are shown in Figure 18. Approximately one foot
away from each end of the bonded beams, access
holes were formed for grouting. After the reinforce-
ment was tensioned, the channel of the bonded
beams was grouted. The end anchorages, however,
were not released. No access holes were formed in
the unbonded beams.
Beams of Series OS and OW had bonded de-
formed intermediate grade bars in addition to the
unbonded wire reinforcement. The details of the
supplementary reinforcement for the beams of OW
series are presented in Figure 19. Series OS beams
had only the two supplementary bars in the tension
zone and did not have a reinforcing cage.
The properties of the concrete mixes for the
individual beams are presented in Table 2, and the
significant properties of the wire reinforcement in
Table 3. The individual stress-strain curves for the
different reinforcement lots are shown in Figure 22.
A representative stress-strain curve for the supple-
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Table 2
Properties of Concrete Mixes
Mark Cement:Sand:Gravel
by Weight
1 2
OB.14.030 1:4.0:5.5 1:4.0:5.5
OB.14.066 1:2.9:4.2 1:2.9:4.2
OB.14.107 1:4.0:5.5 1:4.0:5.5
OB.14.157 1:2.8:4.2 1:2.8:4.2
OB.14.175 1:4.0:5.5 1:4.0:5.5
OB.14.244 1:3.9:5.4 1:3.9:5.4
OB.24.061 1:3.8:5.5 1:3.8:5.5
OB.24.168 1:3.7:5.6 1:3.7:5.5
0B.24.189 1:3.8:5.6 1:3.8:5.5
OB.24.190 1:3.8:5.6 1:3.8:5.6
OB.34.027 1:3.1:5.2 1:3.1:5.2
OB.34.037 1:2.7:4.5 1:2.7:4.5
OB.34.038 1:1.5:2.8 1:1.5:2.8
OB.34.043 1:1.5:2.6 1:1.6:2.9
OB.34.071 1:1.6:2.8 1:1.6:2.8
OB.34.073 1:4.0:5.5 1:4.0:5.5
OB.34.074 1:1.6:2.8 1:1.6:2.8
OB.34.076 1:2.3:3.8 1:2.3:3.8
OB.34.077 1:2.9:4.2 1:2.9:4.2
OB.34.115 1:1.6:2.9 1:1.6:2.8
OB.34.120 1:4.0:5.6 1:4.0:5.6
OB.34.122 1:2.8:4.1 1:2.8:4.1
OB.34.159 1:2.9:4.1 1:2.9:4.1
OB.34.196 1:4.0:5.5 1:4.0:5.5
OB.34.200 1:3.4:4.2 1:3.3:4.2
OB.34.236 1:3.9:5.6 1:3.9:5.5
OB.34.290 1:3.5:5.0 1:3.9:5.5
OB.34.346 1:4.6:6.4 1:4.6:6.4
OB.44.032 1:3.9:5.5 1:4.0:5.5
OB.44.073 1:2.8:4.2 1:2.8:4.2
OB.44.094 1:4.0:5.5 1:4.0:5.5
OB.44.140 1:2.9:4.2 1:2.9:4.2
OB.44.158 1:4.0:5.5 1:4.0:5.5
RB.34.031 1:3.2:3.5 1:3.2:3.5
RB.34.093 1:3.2:3.5 1:3.2:3.5
RB.34.126 1:3.2:3.5 1:3.2:3.5
OU.33.087 1:3.8:5.5 1:3.8:5.5
0U.33.252 1:3.7:5.4 1:3.7:5.4
OU.34.033 1:2.9:4.2 1:2.9:4.2
OU.34.034 1:2.9:4.4 1:2.9:4.4
OU.34.038 1:2.0:3.4 1:2.0:3.4
OU.34.056 1:2.1:3.5 1:2.1:3.4
OU.34.076 1:2.1:3.5 1:2.1:3.5
OU.34.082 1:3.8:5.6 1:3.8:5.6
OU.34.149 1:3.0:4.2 1:3.0:4.2
OU.34.193 1:3.8:5.6 1:3.8:5.5
OU.34.238 1:4.0:5.6 1:3.9:5.6
OU.34.244 1:4.4:6.0 1:4.3:6.0
OU.34.288 1:3.7:5.5 1:3.8:5.6
OU.34.354 1:5.3:6.9 1:5.2:6.8
OU.35.097 1:3.7:5.5 1:3.7:5.5
OU.35.255 1:3.8:5.5 1:3.8:5.5
OU.36.024 1:1.8:3.1 1:1.8:3.1
OU.36.065 1:2.4:3.9 1:2.4:3.9
OU.36.100 1:3.1:4.7 1:3.1:4.7
OU.36.157 1:4.1:5.4 1:5.1:6.7
OU.36.159 1:2.8:4.2 1:2.8:4.2
OU.36.183 1:3.7:5.6 1:3.8:5.6
OU.36.231 1:3.8:5.6 1:3.8:5.6
OU.36.232 1:4.8:6.6 1:4.8:6.5
OU.36.350 1:5.2:6.9 1:5.2:6.8
OU.36.460 1:5.3:6.9 1:5.3:6.9
0S.33.092 1:3.6:5.4 1:3.6:5.4
OS.33.238 1:3.6:5.4 1:3.6:5.4
OS.34.042 1.2.8:4.1 1:2.8:4.1
OS.34.095 1:3.8:5.5 1:3.8:5.5
OS.34.138 1:2.9:4.2 1:2.9:4.2
0S.34.151 1:2.9:4.2 1:2.9:4.2
0S.34.152 1:3.3:3.5 1:3.3:3.5
OS.34.155 1:2.9:4.2 1:2.9:4.2
0S.34.282 1:3.7:5.6 1:3.7:5.6
OS.34.369 1:5.2:6.8 1:5.2:6.8
OS.35.099 1:3.6:5.4 1:3.6:5.4
0S.35.246 1:3.7:5.5 1:3.7:5.5
OW.34.075 1:2.7:4.2 1:2.7:4.2
OW.34.141 1:2.8:4.2 1:2.8:4.2
OW.34.155 1:2.8:4.2 1:2.8:4.2
RP.34.076 1:3.2:3.4 1:3.2:3.4
RP.34.077 1:3.2:3.5 1:3.2:3.5
RP.34.078 1 3.3:3.4 1.3.3:3.4
RP.34.079 1.3.2:3.5 1:3.2:3.5
RP.34.094 1:3.2:3.4 1:3.2:3.4
Water/Cement
by Weight
1 2
0.83 0.83
0.56 0.54
0.85 0.82
0.61 0.61
0.81 0.80
0.84 0.87
0.84 0.79
0.84 0.81
0.86 0.83
0.83 0.81
0.69 0.69
0.60
0.47 0.43
0.45 0.43
0.42 0.40
0.85 0.85
0.43 0.39
0.47 0.50
0.60 0.60
0.42 0.40
0.87 0.87
0.64 0.64
0.70 0.61
0.87 0.83
0.70 0.69
0.95 0.90
0.89 0.83
1.10 1.09
0.86 0.86
0.86 0.84
0.84 0.81
0.61 0.57
0.81 0.78
0.77 0.77
0.74 0.74
0.71 0.71
0.79 0.79
1.03 0.97
0.65 0.65
0.71 0.71
0.62 0.62
0.54 0.54
0.53 0.50
0.89 0.84
0.66 0.59
0.83 0.82
1.06 1.04
0.80 0.81
0.89 0.89
1.13 1.13
0.85 0.81
0.79 0.79
0.48 0.46
0.57 0.55
0.69 0.68
0.96 1.12
0.73 0.73
0.83 0.80
0.74 0.74
1.02 1.03
1.16 1.12
1.22 1.08
0.80 0.80
0.94 0.94
0.59 0.59
0.96 0.96
0.63 0.57
069 0.64
0.84 0.78
0.76 0.69
0.92 0.85
1.15 1.15
0.78 0.74
0.83 0.83
0.76 0.76
0.70 0.69
0.71 0.69
0.79 0.79
0.70 0.70
0.77 0.77
0.77 0.77
0.76 0.76
Slump
in.
Compressive Strength Modulus of Rupture Cement Age at
f, /, Type Test
p.s.i. p.s.i. Days
1 2 1 2
3350 3530 585 645 I 45
5790 6330 690 760 I 35
3530 3910 510 570 I 45
5780 5510 735 725 I 53
4310 3750 630 555 I 55
4410 3750 570 560 I 76
3490 2890 ... 390 I 26
3750 3450 ... 420 I 25
3310 4280 ... 510 I 27
3110 2500 ... 430 I 28
4180 3760 ... 605 I 66
4300 5420 595 690 I 46
6940 8320 ... 540 I 71
6380 6560 590 710 I 51
6940 7180 ... 545 I 32
2820 3820 460 495 I 44
7280 7630 655 710 I 53
4900 5490 490 560 I 29
6260 5650 805 I 87
7940 8200 670 605 I 52
4180 3440 ... 615 I 120
5930 6120 680 660 I 52
4930 5910 650 750 I 38
2280 3270 415 515 I 52
4580 4590 625 580 I 66
3470 2950 450 475 I 44
3470 3280 555 475 I 32
2100 1270 520 355 I 66
3110 3330 605 565 I 62
5780 5710 660 645 I 64
3900 4580 545 600 I 70
5730 6220 640 600 I 50
3690 4100 565 560 I 70
5250 5280 475 450 III 7
4270 3970 430 390 III 8
6190 5230 395 420 III 8
3810 3890 380 400 III 12
2830 3200 390 390 III 8
5550 5620 ... 680 I 110
5990 5650 690 640 I 72
7110 7580 650 700 1 89
6000 6270 480 480 I 60
4710 5020 ... 420 I 65
4190 4240 ... 625 I 83
4760 4600 ... 635 I 78
4320 4060 490 I 82
2540 2120 260 260 I 52
2980 2570 ... 345 I 67
2440 2770 320 400 I 46
3050 1960 ... 435 I 109
3450 3400 360 300 III 19
3030 3080 320 320 III 6
7460 7600 ... 535 I 47
4950 5490 ... 685 I 76
4030 4020 ... 650 I 76
3830 ' 2450 440 420 I 94
4490 4680 530 470 I 73
3880 3550 ... 575 I 77
4030 3550 ... 535 I 76
2560 2190 ... 365 I 49
1550 1640 ... 340 I 46
1650 1530 ... 165 I 47
3600 3720 440 480 III 6
3530 3330 370 350 III 6
4590 4930 470 430 III 6
4930 4460 540 490 I 32
4300 4670 430 430 III 6
4410 4700 490 570 I 42
2670 3250 310 310 III 8
4360 5100 540 500 III 13
3160 3330 500 490 I 39
2180 1960 380 320 I 32
3080 3520 290 410 III 6
3360 3110 330 360 III 5
5490 5430 455 410 III 8
4750 4760 450 460 III 6
4960 5120 425 435 III 6
4990 5090 490 525 III 7
5460 5100 465 475 III 7
5430 4970 535 555 III 7
5060 4900 545 425 III 7
4410 4110 460 410 III 7
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Table 3
Properties of Prestressing Reinforcement
Heat Analysis
P
%
0.016
0.010
0.0100.010
O.0O0O
* American Steel and Wire Division of the U.S. Steel Corporation.
** John A. Roebling's Sons Corporation.
mentary reinforcement is shown in Figure 23. The
supplementary reinforcement details are presented
in Table 6.
2. Pretensioned Beams
All the pretensioned beams were rectangular in
cross section. The nominal cross-sectional dimen-
sions were 6 by 12 in. The actual dimensions are
given in Table 1. The over-all length of all the
beams was 11 ft. The single wire reinforcement
extended in a straight line throughout the length of
the beam. Three beams were fully bonded and five
beams hald varying degrees of bond. Figure 20
shows the details of the location of the unbonded
portions in the different beams. With the exception
of beam RP.34.079, no end anchorages were used
since no slip of the reinforcement was observed in
other tests of similar beams. No supplementary
reinforcement was used in the pretensioned beams.
A specially constructed prestressing frame was
used to hold the prestressed reinforcement. After
prestressing was completed, the entire frame was
positioned in such a manner that the reinforcement
was properly located in the beam form. The con-
crete was cast in the form and left to harden for
approximately five days. Then the prestress was
transferred to the concrete beam and the frame was
dismantled. A photograph of the prestressing frame
is shown in Figure 21. Details of the cross section
in an unbonded region of the beam are also shown
in Figure 21.
The properties of the concrete mixes for the indi-
vidual beams are presented in Table 2 and the sig-
nificant properties of the wire reinforcement are
presented in Table 3. The stress-strain curve for
the Lot 10 reinforcement used in these beams is
shown in Figure 22i.
0.026
0.035
0.027
0.027
Diameter
in.
0.193
0.199
0.192
0.192
0.192
0.191
0.191
0.193
0.196
0.195
0.196
0.2% Offset
Stress
k.s.i.
208
218
206
142
195
237
245
212
214
199
220
Strength
k.s.i.
240
248
246
185
248
257
256
250
255
251
267
D. LOAD-DEFLECTION RELATIONSHIPS
The load-deflection relationship represents an
important over-all property for any structural
member. For beams, the load-deflection relation-
ships are useful to illustrate behavior, to establish
safe working loads, and to predict the resistance to
energy loads.
In the following sections, load-deflection curves
are used to describe various patterns of behavior
observed in tests of beams at the University of Illi-
nois and to illustrate the effects of some of the major
variables.
The load-deflection curves for the 82 beams
described in the preceding section are presented in
Figures 25 through 27. For all the load-deflection
curves, the applied loads are plotted as ordinates
and the deflections which result from these loads
are plotted as abscissas. These curves have been
grouped according to the series outlined in Section
IV-B.
E. BEHAVIOR OF BONDED BEAMS
1. Introductory Remarks
The load-deflection curves for the bonded beams
are presented in Figures 24 and 25. These curves
exhibit essentially three stages of behavior.
In the first stage the curve is virtually linear.
This stage represents the behavior of the beam be-
fore cracking of the concrete. The extent of this
stage varies for different beams depending on the
geometrical and material properties of the cross
section and the type of loading.
The second stage of the load-deflection curve is
characterized by a constantly changing rate of
increase of deflection with applied load and repre-
sents the behavior of the beam after the concrete is
cracked and while the reinforcement stress is still
Lot Manufactured
AS and W*
Roebling**
Roebling
AS and W
AS and W
AS and W
AS and W
AS and W
AS and W
AS and W
AS and W
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32
24
16
8
0
32
8
24
/6
16
8
0
Midspon deflection, inches
Figure 27. Load-deflection curves for beams of Series OS, OW, and RP
in the "elastic" range of the stress-strain curve for elastic" range, and the load deflection curve, which
the reinforcement, is a reflection of the stress-strain curve of the rein-
The third stage is characterized by a very slow forcement, is nearly flat.
change in the slope of the load-deflection curve. In Beams that have low values of p/fi' exhibit all
this stage, the reinforcement stress is in the "in- three stages of behavior. Beams having high values
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of this ratio do not exhibit the third stage, since the
reinforcement stresses do not reach the "inelastic"
range.
The area of compressed concrete decreases rap-
idly in the second stage and slowly in the third
stage. The resultant compressive force in the con-
crete increases continuously up to failure. Failure
of the beam is usually the result of failure of the
compressed concrete. However, if a beam contains
a very small amount of reinforcement, fracture of
the reinforcement may cause failure.
The level of prestress affects the shape of the
load-deflection curve. Any increase in the prestress
level tends to increase the load required to produce
flexural cracking and thus to extend the first stage
of behavior. For beams having low values of p/fe',
an increase in the level of prestress tends to sup-
press the second stage of behavior since the rein-
forcement is immediately stressed up to its "in-
elastic" range upon cracking of the concrete (see
curves for beams OB.14.030, OB.34.027, and
OB.44.032, shown in Figures 25a, 25c, and 25f,
respectively). For beams having low values of p/f ',
an increase in the level of prestress has a negligible
effect on the ultimate moment capacity for the
practical ranges of prestress.
The effect of increasing the level of prestress
for beams having high values of p/fe' is to make
the slope of the load-deflection curve in the second
stage tend to change more rapidly. An increase in
the level of prestress for these beams tends to in-
crease the ultimate moment capacity slightly for
the practical ranges of prestress.
2. Behavior Before Cracking
During prestressing of the post-tensioned beams
or transfer of prestress for the pretensioned beams,
the beams deflected upward in varying amounts.
This upward deflection is not shown on the load-
deflection curves. It could be computed on the
assumption that the beam was homogeneous and
linearly elastic at that stage. For the bonded beams
reported here, the maximum upward deflection at
midspan was on the order of 0.001 times the span
length.
As the applied load was increased, the beams
deflected downward at a nearly constant rate
with load until flexural cracking occurred. Flex-
ural cracking marked the end of the first stage of
behavior. The extent of this stage was a function
of the modulus of rupture of the concrete, the
magnitude and eccentricity of the prestressing
force, and the type of loading. The slope of the load
deflection curve was a function of the modulus of
elasticity of the concrete, the shape of the concrete
cross section, the amount of reinforcement, and the
loading conditions. The flexural cracking load and
the corresponding deflection could be computed
using the uncracked section analysis. This pro-
cedure has been used to compute moments and
deflections at flexural cracking for the prestressed
concrete beams reported here and is discussed
further in Sections V-E and VI-E.
3. Behavior from Cracking to Failure
An examination of the load-deflection curves
presented in Figures 24 and 25 indicates that the
difference in shape of the load-deflection curves for
any group of beams after cracking is the result of
changes in major variables such as the amount and
type of reinforcement, the concrete strength, and
the magnitude of the effective prestress.
Since it is impractical to describe in detail the
behavior of each beam, specific beams will be
chosen to typify the behavior of a group of beams.
Only two basic types of behavior for rectangular
beams will be discussed in detail. These are the
behavior of beams with low and with high values of
P/fc'.
BEHAVIOR OF BEAMS HAVING Low VALUES OF p/fc
Beams RB.34.031 and OB.34.037 typify the
behavior of beams having low values of p/fe'.
Figures 28 and 29 show photographs of the flexure
span of both of these beams. The photograph of
beam RB.34.031 shown in Figure 28 was taken
immediately after crushing was noted, and that of
beam OB.34.037, in Figure 29 was taken after
complete collapse. In both of these beams, as the
load was increased beyond that producing first
flexural cracking, more cracking developed within
the flexure span and in that portion of the outer
span over which the applied moment was larger
than the cracking moment. For both beams, three
major cracks, spaced from 10 to 12 inches, devel-
oped within the flexure span and one crack devel-
oped in each outer span. The cracks within the
flexure span developed very rapidly at first; for
example, in beam RB.34.031 the cracks had risen
to above mid-height of the beam when the total
applied load was only 15% larger than the crack-
ing load. As the loading progressed, no additional
cracks developed within the flexure span; however,
the existing cracks began to "fork" out. With
further increases in load, these "forked" cracks
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Figure 28. Beam RB. 34.031 at failure
developed further and rose slightly. During the
later stages of loading, small vertical cracks formed
as branches of the "forked" cracks.
The start of flexural cracking produced a very
abrupt change in the slope of the load-deflection
curve for beams having low values of p/fc'. This
is illustrated by the load-deflection curves for
beams RB.34.031 (Figure 24), OB.44.032 (Figure
25f), and OB.34.027 (Figure 25c). Since the amount
of reinforcement in these beams was small, the
transfer to the reinforcement of the tensile force
carried by the concrete increased the reinforcement
stress and strain appreciably. The neutral axis,
indicated approximately by the height of the crack,
rose rapidly when cracking first occurred, and then
stabilized as the stresses in the compression zone of
the beam approached those for a fully developed
stress block. The beams offered further resistance
to load as long as the reinforcement strains re-
mained in the "elastic" range of the stress-strain
curve for the reinforcement. However, once "in-
elastic" reinforcement strains were reached, large
deflections occurred with little increase in load.
Figure 30. Beam RB. 34.126 at failure
This continued up to the first visible crushing of the
concrete. With increased deformation beyond
crushing, the beams continued to deflect at a nearly
constant load. During this stage, the zone of crush-
ing grew larger and extended downward into the
region which was previously cracked.
None of the beams tested failed initially by
fracture of the reinforcement. Beam OB.34.038 was
fabricated using Lot 5b reinforcement and was de-
signed to fail by fracture of the reinforcement, but
such fracture did not occur until after crushing of
the concrete was observed.
BEHAVIOR OF BEAMS HAVING HIGH VALUES OF p/fc'
Typical examples of beams having high values
of p/fe' are beams OB.14.157, OB.34.200, OB.44.094,
RB.34.093, and RB.34.126. For these beams, with
increased load beyond first cracking, cracks de-
veloped throughout the flexure span and extended
into the outer spans. The crack development was
rapid at first, but in the later stages the height of
the crack remained nearly constant. These cracks
did not rise as high as those in the beams having
Figure 29. Beam OB. 34.037 after collapse Figure 31. Beam RB. 34.126 after collapse
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Figure 32. Beam OB. 44.094 at failure
low values of p/fe' nor did they "fork" out as
extensively.
Beam RB.34.126 is a typical example of a beam
having a high value of p/fe'. Figures 30 and 31
show photographs of the flexure span of this beam
at first visible crushing and at complete collapse.
Nine major cracks developed in the flexure span
but "forking" of these cracks was slight.
Figures 32 and 33 show photographs of the
flexure span of two beams with moderately high
values of p/fe'. Beam OB.44.094 had four major
cracks in the flexure span and beam RB.34.093
had six major cracks. "Forking" of the cracks was
more extensive for beam OB.44.094 than for beam
RB.34.093. In the later stages of loading prior to
crushing, the rate of crack development decreased
and the height of the cracks appeared to be nearly
stable.
The load-deflection relationships for beams hav-
ing high values of p/fe' did not change abruptly
after flexural cracking. The deflections increased
at a greater rate than the load because the stiffness
of the section was now reduced due to cracking.
However, because the reinforcement strains were
still in the "elastic" range of the stress-strain
relationship, the beams resisted additional load up
to first crushing. Moreover, additional load was
resisted beyond first crushing; but in this stage
the zone of crushing grew larger and began moving
downward rapidly. Collapse occurred violently with
complete destruction of the compression zone. A
view of beam RB.34.126 at collapse is shown in
Figure 31.
BEHAVIOR OF BEAMS HAVING FLANGED SECTIONS
All the bonded beam tests in this phase of the
investigation were rectangular in cross section.
Figure 33. Beam RB. 34.093 at failure
However, a series of tests on I-beams with web
reinforcement was carried out by G. Hernandez. (9"
Several of these specimens failed in flexure and their
behavior is of interest, especially after first visible
signs of distress in the extreme compressive fiber.
Up to first visible crushing of the concrete, the
behavior of beams having flanged sections and low
values of p/f/' was very similar to that of rectangu-
lar sections. Crushing began at the extreme fiber
in compression and, with increased deformation,
progressed downward. At the same time the load
began to drop off since the internal lever arm was
reduced. The position of the neutral axis then
moved from the flange into the web, rapidly de-
creasing the area available for the compressed con-
crete zone, and crushing of the entire compressed
concrete zone followed suddenly.
The behavior of beams having flanged sections
and high values of p/f/' was even more violent after
failure of the flange because the neutral axis was
already in the web. When crushing began, the
neutral axis was lowered; however, the area of
compressed concrete gained by the lowering of the
neutral axis was insufficient to make up that lost
by crushing. As a result, the entire compressed
concrete cross section crushed rapidly. In general,
such flanged beams failed violently following first
visible signs of distress in the extreme compressive
fiber.
4. Effects of Changes in the Level of Prestress
on Beam Behavior
The level of prestress was a variable only for
the bonded prestressed beams. The effects of varia-
tions in the level of prestress can be seen when load-
deflection curves for beams having similar material
and geometrical properties are compared.
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Midspan deflection at failure
Figure 34. Effects of changes in level of prestress
Examples of similar beams having low values
of p/fe' and different levels of prestress are
OB.14.030, RB.34.031, and OB.44.032. The load-
deflection curves for these beams are shown in
Figures 25a, 24, and 25f, respectively. Although
it is difficult to compare these beams directly be-
cause of minor variations in the material and
geometrical properties, some important trends are
clearly evident. Increasing the level of prestress
tended to diminish the second stage of behavior
for these beams. In fact for beam OB,44.032 it is
doubtful if the second stage was present. The de-
flection at which crushing occurred was decreased
as the level of prestress was increased. This is seen
when the load-deflection curves for beams OB.14.030
and OB.44.032 are compared. Because all of the
other variables were not precisely the same, it is
not possible to determine directly from the results
of the tests on these beams whether changes in the
level of prestress affected the ultimate moment.
However, it has been shown in Section III-C that
the effect of variations in the level of prestress on
the ultimate moment is small for beams having low
values of p/fe'.
The effect of variations in the level of prestress
can be shown conveniently with the aid of dimen-
sionless load-deflection curves. Figure 34a is such
a plot for the beams mentioned above which had
low values of p/fe'.
In Figure 34a, the most evident effect of changes
in the level of prestress is the increase in the ratio
of the load at flexural cracking to the load at fail-
ure; for the beams considered, increasing the level
of prestress from 19 to 150 k.s.i. increased this ratio
from 43 to 88%. The behavior of the beams after
flexural cracking was also affected by the level of
prestress. For the low levels of prestress, the rate
of increase of load with deflection after cracking
was considerably larger than for the high levels of
prestress.
Typical examples of beams having high values
of p/f/' are beams OB.14.157, OB.34.159, and
OB.44.158. The load-deflection curves for these
beams are shown in Figures 25a, 25e, and 25f,
respectively.
The load-deflection curves for each beam exhibit
the first and second stages of behavior. The third
stage is not evident. Increasing the level of pre-
stress for these beams increased the load at which
flexural cracking occurred and decreased the total
midspan deflection. These effects are indicated by
the dimensionless load-deflection curves for these
beams shown in Figure 34b. This figure illustrates
that as the level of prestress is increased there is a
Of. 44 .032- OB.44. 1.58
() Low values of /f (b) High values of P/'
________I____ _______ I
.8 /.0
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significant increase in the ratio of the flexural
cracking load to the ultimate load. For the beams
considered, increasing the level of prestress from
20 to 149 k.s.i. increased this ratio from 22 to 64%.
The rate of increase of load with deflection after
flexural cracking was nearly constant for the beam
having a prestress of 20 k.s.i. and decreased con-
tinuously for the higher levels of prestress. The
effects of variations in the level of prestress on the
ultimate moment for beams having high values of
p/fe' cannot be established from a direct compari-
son of the load-deflection curves; however, it has
been shown in Section III-C that increasing the
prestress level for these beams increases the ulti-
mate moment slightly.
F. BEHAVIOR OF UNBONDED BEAMS
1. Introductory Remarks
Throughout this report the unbonded beam has
been treated and analyzed using procedures which
are strictly applicable only to bonded beams. It is
important to note that the unbonded beam, in
reality, is not a beam but simply a flat "tied-arch."
It has been treated as a beam for two reasons.
First, this type of construction has always been
considered and treated as a beam in engineering
practice; and second, it has been found possible to
adopt the conventional beam analysis to this case,
thus permitting direct comparisons between bonded
and unbonded beams.
The load-deflection curves for the unbonded
beams are presented in Figure 26.
These curves exhibit essentially two stages of
behavior which are similar to the first two stages
observed in bonded beams. The initial linear por-
tion of the load-deflection curve represents the first
stage which is the behavior of the beam before
cracking of the concrete. The extent of this stage
varies for different beams depending on the geomet-
rical and material properties of the cross section
and the type of loading.
The second stage of the load-deflection curve is
characterized by an increasing rate of deflection
with applied load, and represents the behavior of
the beam after the concrete is cracked and while
the reinforcement stress is still in the "elastic"
range of the stress-strain curve for the reinforce-
ment. Because the deformation of the reinforce-
ment resulting from applied load is distributed
throughout the entire length of the beam instead
of chiefly in the flexure span, the stress in the rein-
forcement for most unbonded beams at failure
seldom reaches the "inelastic" range of the stress-
strain curve.
Unbonded beams will exhibit the third stage of
behavior only if they have extremely small values
of p/fe' or extremely high prestress levels, or if they
are subjected to pure bending.
The level of prestress was not a variable for the
unbonded beams. However, it is reasonable to ex-
pect that the effect of changes in the level of pre-
stress would generally be similar to that described
for bonded beams.
2. Behavior Before Cracking
The beams deflected upwards in varying
amounts upon the application of prestress. The
maximum upward deflection at midspan for the
unbonded beams reported here was on the order of
0.003 times the span length and was larger than that
observed for similar bonded beams because of the
reduced concrete cross section (due to the presence
of the reinforcement channel). This upward deflec-
tion is not shown on the load-deflection curves. It
can be computed if the beam is assumed to be
homogeneous and linearly elastic at this stage.
As the applied load was increased, the beams
deflected downward at a nearly constant rate with
load and continued to do so until flexural cracking
occurred. Flexural cracking marked the end of the
first stage of behavior. The extent of the first stage
of behavior was a function of the modulus of rup-
ture of the concrete, the magnitude and eccentricity
of the prestressing force, and the type of loading.
The slope of the load-deflection curve was a func-
tion of the modulus of elasticity of the concrete,
the shape of the concrete cross section, the amount
of reinforcement, and the loading conditions. For
the beams having low values of p/fc', flexural crack-
ing was well defined by a sudden decrease in load.
This decrease was not evident for beams having
high values of p/fe'.
3. Behavior from Cracking to Failure
For beams having low values of p/fc', the sud-
den decrease in load following first flexural crack-
ing was the result of a rapid increase in the
deflection of the beams, arising from the transfer
of tensile force from the concrete to the reinforce-
ment. It is appropriate to mention that all the
beams reported here were tested by applying a
deformation to the beam and measuring the corre-
sponding load. In an unbonded beam, an increase
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Figure 35. Beam OU. 34.038 at failure
in reinforcement stress, due to any cause, is con-
stant throughout the length of the reinforcement.
To maintain equilibrium in beams having low
values of p/fc' immediately after cracking, the
tensile force from a given section of the beam was
transferred to the entire length of the reinforcement.
This could happen only at the expense of a rela-
tively large deflection, and the loading apparatus
was not flexible enough to follow this deflection at
constant load. Consequently, a decrease in load
was observed. This decrease in load which resulted
from the sudden increase in deflection was noted
for all unbonded beams having low values of p/fc'
regardless of the position of thle loads. This phe-
nomenon was not observed in beams having high
values of p/f.', since the reinforcement in these
beams could provide the tensile force lost by the
concrete with little increase in strain.
BEHAVIOR OF BEAMS LOADED AT Two POINTS
Loads were applied to the beams at two points
equidistant from the centerline and located at either
the i 2, / 2, or ¼' 2 points of the span. An example
of an unbonded beam having a low value of p/fI' is
beam OU.34.038. A photograph of the flexure span
of this beam at visible crushing is shown in Figure
35. Flexural cracking in beam OU.34.038 was con-
fined to one crack located at midspan. This crack
rose immediately to a position higher than mid-
height of the beam. As the loading was increased,
the crack began to "fork" and progressed in a
nearly horizontal direction. The horizontal portion
of the crack resulted from excessive tensile stresses
acting on a horizontal plane passing through the
head of the vertical crack. There are no tensile
stresses on the vertical edges of the crack; however,
they do exist on vertical planes at some distance
Figure 36. Beam OU. 33.252 at failure
from the crack. By considering the forces acting on
a portion of the concrete bounded by the vertical
crack, a vertical plane a small distance away on one
side of the crack, and a horizontal plane through the
head of the crack, it can be shown that tensile
stresses must exist on the horizontal plane in order
to maintain equilibrium. Toward the later stages
of loading, small vertical extensions appeared at
points along the horizontal portion of the crack.
When crushing was first noted, the main flexural
crack had opened to a width of 3/ inch at the level
of the reinforcement.
Beam OU.33.252 is an example of a beam hav-
ing a large value of p/fc'. A photograph of the flex-
ure span of this beam at first visible crushing is
shown in Figure 36. Four major flexural cracks
developed and rose initially to the level of the rein-
forcement. Further increases in load produced no
new cracks but resulted in quite extensive "forking"
of the original cracks. Toward the later stages of
loading, extensions to the "forked" cracks were
observed.
Flexural cracking in these unbonded beams re-
duced the slope of the load-deflection curves con-
siderably. For the unbonded beams having low
values of p/fc' the decrease in load which occurred
with flexual cracking was barely recovered at the
time of failure. For example, the failure load for
beam OU.34.033 was only 3% larger than that
producing first cracking. For beam OU.34.034 the
flexural cracking load was higher than the failure
load. As the ratio p/f"' was increased, the amount
of reduction in load and increase in deflection at
first flexural cracking decreased. For beams having
high values of p/fc' the load-deflection curves were
similar to those for bonded beams exhibiting the
first and second stages of behavior.
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Figure 37. Beam OU. 36.024 at failure
Beyond first visible crushing all the unbonded
beams carried some additional load, but the zone of
failure expanded at a rapid rate in both the hori-
zontal and the vertical direction. Collapse occurred
violently for most beams and resulted in complete
destruction of the beam at the section of failure.
All the failures observed were of a brittle nature
and occurred usually with little or no warning.
BEHAVIOR OF BEAMS LOADED AT MIDSPAN
The crack patterns for all beams loaded at mid-
span were similar regardless of the value of p/f'-.
Only one major crack was formed directly under
the point of application of the load. Usually slight
"forking" of the crack occurred but this was not
extensive. With additional load the single crack
progressed upwards. The beam appeared to be
composed of two rigid bars with the rotation con-
centrated at midspan. The crack was quite wide at
the time of first crushing. For example, the maxi-
mum width of the crack in beam OU.36.024 was
approximately two inches at crushing. This is illus-
trated in the photograph of the central portion of
beam OU.36.024 shown in Figure 37. The rein-
forcement stress for this beam, however, was still
in the "elastic" range at visible crushing. The
collapse of unbonded beams loaded at midspan
occurred shortly after first crushing. It was usually
violent and resulted in complete destruction of the
beam section at midspan.
The load-deflection curves for beams loaded at
midspan are shown in Figures 26e and 26f and are
very similar in appearance to those for beams
loaded at two points. Only beam OU.36.024 ex-
hibited a slight decrease in load following flexural
cracking. The others carried increased load beyond
flexural cracking.
G. BEHAVIOR OF UNBONDED BEAMS WITH
SUPPLEMENTARY BONDED REINFORCEMENT
1. Introductory Remarks
It was brought out in the preceding section that
unbonded beams exhibit certain undesirable charac-
teristics. For the same material and geometrical
properties and for the same loading conditions, an
unbonded beam results in a lower early stiffness,
lower flexural strength, and lower ductility as com-
pared to a bonded beam. Thus, an unbonded beam
represents inefficient use of the materials involved.
However, unbonded beams may be desirable in
certain cases because of the relative advantages
introduced by manufacturing techniques. In such
cases, supplementary non-prestressed bonded rein-
forcement has been utilized in an effort to improve
the behavior of the unbonded beam by producing
a greater number of cracks.
A series of unbonded beams with supplementary
bonded reinforcement of intermediate grade steel
was tested in order to study the effect of the sup-
plementary reinforcement on the behavior of the
unbonded beam. The load-deflection curves for
these beams are presented in Figures 27a through
27e. These load-deflection curves generally exhibit
the two stages of behavior noted previously for
unbonded beams. The initial linear portion of the
load-deflection curve represents the behavior of the
beam before cracking of the concrete. The second
stage is characterized by an increasing rate of
deflection with applied load and represents the
behavior after the concrete is cracked and while
the reinforcement stress is still in the "elastic"
range of the reinforcement stress-strain curve. The
third stage of behavior was not observed for any
of the beams tested.
The supplementary reinforcement used in all
these beams reported here was deformed inter-
mediate grade steel. In the beams of Series OS.33,
OS.34, and OS.35, two No. 3 deformed bars were
placed in the tension zone only, and in the beams
of Series OW.34, two No. 3 deformed bars were
placed in both the tension and compression zones.
2. Behavior Before Cracking
During prestressing, the beams deflected upward
with the application of the prestress. This upward
deflection was smaller than for similar unbonded
beams described in Section IV-F, because of the
presence of the supplementary reinforcement. As
the test progressed, the beams deflected downward
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at a nearly constant rate with load and continued
to do so until flexural cracking. The extent of this
first stage was a function of the modulus of rupture
of the concrete, the magnitude and eccentricity of
the prestressing force, and the type of loading. The
slope of the load-deflection curve was a function of
the modulus of elasticity of the concrete, the shape
of the concrete cross section, the amount of rein-
foreceient, and the load conditions.
3. Behavior from Cracking to Failure
None of the unbonded beams having supple-
mentary reinforcement exhibited the sudden de-
crease in load following flexural cracking which was
observed in the unbonded beams having no supple-
mentary reinforcement. Instead, there was a gradual
change in the stiffness of the beamn after flexural
cracking. The load continued to increase at a de-
creasing rate with deflection up to crushing. Cracks
developed throughout the flexure span and in the
outer spans wherever the applied moment was
larger than the cracking moment. The spacing of
the cracks was fromn 3 to 6 inches for all the beams.
The cracks developed and progressed upward with
increased loading; however, they did not "fork"
extensively. When crushing was first noted, the
width of the cracks at the level of the reinforce-
iment ranged from 0.01 to 0.10 inches.
A photograph of the flexure span of beami
0).35.246 after crushing was noted is shown in
Figure 38. Additional photographs of the flexure
span of unbonded beams with supplementary rein-
forcement only in the tension zone are shown in
Figures 39 and 40. Beam OS.34.095 has a rela-
tively low value of p/f,' and beam OS.33.238 has a
high value of p/f,,'. All these beams had a large
number of cracks, some of which "forked" in the
later stages of loading.
Figure 39. Beam OS. 34.095 at failure
The behavior of unbonded beamns having sup-
plementary reinforcement in only the tension zone
(Series OS) differed slightly fromin the behavior of
the unbonded beams with a supplementary rein-
forcement in both tension and compression zones.
For the beams of Series OS, increased loading be-
yond crushing resulted in a larger zone of crushing
and usually complete destruction of the concrete at
the section of failure. In addition to this, especially
for the beams having the higher values of p/f,', the
supplementary bonded reinforcement buckled out-
wards and the main reinforcement stress was re-
duced to zero. For the beams of Series OW, which
had supplementary reinforcement in both the ten-
sion and compression zones, increased loading be-
yond that causing crushing resulted in a deeper
crushing zone and also a gradual bowing out of the
supplementary reinforcement in the compression
zone. As the deform'ation was increased, crushing
of the concrete was observed throughout the entire
depth of the section. The load dropped off rapidly
and final collapse occurred as a result of a sudden
buckling out of the supplementary reinforcement
Figure 38. Beam OS. 35.246 at failure Figure 40. Beam OS. 33.238 after collapse
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Figure 41. Beam OW. 34.075 after collapse
in the tension zone. Figure 41 shows a photograph
of the flexure span of beam OW.34.075 and Figure
42 shows a photograph of the flexure span of beam
OW.34.141 at complete collapse. Beam OW.34.075
did not rupture completely since it had deformed
excessively and came to rest on the sawhorse sup-
ports. Beam OW.34.141 failed suddenly. It can be
seen in Figure 42 that the concrete at the failure
section was completely destroyed and the supple-
mentary reinforcement in both the tension and
compression zones buckled out. Both beams had
numerous evenly spaced cracks.
H. BEHAVIOR OF PARTIALLY BONDED BEAMS
1. Introductory Remarks
Although prestressed concrete beams may be
designed intentionally to have partial bond be-
tween the reinforcement and the concrete, partial
bond results usually from a lack of control in the
manufacturing process. Common examples of beams
that have partial bond accidentally are those in
which the grout is inadequate or those made from
concrete of poor quality. Poor grouting results in
regions which have no bond between the reinforce-
ment and concrete. Poor quality concrete yields
inferior bond or no bond in regions where the con-
crete is segregated or where the concrete has an
excessive amount of water.
Partial bond between the reinforcement and
concrete can be of various kinds: (1) a portion of
the reinforcement can be unbonded throughout its
entire length, (2) all the reinforcement can be un-
bonded at various locations along the beam, and
(3) a combination of both. The beams reported
here were fabricated so that all the reinforcement
in a given location was unbonded. Such an arrange-
Figure 42. Beam OW. 34.141 after collapse
ment made it possible to separate and study the
effects of several major variables.
The load-deflection curves for the partially
bonded beams are presented in Figure 27f. These
curves generally exhibit the three stages of behavior
noted previously for the fully bonded beams.
Figure 20 shows the locations of the unbonded
portions of the beams. Unbonding was limited to
the flexure span for all beams except RP.34.079,
which was unbonded in the outer spans only. Be-
cause unbonding was the only variable considered,
the properties of these beams were chosen similar
to those of beam RB.34.093 so that direct compari-
sons could be made.
2. Behavior Before Cracking
With release of prestress, the beam deflected
upwards. The maximum upward deflection at mid-
span for the partially bonded beams reported here
was on the order of 0.001 times the span length.
As the load was increased, the beams deflected
downward at a uniform rate with load and con-
tinued to do so until flexural cracking commenced.
The initial slope of the load-deflection curves for
these beams was less than the slope for the com-
parable beam RB.34.093 because of the reduced
concrete section in the portions of the beam which
were unbonded. Flexural cracking of these beams
occurred at slightly lower loads than that observed
for beam RB.34.093.
The behavior before cracking of the partially
bonded beam RP.34.079, which had unbonded
lengths of 30 inches in each outer span, was very
similar to that for the beams partially unbonded
in the flexure span only. However, flexural crack-
ing was first observed in the extreme ends of the
unbonded regions adjacent to the flexure span
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Figure 43. Beam RP. 34.094 at failure
because of the reduced concrete section at these
locations.
3. Behavior from Cracking to Failure
For beams partially unbonded in the flexure
span, increased load beyond first cracking produced
additional cracks in the flexure span and also in the
outer span adjacent to the flexure span. Figures 43
and 44 are photographs of the flexure span of these
beams. The cross-hatched areas shown in the
photographs represent regions in which there was
no bond between the reinforcement and concrete.
For beams partially unbonded in the flexure span,
only three or four cracks, spaced at 9 to 15 inches,
were observed in the flexure span. These cracks
rose rapidly to mid-height of the beam and then
began to "fork" out. For beams RP.34.078 and
RP.34.094, these cracks began at the edges of the
unbonded regions. For all the beams, additional
load produced extensive "forking" of the cracks,
and in the later stages nearly vertical cracks ex-
tended from the "forked" cracks. Beyond first
visible crushing, the beams offered little resistance
to load. Crushing extended downward rapidly and
final collapse was quite violent.
The shape of the load-deflection curves for the
partially bonded beams was similar to those for
bonded beams having high values of p/fe'. Beyond
flexural cracking, the slope of the load-deflection
curves decreased continually; however, additional
load was resisted up to and slightly beyond first
crushing.
Beam RP.34.079 had unbonded lengths of 30
inches in each outer span. It is of interest to note
that the behavior of this beam was different over
various portions of its length. The behavior in the
outer spans was similar to that observed for com-
Figure 44. Close-up of failure region of Beam RP. 34.077
pletely unbonded beams. The behavior in the flexure
span was like that observed in bonded beams. Signs
of distress first appeared in the outer spans; how-
ever, failure did not occur here because the concrete
was restrained by external stirrups. Failure of the
beam eventually was the result of failure of the
concrete in the flexure span.
Flexural cracks were noted first in the outer span
at the edge of the unbonded region adjacent to the
flexure span. These cracks developed rapidly and,
at 45% of the failure load, they were within two
inches of the top of the beam. Additional loading
produced four cracks, spaced at 8 to 10 inches,
within the flexure span. These cracks rose and
"forked" out. At 85% of the failure load, slight
crushing was observed above the cracks in the
outer spans. However, this was not extensive be-
cause of the restraining action of the external stir-
rups and the loading blocks. As the load was
increased, further crushing was eventually observed
in the flexure span. With additional load, the zone
of crushing in the flexure span moved down rapidly
Figure 45. Beam RP. 34.079 before failure
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unbonded region to reach a level of stress which
was comparable to the level of stress in the flexure
span.
I. MEASURED STRAINS IN THE CONCRETE
1. Introductory Remarks
The object, of this section is to describe the ob-
served variations of concrete strain along the ex-
treme fiber in compression and over the depth of
the beam. This discussion is limited to the strains
measured in the flexure span of prestressed beams.
Since failure is defined as the reaching of a
useful limit strain, the strain in the extreme fiber
in compression is an important factor in the anal-
ysis. The distribution of concrete strains along the
extreme fiber, which affect the apparent limiting
strain used in the analysis, is discussed in this
section for beams with varying degrees of bond. A
quantitative discussion of the maximum strains
observed is presented in Chapter V.
In the analysis of bending stress in either ho-
mogeneous or non-homogeneous sections, the as-
sumption is usually made that the strains are
Figure 46. Beam RP. 34.079 at failure
and the final collapse was violent. Figures 45 and
46 show photographs of the flexure span of beam
RP.34.079 in the later stages of loading.
The load-deflection curve for beam RP.34.079
was similar to that for beam RB.34.093, except that
for similar load levels the former beam experienced
larger deflections. These larger deflections are at-
tributed to the widening of the cracks in the outer
spans, which permitted the reinforcement in the
(b) Distribution of concrete strains over the depth of the beam at failure
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Figure 47. Strain distributions in flexure span for beam RB. 34.031
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Wb) Distribution of concrete strains over the depth of the beam at failure
Figure 48. Strain distributions in flexure span for beam RB. 34.093
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distributed linearly over the depth of the beam.
This assumption has been confirmed by measure-
ments on non-prestressed reinforced concrete beams.
In the discussion of strain distributions over the
depth of the beam contained in this section, these
confirmations will be examined in detail in refer-
ence to the measured strains. It should be em-
phasized at this stage that, in a cracked section,
the deformations measured on a gage line including
a crack cannot be converted to strain directly.
The measured strains are influenced by the man-
ner in which they are measured. The strains along
the extreme fiber of the compressed concrete were
measured by SR-4 electric strain gages having gage
lengths of 1 or 6 inches, and the distributions of
strain over the depth of the beam in the flexure
span were obtained from measurements of deforma-
tions on the surface of the beam using a Whitte-
more strain gage with a gage length of 10 inches.
The details of these measurements are presented in
Appendix A.
2. Strain Distribution Along the Span in the
Extreme Fiber in Compression
Representative distributions of strain in the ex-
treme concrete fiber in compression along the flexure
span are presented in Figures 47 through 54. Those
referring to beams bonded in the flexure span are in
Figures 47a through 50a. Figures 51a, 52a, 53a,
53b, 53c, and 54 illustrate variations in the strain
in the extreme fiber in compression for beams which
are fully or partially unbonded in the flexure span.
The measured distribution of strain in the ex-
treme fiber in compression along the flexure span
was not uniform in any test. Once cracks formed,
strains in the extreme fiber became concentrated
above the cracks. The uniformity of the strain
distribution along the length of the flexure span
was a function of the number of cracks. The closer
the spacing of the cracks, the more uniform
was the strain distribution. For the bonded beams,
..the distributions of strain in the extreme fiber
were more uniform than those for unbonded
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Figure 49. Strain distributions in flexure span for beam RB. 34.126
Figure 50. Strain distributions in flexure span for beam RP. 34.079
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Figure 51. Strain distributions in flexure span for beam RP. 34.077
beams, since bonded beams had more cracks
throughout the flexure span. Among the bonded
beams, the distribution of strain in the extreme
fiber approached a uniform distribution as the
value of the ratio p/fe' was increased (Figure 49),
since the number of cracks also increased with this
ratio.
The largest variation in the distribution of strain
in the extreme concrete fiber in compression oc-
curred for unbonded beams having one major crack.
Two examples are shown in Figures 53a and b.
Figure 53a shows this distribution for a beam
loaded at midspan, and Figure 53b shows it for a
beam loaded at the five-twelfths point of the span.
Both beams had one major crack which forked in
the later stages of loading.
Non-uniform distributions of strain in the ex-
treme fiber, as described in the preceding paragraph,
are undesirable. Strain distributions can be made
more uniform by taking measures to decrease the
spacing of flexural cracks. For some of the un-
bonded beams, intermediate grade deformed bars
were added to improve the crack pattern. Figure
53c shows the distribution of strain in the extreme
fiber for a beam having supplementary reinforce-
ment in the tension zone only. This beam had
numerous cracks and the over-all distribution of
strain was fairly uniform.
The distribution of strain in the extreme con-
crete fiber in compression for beams having inter-
mediate grade supplementary reinforcement in
both the tension and compression zones are shown
in Figure 54. In general, these strain distributions
were considerably more uniform than those shown
for completely unbonded beams.
The distributions of compression strain in the
extreme concrete fiber for beams which were un-
bonded only in the flexure span are shown in Fig-
ures 51a and 52a. For these beams, the distributions
are non-uniform and the peaks in the plots occur
above major cracks.
For all the beams, the section at which failure
occurred was the one which had the highest crack
and consequently the largest compressive strain in
the extreme concrete fiber.
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Figure 52. Strain distributions in flexure span for beam RP. 34.094
3. Strain Distributions over the Depth of the Beam
The distribution of concrete strains over the
depth of the beam was derived from measurements
of deformation between gage plugs on the sides of
the beam. Gage plugs were located at various levels
for the different series of beams (Appendix A).
Only the results from the pretensioned beams will
be discussed here since these beams had gages at
five levels; the three top levels were located so as
to be within the uncracked zone of the beam. In
the other beams gages were located at only three
or four levels.
Representative distributions of measured strain
over the depth of beams bonded in the flexure span
are shown in Figures 47b through 50b. The distri-
butions for two beams with unbonding in the
flexure span are shown in the lower portion of
Figures 51b and 52b. The strain distributions ob-
tained from averaging the readings measured on
individual gage lines on opposite sides of the beam
are shown as heavy solid lines. The individual dis-
tributions are plotted with respect to datum lines
located at the center of their respective gage lines.
The distributions obtained by averaging the results
of six gage lines at the same level, three on each
side of the beam in the region of constant moment,
are shown at the extreme lower right of Figures 47
through 52.
For all the beams, the variation of strain with
depth.before cracking was linear and fairly consist-
ent among the different gage lines. However, after
cracking, the measured strains obtained on indi-
vidual gage lines varied with the extent, spacing
and type of cracking, and the location of the gage
lines.
Cracks formed at random in the flexure span
of the bonded beams. The number of cracks in each
beam varied in relation to the value of p/fe'. The
spacing of cracks for bonded beams was fairly uni-
form. This is shown in Figures 47b through 50b.
"Forking" of the cracks was extensive for low
values of p/fe'; however, this tendency diminished
as p/fe' was increased. It can be seen from Figures
47b through 50b that the measured strains in the
concrete over the depth of the flexure span at
failure varied from one gage line to another. The
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Figure 53. Distribution along the span of strain in extreme fiber in compression
strains measured in the compression zone were
similar for the various gage lines at the same level
and varied linearly with depth to the neutral axis.
However, in the tension zone, the measured strains
varied from one gage line to another because of
distortions resulting from cracking. Actually the
measured strain in the tension zone is not strain in
the concrete but is a measure of the deformation
which occurs at cracks.
For unbonded beams, two representative crack
distributions are shown in Figures 51b and 52b.
Although these are for beams unbonded in the
flexure span only, they are similar to the crack
patterns observed in the flexure span of completely
unbonded beams. The measured strains in the
compression zone varied linearly with the depth
to the neutral axis, and the actual magnitude of
strain for the various gage lines were comparable.
(a) Beam OU.36.065
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Figure 54. Distribution along the flexure span of strain in extreme
fiber in compression for beams of Series OW
However, in the cracked region of the flexure span,
there was considerable non-linearity in the meas-
ured strains since these "strains" are influenced
critically by the cracks. It is of interest to note
that for the bonded beams there was at least one
major crack across each gage line, and for the un-
bonded beams, some gage lines were not crossed
by a major crack because of the wide spacing of the
cracks. This is illustrated in Figure 51b.
In spite of the lack of linearity in the strain
distributions measured on the various sets of gage
lines, an average distribution for the entire flexure
span based on six readings at each level was linear
or nearly linear for any given beam. These
"average" distributions are plotted in the lower
right hand portion of Figures 47 through 52. On the
basis of the observations made throughout the load-
ing history of the beams, this result is to be ex-
pected. Consider the crack pattern for a typical
bonded prestressed concrete beam at failure which
is shown in Figure 78b. There are some flexure
cracks but no major inclined cracks in the outer
spans, while there are numerous fully developed
flexural cracks in the flexure span. The gage lines
over which strain measurements were taken are
also shown. According to the readings taken during
the tests, the strains are linearly distributed over the
depth of the beam prior to cracking. Therefore
the strains must be linearly distributed in the beam
shown in Figure 78b over the length from each
reaction almost up to the outermost flexural cracks.
This condition demands that whatever deformation
takes place between the two uncracked portions
it must be such that it results in a linear distribu-
tion of strain when averaged over this distance.
Thus, the reported "average" strain distributions
based on measurements of deformations over nearly
the entire cracked portion of the beam are very
close to being linear; however, this should not be
taken as confirmation of linearity of strains over
Mark
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Table 4
Reinforcement Streises at Failure
Measured Computed
Strain Dyna- Measured Fe,. = Fe. = Derived
Gages mometers Moment 0.004 0.002 Fe.
k.s.i. k.s.i. k.s.i. k.s.i. k.s.i. k.s.i.(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Beams Loaded at Two Points
240 . 218 239 225 222
213 ... 206 216 206 210
210 ... 215 212 192 203
170 ... 157 190 150 172
193 ... 173 194 153 175
165 .. 153 161 127 148
238 240 226 228
190 204 179 193
154 157 144 152
170 161 149 155
245 .. 250 243 231 231
231 ... 245 236 222 222
254 ... 252 254
232 .. 227 239 229 230
234 255 235 245
195 .. 212 233 227 228
223 229 229 220 224
184 ... ... 217 210 212
228 ... 234 233 222 225
214 .. 216 220 196 209
203 ... ... 214 205 209
218 .. 217 223 200 213
188 .. 207 209 185 201
205 .. 212 215 184 201
196 .. 189 202 165 195
204 .. 190 200 162 194
195 .. 202 184 163 178
191 ... 186 185 156 180
240 ... 239 239 238 236
215 .. 216 220 213 214
213 ... 216 217 212 214
205 ... 208 211 202 208
206 ... 208 211 204 209
240 .. 252 260 245 246
215 ... 218 238 223 229
208 ... 205 226 205 216
156 177 175 212 ... 179
154 146 161 190 ... 150
204 203 210 235 ... 199
... 182 187 240 ... 200
... 185 195 238 .. 189
182 176 190 231 ... 183
146 156 171 222 ... 173
183 164 186 222 ... 176
172 163 184 212 ... 152
157 153 149 205 .. . 144
152 147 152 206 ... 147
133 131 144 201 ... 142
137 133 144 189 ... 132
128 128 144 181 ... 136
150 150 153 211 ... 149
133 131 133 191 ... 135
162 166 168 212 ... 169
148 146 150 192 ... 146
151 166 165 237 ... 171
156 1655 72 225 . .. 156
135 148 146 219 ... 150
153 152 141 216 .. 146
158 153 177 205 ... 148
149 145 158 213 ... 146
... 136 125 193 ... 133
137 125 137 188 ... 138
150 146 141 212 ... 130
131 132 135 192 ... 132
158 159 185 212 ... 167
148 148 153 204 ... 156
141 134 150 201 ... 150
219 ... 216 240 227 212
218 ... 219 240 227 209
239 225 210
233 240 240 225 231
220 ... 219 237 222 205
Beams Loaded at Midspan
185 178 207 251 ... 201
178 175 186 234 ... 176
175 171 174 227 ... 161
143 135 155 226 ... 148
152 148 163 226 ... 146
169 161 166 218 ... 141
143 138 153 214 ... 139
141 138 149 214 ... 141
137 137 154 202 133
133 125 141 185 ... 127
Column
(1) From SR-4 electric strain gages on the reinforcement.
(2) From force measured by dynamometers at the end of the beam.(3) Derived from Equation 3 or Equation 9 using measured Mf, k.d
and ki = 0.42.
(4) Computed using F... = 0.004 (Chapter II).
(5) Computed using Ft. = 0.002 (Chapter II).
(6) Computed using the expression for Fe. given in Equations 41, 43,
44, 45, or 46 (Chapter II).
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Figure 55. Measured relationships between concrete and
reinforcement strains of various stages of loading
the depth for a given cross section. The discussion
in this paragraph referring to the average distribu-
tion of strain in the concrete for the entire flexure
span of bonded beams is applicable also to un-
bonded beams.
The average strain in the extreme fiber in com-
pression from measurements using one-inch long
electric strain gages is compared with average strain
from Whittemore strain measurements on a 10-in.
gage length in Figures 47a through 52a. These
averages compare favorably; the largest deviation
observed was 6% for beam RP.34.094.
The depth of the compression zone obtained
from measurements of the highest crack in the
region of failure was smaller than the average
depth indicated by measurements with Whittemore
strain gages. For the computations in the next
chapter, the depth of the compression zone for most
beams was taken to be that given by measurements
at the highest crack, since this represented the
actual conditions at the section of failure.
J. MEASURED STRAINS IN THE REINFORCEMENT
Type A7 SR-4 electric strain gages were used
to measure the increase in reinforcement strain
which resulted from the applied loads for all the
bonded and partially bonded beams. Because
cracking occurred at random in the bonded beams,
the strain measurements from the gage nearest a
crack located in the region of failure was chosen to
represent the increase in reinforcement strain at
failure. In the partially bonded beams, the increase
in reinforcement strain was measured by at least
two gages located in an unbonded portion of the
beam nearest the region of failure. The total rein-
forcement strain at failure was obtained by adding
the effective prestrain to the increase in reinforce-
ment strain which resulted from the application of
the failure load. For any given beam, the reinforce-
ment stress at failure was determined by entering
the stress-strain curve for the reinforcement with
the known reinforcement strain at failure and ob-
taining the corresponding stress. The reinforcemeint
stresses at failure determined in this manner for all
these beams are presented in Table 4.
For the unbonded beams, the reinforcement
stresses at failure were obtained by two methods.
Readings from Type A7 SR-4 electric strain gages
were converted to stresses in the same manner as
discussed above for the bonded and partially
bonded beams. Because the reinforcement was not
bonded in these beams, any increase in the rein-
forcement strain was constant throughout the
length of the reinforcement. Electric strain gages
mounted on dynamometers which were placed on
the wire reinforcement at one end of the beam gave
readings which were a measure of the increase in
reinforcement stress and strain. These dynamom-
eters were calibrated to obtain a relationship be-
tween dynamometer strain and force. The stress
in any wire reinforcement was then determined by
dividing the total force in the reinforcement by the
cross-sectional area. The reinforcement stresses at
failure derived by these two methods are presented
in Table 4.
K. MEASURED RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CON-
CRETE AND REINFORCEMENT STRAINS AT
VARIOUS STAGES OF LOADING
In the region of failure, the strains in the ex-
treme concrete fiber in compression were compared
with the increase in reinforcement strain through-
out the entire loading history of the beam. The
results obtained for various beams failing in flexure
are shown in Figure 55.
For all beams, the relationship between the
strain in the concrete at the extreme fiber and the
increase in reinforcement strain is nearly linear.
Although this information is of no immediate use
for the flexural strength analysis of prestressed
concrete beams, it is used later in Chapter VI for
determining a moment versus "average" curvature
for a portion of a beam.
V. EVALUATION OF TEST RESULTS
A. GENERAL REMARKS
In order that it be complete, the analysis for
the flexural strength of prestressed beams presented
in Chapter II requires, in addition to the conditions
of equilibrium, a knowledge of the following: (1) the
useful limit of strain for concrete subjected to
bending, (2) the stress-strain characteristics for the
concrete in the beam, (3) the stress-strain charac-
teristics for the reinforcement, and (4) the varia-
tion in strain over the depth of the failure section.
Failure of a prestressed concrete beam has been
defined to correspond to the condition of reaching
a useful limit of strain in the reinforcement or in
the compressed concrete. For beams having ex-
tremely small amounts of reinforcement, failure is
the result of fracture of the reinforcement. The
useful limit of strain in this case is the maximum
strain measured in the reinforcement when it is sub-
jected to a uniaxial tension test and is easily deter-
mined. However, failure for most beams is marked
by visible crushing of the compressed concrete in
the extreme fiber at a useful limit of strain. This
limit can be determined from measurements of
strain in tests of beams. A recommendation for the
magnitude of the useful limit of concrete strain is
presented in Section V-B. It is based on the results
of measurements made in tests of both prestressed
concrete and ordinary reinforced concrete beams.
If strains in the compressed concrete vary
linearly with depth, the distribution of compressive
stress in the concrete is directly related to the char-
acteristics of the stress-strain curve for the concrete
in the beam. In the analysis for flexural strength
of rectangular prestressed concrete beams described
in Chapter II, the stress-strain curve was described
by two parameters. One relates the magnitude of
the average stress in the compressed zone at failure
to the standard cylinder strength. The other locates
the resultant compressive force in the concrete. Re-
lationships for the effective strength in terms of the
cylinder strength, for beams having a rectangular
compressed concrete cross section at failure, are
presented in Section V-C. It has been indicated in
the study of the effects of variables in Chapter III
that a variation in the parameter k2, which defines
the location of the resultant compressive force in
the concrete, affects the flexural strength only
slightly. Consequently a constant value of k2
0.42 was adopted.
For flanged beams in which the neutral axis is
not located in the flange, the parameters f,• and k s,
by themselves, are not sufficient to describe the
resultant compressive force in the concrete since the
width of the compression zone varies. A stress-
strain curve for the concrete in the beam is neces-
sary for evaluating the total compressive force of
such beams. A discussion of stress-strain relation-
ships for concrete is presented in Section VI-B.
The stress-strain curve for the reinforcement
can be determined readily from axial tension tests.
It is necessary in the analysis to know the man-
ner in which the useful limit of strain in the con-
crete and the reinforcement strain are related. Dis-
turbances such as cracking, loss of bond, and strain
concentrations affect the distribution of strain over
the depth of the beam. The strain compatibility
factor, F, was introduced in the analysis to account
for such effects. Since the strain compatibility fac-
tor always appears as a product with the useful
limit of strain, c, (see Equations 6 and 8), it is
convenient to treat this product, Fe,, as a single
variable. This product is referred to as the apparent
limiting strain. A quantitative discussion of the
apparent limiting strain is presented in Section V-D.
B. USEFUL LIMIT OF STRAIN FOR THE CONCRETE
Failure of prestressed concrete beams of prac-
tical proportions is usually the result of failure of
the concrete in the extreme fiber at some useful
limit of strain. This failure is characterized by
visible breakdown of the concrete along slip planes
and is initially limited to a small region of the beam.
The visible breakdown of the concrete is commonly
referred to as visible crushing. It is of interest to
note that failure of the concrete begins on a micro-
scopic scale at load levels which are less than those
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O-Series OB, 6 in. gages inch gage lengths with electric strain gages. It is
s-Series OS. 6 in. gages interesting to note that the strains measured in the0- ^frf:/1C / ;. _TF/^-
concrete on the one-inch gage lengths were larger
than those measured on the six-inch gage lengths.
In Section IV-I it was shown that cracking affects
the distribution of strain in the extreme fiber in
compression, and that the largest strain occurs
above a crack. If a six-inch gage length is used to
measure the maximum strain in a region of strain
.00!
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*-Reference 9, /in. gages
S-Reference /0 I in nnnpv
o 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 7.5 9.0 concentration, an average strain over the gage
Concrete strength, ksi length is obtained. However, for the same strain
Figure 56. Measured values of concrete strain at failure concentration, a series of closely spaced one-inch
gage lengths will measure higher strains and also
producing visible crushing; for example, in tests provide sufficient information to plot the strain dis-
of axially loaded cylinders described in Reference tribution. The largest values of measured strains
15, positive indications of internal breakdowns were shown in Figure 56 are those for the beams failing
observed on the basis of longitudinal and lateral in flexure reported in Reference 9. These maximum
strain in adjustments at about 80% of the maxi- strains were measured in the vicinity of the bearing
mum stress carried by the cylinders, plates through which the load was applied to the
Insofar as the analysis of flexural strength is beam. In these beams a strip of leather was used
concerned, the determination of the useful limit of to distribute the load to the concrete. In all the
strain for the concrete is not too important. As other beams a layer of plaster was used between
indicated in Equations 6 and 8, the useful limit of the bearing block and the concrete. The majority
concrete strain is combined as a product with the of the values of maximum strain reported in Refer-
strain compatibility factor to give a single param- ence 9 correspond to concrete strengths ranging from
eter which is the apparent limiting strain discussed 2500 to 3500 p.s.i. Under similar loading conditions,
in detail in Section V-D. However, if a relationship it is expected that comparable maximum strain
for the useful limit of strain in the concrete is avail- values would be obtained for other values of con-
able, the strain compatibility factor can be eval- crete strength. The magnitude of the measured
uated for any derived value of the apparent limiting maximum strain is also dependent on the manner
strain, in which failure is defined. Furthermore, the ob-
The useful limit of strain for concrete in flexure served value of strain corresponding to crushing
can be determined from measurements of compres- may vary, depending on the investigator.
sion strain in the extreme concrete fiber in the For the reasons given in the foregoing discussion,
failure region of a beam. Figure 56 has been pre- it was decided to ignore the slight tendency indi-
pared to present such measurements for the pre- cated in Figure 56 for e. to decrease as f,' increases,
stressed beams reported herein and for a series of and to assume a constant value of 0.004 for the use-
ordinary reinforced concrete beams. These measure- ful limit of strain for concrete in compression. This
ments of strain have been plotted against the 6- by assumption differs from that made by other investi-
12-in. cylinder strengths since it was expected that gators (that c. decreases slightly with an increase in
the strain at crushing would be influenced by the f''1 1) ) and has been made here primarily as a
concrete strength. Other investigators have con- simplification, because, as stated above, it was not
cluded that the useful limit of strain decreases felt that the reliability of the data justified a more
slightly as the concrete strength increases (see elaborate assumption. However, the data plotted
Figure 8, Reference 11). in Figure 56 are not inconsistent with those reported
The values of the maximum measured strains in Reference 11.
shown in Figure 56 range from 0.002 to 0.007. It should be noted that the useful limit of strain
Several factors contribute to such a large range of considered in this section is for concrete in flexure.
values. The manner in which the strains were de- Under different conditions of stressing, the magni-
termined influences the magnitude of the strains. tude of the useful limit of strain and its significance
The strains were measured over one-inch and six- may be quite different.
?9
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C. EFFECTIVE STRENGTH OF THE CONCRETE
It is necessary to describe completely the result-
ant force, C, in the concrete before the flexural
strength of a reinforced concrete beam can be
evaluated. The magnitude of C is the summation,
over the compressed area, of the products of ele-
ments of area and the corresponding compressive
stress which act on each element. The line of action
of C is located at the "center of pressure" and in
this report is defined by the parameter k 2.
For beams having a compressive concrete zone
of constant width, the force distribution with depth
is the same as the stress distribution with depth.
For such beams
C = f,,bk,,d (31)
where fe is a function of the maximum stress and
the shape of the stress distribution alone. Because
the stresses at various levels in compressed concrete
subjected to bending cannot be measured directly,
some assumption regarding the distribution of stress
with depth must be made. For any assumed stress
distribution, values of the critical parameters can
be determined from tests of beams and control
specimens.
The stress distribution for concrete subjected to
bending is nonlinear and should have some shape
similar to the shape of the stress-strain curve for
concrete as determined from tests of axially loaded
cylinders. For the beams reported here, no attempt
is made in this chapter to evaluate a particular
stress distribution in the compressed concrete. In-
stead, it has been assumed for convenience that the
effective strength of the concrete is equal to an
"average" stress which acts over the entire com-
pressed area. This effective strength has been
evaluated from the test results reported here and
from tests on ordinary reinforced concrete beams (10)
with the aid of Equations 5, 9, and 10 in Chapter II.
For beams having a compressive concrete zone
of variable width, such as flanged beams in which
the neutral axis is located away from the flange, the
force distribution with depth is different from the
stress distribution with depth. The force distribu-
tion in such beams is dependent on the shape of the
compressed concrete cross section. The details of
determining the resultant force, C, for flanged
beams are presented in Section V-G.
The resultant compressive force, C, acts at a
distance kkd from the extreme fiber in compres-
sion, kud being the depth of the compressed con-
crete. For a rectangular compressed concrete cross
section an average value of k2 = 0.42 was chosen
since the effect of variations in k2 on the flexural
strength are very small. Values of k 2 for flanged
beams are presented in Section V-G.
An expression for the effective strength of the
compressed concrete for rectangular beams rein-
forced in tension only is obtained by transforming
and modifying Equation 5 as follows:
Mf
Jcu k» (1 - 0.42kv) bd 2 (32)
For rectangular beams having supplementary
reinforcement the expression for the effective
strength is obtained from a transformation and
modification of Equation 9.
Mf - A ,'fs' (d - d') - A,"fý " (d" - d)
"- k. (1 - 0.42k.) bd 2 (33)
All the supplementary reinforcement used in the
beams reported here was intermediate grade steel
and at failure the stress in the supplementary
reinforcement was usually in the yield range.
Furthermore, whenever supplementary reinforce-
ment was placed in both the tension and compres-
sion zones, equal amounts were placed in each zone.
Thus, if
f,.' = f.," = f, and As' = A,"
then Equation 34, shown below, is the expression
for the effective strength of the compressed con-
crete for beams having supplementary reinforce-
ment in the tension zone only.
M - A,'f, (d" - d)
Skn (1 - 0.42k.) bd 2 (34)
For beams having equal supplementary reinforce-
ment in both the tension and compression zones,
Equation 35, shown below, is the expression for the
effective strength of the compressed concrete.
S Mf - A,'f, (d" - d')
- k. (1 - 0.42k.) bd 2 (35)
Equations 34 and 35 were used to derive the
effective strength of the compressed concrete for all
the beams of this phase of the investigation. In
these equations, all the quantities necessary to
derive the effective strength, fe,, were measured in
each test. Derived values of fe, for all the beams
are presented in Table 5.
Preliminary studies indicated that the effective
strength could be related to the strength of 6- by
12-in. cylinders alone. The derived values of the
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effective strength are plotted against the 6- by
12-in. cylinder strength in Figure 58 for the beams
loaded at two points, thus having a substantial por-
Table 5
Measured and Derived Quantities
Mark Concrete Depth to Increase in Apparent Effective
Strength Neutral Reinforce- Limiting Concrete// Axis ment Strain Strength
p.s.i. kd Strain Fe. f-,
in. em p.s.i.
0B.14.030 3530 0.70 0.040 0.0034 2980
0B.14.066 6330 1.80 0.010 0.0024 4420
0B.14.107 3910 2.20 0.011 0.0034 3750
OB.14.157 5550 2.60 0,005 0.0023 4390
0B.14.175 3750 2.55 0.006 0.0027 3630
OB.14.244 3750 3.25 0.005 0.0034 3440
0B.24.061 2890 1.30 0.019 0.0036 2620
0B.24.168 3450 2.82 0.005 0.0025 3200
OB.24.189 4280 2.70 0.006 0.0030 3760
OB.24.190 2500 2.40 0.013 0.0056 2650
OB.34.027 3760 0.70 0.046 0.0036 3450
OB.34.037 5420 1.15 0.024 0.0034 4030
0B.34.038 8320 1.50 0.011 0.0023 4810
OB.34.043 6560 1.22 0.015 0.0024 4780
OB.34.071 7180 2.30 0.006 0.0020 4840
OB.34.073 3820 1.80 0.004 0.0010 3060
OB.34.074 7630 1.95 0.007 0.0020 5990
OB.34.076 5490 .... 0.003
OB.34.077 5650 2.05 0.011 0.0031 4660
OB.34.115 8200 2.90 0.0051 0.0028 5760
OB.34.120 3440 . . . . 0005
OB.34.122 6120 2.60 0.0057 0.0026 5120
OB.34.159 5910 3.35 0.0033 0.0023 4690
OB.34.196 3270 3.50 0.0043 0.0033 3120
OB.34.200 4590 3.95 0.0035 0.0031 3670
OB.34.236 2950 3.75 0.0037 0.0032 2850
OB.34.290 3280 4.50 0.0032 0.0041 3380
OB.34.346 1270 4.40 0.0032 0.0029 1690
OB.44.032 3330 0.61 0.045 0.0033 3800
OB.44.073 5710 2.10 0.0095 0.0028 3980
OB.44.094 4580 2.45 0.0070 0.0026 3430
OB.44.140 6220 3.10 0.0035 0.0021 4840
OB.44.158 4100 3.30 0.0037 0.0025 3380
RB.34.031 5280 1.10 0.013 0.0018 3460
RB.34.093 3970 2.85 0.0047 0.0022 2560
RB.34.126 5230 3.42 0.0043 0.0026 3580
OU.33.087 3890 1.52 0.0024 0.00063 2850
OU.33.252 3200 3.93 0.0009 0.0010 2450
OU.34.033 5620 0.70 0.0041 0.00040 4300
OU.34.034 5650 0.57 0.0022 0.00017 4910
OU.34.038 7580 0.74 0.0026 0.00031 5300
OU.34.056 6270 0.95 0.0022 0.00033 5020
OU.34.076 5020 1.31 0.0014 0.00030 3760
OU.34.082 4240 1.70 0.0022 0.00056 3190
OU.34.149 4600 2.70 0.0015 0.00074 3830
OU.34.193 4060 3 30 0.0012 0.00079 2930
OU.34.238 2120 2.87 0.0012 0.00072 2050
OU.34.244 2570 3.40 0.0008 0.00064 2020
OU.34.288 2770 3.30 0.0009 0.00071 2600
OU.34.354 1960 4.20 0.0005 0.00062 1810
0U.35.097 3400 1.10 0.0010 0.00017 3470
OU.35.255 3080 3.55 0.0004 0.00034 2230
OU.36.024 7600 0.30 0.0024 0.00010 10100
OU.36.065 5490 0.70 0.0020 0.00019 7780
OU.36.100 4020 0.90 0.0018 0.00022 6500
OU.36.157 2450 1.52 0.0007 0.00018 2990
OU.36.159 4680 1.48 0.0012 0.00030 6000
OU.36.183 3550 1.75 0.0022 0.00069 4530
OU.36.231 3550 2.00 0.0009 0.00032 4710
OU.36.232 2190 2.12 0.0007 0.00028 2690
OU.36.350 1640 2.50 0.0007 0.00036 2620
OU.36.460 1530 2.75 0.0006 0.00035 2680
OS.33.092 3720 2.25 0.0014 0.00063 2640
OS.33.238 3330 4.50 0.0009 0.0013 2370
OS.34.042 4930 1.50 0.0016 0.00042 3320
OS.34.095 4460 1.80 0.0016 0.00054 4130
OS.34.138 4670 3.20 0.0008 0.00056 2860
0S.34.151 4700 2.14 0.0008 0.00035 4340
0S.34.152 3250 3.10 0.0012 0.00093 2590
OS.34.155 5100 3.40 0.0011 0.00089 3320
OS.34.282 3330 3.0 0.0006 0.00040 3500
OS.34.369 1960 4.6 0.0005 0.00075 1870
OS.35.099 3520 1.81 0.0010 0.00032 2990
OS.35.246 3110 4.00 0.0002 0.00021 2450
OW.34.075 5430 1.80 0.0014 0.00046 3060
OW.34.141 4760 2.90 0.0009 0.00057 2650
OW.34.155 5120 3.20 0.0007 0.00052 2810
RP.34.076 5090 2.45 0.0053 0.0020 3050
RP.34.077 5100 2.28 0.0045 0.0016 3330
RP.34.078 4970
RP.34.079 4900 2.30 0.0087 0.0030 3610
RP.34.094 4110 2.36 0.0057 0.0020 3220
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Figure 57. The effective strength of concrete measured in beams
having a flexure span
tion of their length subjected to constant moment.
All the plotted points shown in Figure 57 fall in a
band which indicates a gradual lowering of the
ratio fcu/fc' as the cylinder strength, f,', is increased.
Equation 36 relating feu to f~', shown below, was
fitted to the plotted data:
Jcu 0.8 + 0.0001 f' (36)
where fe and fc' are in p.s.i.
Equation 36 was fitted to a large number of test
results obtained over a relatively long period of
time. It appeared that there was considerable
scatter in the plotted data and possibly a closer
correlation could be found if the results from the
different series were treated separately. A close
examination of the data, however, revealed that the
scatter in some of the series was too large to war-
rant individual consideration.
The scatter of the data shown in Figure 57 can
0 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 7.5 9.0
fc in *si
Figure 58. The effective strength of concrete measured in
Series OU. 36 beams loaded at midspan
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be attributed to several factors. Since the plotted
results were obtained over a period of several years,
the scatter could be a result of variations, during
this time, in material properties such as cement
type and quality, aggregate quality, curing condi-
tions, and the techniques involved in testing. It is
difficult to determine whether the over-all scatter is
primarily the result of scatter in effective strength
or scatter in the 6- by 12-in. concrete cylinder
strength.
It can be seen in Figure 57 that the test data are
quite limited for cylinder strengths below 2000 p.s.i.
and above 6000 p.s.i.; Equation 36 should therefore
be considered applicable only between these limits.
This equation is also limited to beams having a rec-
tangular compressed cross section of unconfined
concrete.
For beams loaded at midspan, the concrete at
the critical section was confined by bearing blocks
and consequently was subjected to a different state
of stress than that in beams loaded at two points.
The values for the effective strength, fe,, derived
from tests of beams loaded at midspan are plotted
in Figure 58 against the 6- by 12-in. cylinder
strength, fe'. Because of the limited data, a linear
relationship between f,. and f,' was adopted:
fe = 1.4 f/ (37)
where fe and f/' have similar units. It appears that
confinement of the compressed concrete in the fail-
ure region nearly doubled the effective strength.
Although Equation 37 was derived only from
data obtained in tests of unbonded beams, it should
also be applicable to bonded beams in which the
compressed concrete in the failure region is sub-
jected to confining effects like those described
above.
D. APPARENT LIMITING STRAIN FOR THE
CONCRETE
1. Introductory Remarks
In the strength analysis presented in Chapter
II, the useful limit of strain in the compressed con-
crete, es, and the strain compatibility factor, F, are
always combined together as a product. This prod-
uct, Feu, has been designated the apparent limiting
strain and can be treated as a single parameter.
Actually, if the useful limit of strain is considered
to be constant as indicated in Section V-B, the ap-
parent limiting strain is directly proportional to the
strain compatibility factor.
The strain compatibility factor is necessary in
the analysis to relate the increase in reinforcement
strain at failure (e,,) to the useful limit of strain
in the extreme concrete fiber (e.) and the ratio of
the neutral axis depth at failure to the effective
depth (k.). Measurements made in the region of
failure of prestressed beams have shown that these
quantities are not related to each other linearly.
For bonded beams, the non-linearity of the relation-
ship between cs, c , and k, is dependent mainly on
strain concentrations and local loss of bond between
the reinforcement and the concrete which result
from cracking. For unbonded beams, the factors
contributing to this non-linearity include strain
concentrations in the concrete and the lack of bond.
All these factors are discussed qualitatively in part
2 of this section. In part 3, relationships for the ap-
parent limiting strain for beams tested at the
University of Illinois are derived in terms of the
ratio ku.
2. Factors Influencing the Compatibility Factor
Strain concentrations and local loss of bond be-
tween the reinforcement and the concrete are two
important factors influencing the magnitude of the
strain compatibility factor for bonded beams. In
Figure 78 (a and b)1, idealized representations of
the strain in the extreme concrete fiber in compres-
sion and the depth to the neutral axis are shown for
bonded beams. The strains in the extreme fiber are
concentrated in the region above a crack. A small
portion of the constant moment region for the beam
shown in Figure 78b is shown in Figure 59a, to-
gether with representative variations in the strain
in the extreme concrete fiber in compression and in
the depth of the neutral axis. Within the flexure
span of a bonded beam, there are locations between
cracks where there is no relative movement between
the reinforcement and the concrete. Points A and B
in Figure 59a are two such points. The total de-
formation in the concrete between points A and B
must be the same as the total deformation in the
reinforcement between these two points. However,
the distribution of the deformation in the concrete
and in the reinforcement over the length AB varies
as a function of the bond conditions. These varia-
tions in deformation over the length AB can be
represented on the "deformation diagram" shown in
Figure 59b. In this diagram, the total deformation
between any two points in the region AB is repre-
sented by the vertical distance between the two
points on the deformation diagram corresponding
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Figure 59. Deformation diagram for a portion of a bonded
beam in a region of constant moment
to the locations of these two points along the length
of the beam. Thus, the slope of the deformation
diagram at any point represents the strain at that
point.
For the given distributions of strain in the ex-
treme fiber, c,, and depth to the neutral axis, z, as
shown in Figure 59a, and for the assumption of a
linear distribution of strain with depth, the total
required deformation, er, between points A and B is
S= o dL (38)
This quantity is shown as the total vertical ordinate
in Figure 59b. However, since the values of e, and
z are known at each section between A and B, as
shown in Figure 59a, a complete distribution of the
required deformation can be drawn. This is shown
as the heavy solid curve in Figure 59b. The ordi-
nate to this curve at any point a distance L to the
right of point A has been determined as
(e,)AL fL( d - z dL (39)
Although this curve represents the required defor-
mation for a linear strain distribution over the
depth of the section, it may not represent the actual
deformation in either the concrete or the reinforce-
ment in a cracked beam.
For the portion of the beam shown in Figure
59a, the strain and thus the deformation in the
concrete on either side of the crack must be rela-
tively small (maximum tensile strain in concrete is
of the order of 0.0002). That is, most of the required
deformation between A and B, so far as the con-
crete is concerned, must be simply that represented
by the opening of the crack. The corresponding
deformation diagram for the concrete is shown by
the heavy dashed line in Figure 59b; the vertical
portion represents the discontinuity at the crack.
The total deformation of the reinforcement be-
tween points A and B must, of course, be equal to
the total required deformation as given by Equation
25c. However, the distribution of this deformation
will vary depending on the bond between the con-
crete and the reinforcement. If there is no bond
between A and B, the strain in the reinforcement
will be constant and the deformation will be repre-
sented by the straight line connecting A and B in
Figure 59b. If the bond is "perfect," the deforma-
tion diagram for the reinforcement must be identi-
cal with that for the concrete.
In any given bonded beam, bond is neither
"perfect" nor completely inexistent. It varies de-
pending on the amount, size, and surface quality of
the reinforcement, and the quality of the concrete.
For beams having poor bond characteristics, the
actual deformation diagram of the reinforcement
will have a maximum slope that is less than the
maximum slope of the solid curve in Figure 59b.
For this case, therefore, the strain compatibility
factor, F, is less than one. When bond characteris-
tics are excellent the maximum slope of the rein-
forcement deformation diagram is greater than the
maximum slope of the required deformation
diagram and consequently the strain compatibility
factor, F, is greater than one. The conditions de-
scribed above result in deformation diagrams which
are shown as light dashed lines in Figure 59b, on
either side of the solid curve.
The effect of strain concentrations on F can be
seen if the distribution of strain in the extreme
fiber is varied. For a uniform strain distribution in
the extreme concrete fiber and a constant depth to
the neutral axis, the required deformation diagram
corresponding to a linear distribution of strain with
depth will be a straight line joining points A and B.
For this case, any amount of bond will yield an
actual deformation diagram which will have a
maximum slope that is greater than the slope of the
required deformation diagram, and consequently,
the strain compatibility factor will be greater than
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Distribution of '- c concrete strain
Figure 60. Deformation diagram for an unbonded beam
one. If the bond conditions remain the same (i.e.,
the actual deformation diagram remains un-
changed) and the strain concentration is made
progressively more acute, the maximum slope of the
required deformation diagram will increase and the
value of the strain compatibility factor will be re-
duced first to one and then to values below one.
Complete lack of bond between the reinforce-
ment and the concrete and acute strain concentra-
tions are important factors influencing the magni-
tude of the strain compatibility factor for unbonded
beams. The effect of lack of bond on the strain
compatibility factor can be shown qualitatively by
deformation diagrams for the entire length of a
beam. Assume first that the strains in the extreme
concrete fiber in compression for the beam shown in
Figure 60a are uniformly distributed throughout the
flexure span and are negligible in the outer spans.
The depth to the neutral axis is also assumed to be
constant. Using the assumed distribution of strain
in the extreme fiber and the depth to the neutral
axis, a required deformation diagram for a strain
compatibility factor of one, determineS in the same
manner as described for bonded beams, is shown as
the heavy solid curve in Figure 60b. Because the
largest strains in the extreme fiber in compression
occur within the flexure span, most of the required
deformation is in this region. Since the reinforce-
ment is unbonded, increases in reinforcement strain
are distributed uniformly throughout the length of
the reinforcement. Thus, the deformation diagram
for the reinforcement is the light dashed line which
joins points X and Y in Figure 60b. The slope of
the deformation diagram for the reinforcement is
constant and smaller than the maximum slope of
the required deformation diagram which was drawn
for a strain compatibility factor of one. Conse-
Distribution of concrete strain-..
Distribution of concrete strain
Location of neutral axis,
A
(O)Portion of beam
B
Deformation in the concrete -
I / S
o k Deform required \ /
S by c cnd oz
R I (b) Deformation
/ ^ I diagram
A d _1
Figure 61. Deformation diagram for a portion of an unbonded
beam in a region of constant moment
quently, for completely unbonded beams, in which
these conditions always exist, the strain compati-
bility factor must be always smaller than one.
The effect of any strain concentration super-
imposed on the effects of unbonding is to cause a
further reduction in the magnitude of the strain
compatibility factor. A portion of the flexure span
of an unbonded beam together with deformation
diagrams are shown in Figure 61. This is a portion
of the beam shown in Figure 60 but with a more
realistic variation in the extreme fiber concrete
strain and in the depth to the neutral axis. The
required deformation diagram between points A
and B for a strain compatibility factor of one is
shown in Figure 61b as a heavy solid curve. The
deformation diagram for the concrete between the
two points is shown as a heavy broken line. The
deformation in the reinforcement is the straight
broken line joining points R and S. The total de-
formation of the reinforcement between points A
and B is less than the required deformation between
these points because the reinforcement is unbonded
throughout its entire length. Since the required
deformation diagram shown in Figure 61b corre-
sponds to a strain compatibility factor of one, the
actual strain compatibility factor for an unbonded
beam is considerably less than one because the slope
of the actual deformation diagram can be much less
than the slope of the required deformation diagram.
V. EVALUATION OF TEST RESULTS
Table 6
Data on Supplementary Reinforcement
Yield Effective Effective Depth
Point Depth to Compressive
Stress to Tension Reinforcement
k.s.i. Reinforcement d"
d' in.
in.
48.0 10.6 ...
47.5 10.7 ...
47.5 10.4
49.1 10,6 ..
48.2 10.8 ..
49.1 10.6 ..
47.1 10 6
47.6 10.4 ..
48.9 10.6 ..
48.2 10.6
47.8 10.5 ..
47.4 10.7
47.7 10,5 1.2
47.9 10.5 1.2
48.0 10.5 1.2
Stress in
Tension
Reinforcement
at Failure
k.s.i.
49.4
47.5
67.4
56.8
48.2
49.1
47.1 -
47.6
48.9
48.2
49.3
47.4
47.7
47.9
48.0
Contribution to
Ultimate Moment
of Supplementary
Reinforcement*
k.-in.
102
92
145
134
100
108
96
94
101
93
111
94
98
98
98
3. Measured Values of the Apparent Limiting
Strain
A direct method for evaluating the apparent
limiting strain, Fcu, is to obtain independently,
from tests of beams, Eu and F, and then determine
their product. The useful limit of strain can be
determined readily from measurements of strain in
the extreme concrete fiber in compression. The
determination of the strain compatibility factor is
more difficult since failure can occur at any section.
If the location of the failure section is not known,
extensive instrumentation is required to enable the
direct evaluation of the strain compatibility factor.
In this investigation, values for the apparent limit-
ing strain for each beam were determined indirectly
as described below.
Equation 8, presented in Chapter II, was derived
in accordance with Assumption 2 presented in Sec-
tion II-B. The apparent limiting strain for each
beam was evaluated using Equation 40, which is
a transformation of Equation 8 together with the
modification to the concrete prestrain discussed in
Section III-B.
Fn = Ta 1 -k ) (40)
Each quantity shown on the right hand side of
Equation 40 was obtained from measurements made
in the beam tests. For the bonded beams, the in-
crease in reinforcement strain, e,,, was obtained
from readings of strain gages located at or near the
failure section. For the unbonded beams, an aver-
age of the readings from several gages was taken
as the increase in reinforcement strain. The ratio,
k., was derived from measurements of the crack
height and of the effective depth of each beam.
Values for the apparent limiting strain obtained
from Equation 40 are tabulated in Table 5. Pre-
liminary studies indicated that the apparent limit-
ing strain, Fe., was a function of the ratio, k.. In
Figure 62a, values of Feu for the bonded beams are
shown plotted against k.. The values of Ff. for the
unbonded and partially bonded beams are plotted
against the ratio, k,, in Figure 62b.
There is a considerable amount of scatter in the
data for the bonded beams plotted in Figure 62a.
Nevertheless, the apparent limiting strain shows an
0 .15 .30 .45 .60 .75
Figure 62. Relationships between Feu and k,, for bonded beams
and unbonded and partially bonded beams
Mark
0S.33.092
08.33.238
08.34.042
OS.34.095
OS.34.138
08.34.151
OS.34.152
OS.34.155
OS.34.282
OS.34.369
OS.35.099
OS.35.246
OW.34.075
OW.34.141
OW.34.155
Area of
Tension
Reinforcement
A.'
sq. in.
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
Area of
Compression
Reinforcement
A.'
sq. in.
0.22
0.22
0.22
* Computed from the expression M. = A.'f, .d(klk. -- d) + A.'f,,d(- - k2k.)
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upward trend with an increase in the ratio k,. Most
of the scatter occurs for the lower values of k,. Be-
cause the reinforcement strains at failure for beams
having small values of k, are located in the rela-
tively flat portion of the reinforcement stress-strain
curve, any slight variation in the reinforcement
stress results in large changes in reinforcement
strains. These large changes in strain are primarily
responsible for the scatter seen in Figure 62a. The
test results for the unbonded beams, plotted in
Figure 62b, show only a slight amount of scatter.
For the unbonded beams the strains in the rein-
forcement at failure were essentially in the elastic
range of the reinforcement stress-strain curve.
To represent the trend of the data for bonded
beams, shown in Figure 62a, the following simple
expression between the apparent limiting strain and
the ratio k. was chosen,
(Feu)bonded = I-- 2k< 0.004 (41)600 -
In the previous section it was indicated that
strain concentrations and loss of bond, in the
vicinity of a crack, tend to reduce the value of the
strain compatibility factor for bonded beams. Be-
cause of this, the apparent limiting strain is also
reduced. Under ideal conditions, for a useful limit
of strain in the extreme concrete fiber in compres-
sion equal to 0.004 and no strain concentrations or
loss of bond, the apparent limiting strain would be
0.004 regardless of the value of k.. Therefore, the
difference between Feu = 0.004 and the value given
by Equation 41, for any given value of k,, repre-
sents the combined effects of strain concentrations
and loss of bond. No attempt is made here to sep-
arate quantitatively these two effects since they
always occur together in bonded beams. Although
Equation 41 was derived from the results of tests of
beams loaded at the third points of the span, it
should be applicable for all bonded beams failing
in flexure regardless of the type of loading.
For the fully unbonded beams, the derived
values of the apparent limiting strain, Fe,, plotted
in Figure 62b against the ratio, k,, are considerably
smaller than the values derived for bonded beams.
The large reduction in Fe, is mainly the result of
acute strain concentrations in the compressed con-
crete and lack of bond between the reinforcement
and the concrete in the outer spans. The plotted
points for the fully unbonded beams in Figure 62b
indicate that the apparent limiting strain varies
with the position of the applied load in the span.
If it is assumed that the apparent limiting strain
for the fully unbonded beams is related to the ap-
parent limiting strain for bonded beams by two
constants representing the individual effects of the
lack of bond and of the relatively more acute strain
concentrations, it is possible to derive a relationship
between them. Thus if
C • length of flexure span
total length of span
C2 = effect of the relatively more acute strain
concentration
then
(Fcu.)unbonded = 01- 2 (F u) bonded (42)
For the fully unbonded beams loaded at two points
reported here, the values of C, are %, % and % for
loads at the %.2, .2 and %2 points of the span,
respectively. Values of C2 were obtained for the
unbonded beams using Equations 41 and 42 to-
gether with appropriate values for C1 . Since the
majority of values of C, thus obtained were on the
order of %, a constant value of C 2 = 1 was
adopted for the fully unbonded beams. Thus, the
particular relationships between the apparent lim-
iting strain for the unbonded beams and the ratio
k. are:
(1) Beams loaded at 3/12 points of the span
F 1 \ ( 1 ( I + 2k . 1 + 2k.S 2 600 2400 (43)
(2) Beams loaded at 4/12 points of the span
" = I ) ) 1 + 21. 1 + 2k 03 2- 0-= 3600
(3) Beams loaded at 5/12 points of the span
F 1 \ / /l + 2k. 1 + 2k,,
= 16 ) 2) 600 7200 (45)
Equations 43, 44 and 45 are plotted in Figure 62b.
For fully unbonded beams loaded at midspan, a
conservative value for C, is obtained if it is con-
sidered that the length of the flexure span is not
zero but is the actual finite length over which the
load was applied. However, since the derived
values of the apparent limiting strain for the beams
loaded at midspan, which are plotted against the
ratio k.u in Figure 62b, are located in the same
region as the values derived for beams loaded at the
*.,_ points of the span, Equation 45 is a satisfactory
relation between Fe. and kc for unbonded beams
loaded at midspan.
(44)
V. EVALUATION OF TEST RESULTS
The derived values of the apparent limiting
strain for partially bonded beams are also plotted
against the ratio ku in Figure 62b. The largest
value of Feu shown in Figure 62b is 0.003 and was
derived from beam RB.34.079 which was unbonded
in the outer spans only. This beam initially ex-
hibited a behavior similar to unbonded beams and
slight crushing was observed in the outer spans
before final failure occurred. Actually, the loading
blocks and external stirrups prevented extensive
crushing in the outer spans so that with increased
loading, extensive crushing and failure occurred in
the flexure span which was bonded. Thus, the
derived value of Fe. for beam RB.34.079 is similar
to the values obtained for fully bonded beams. The
other values of Fcu for partially bonded beams are
for beams RP.34.076, RP.34.077, and RP.34.094
which had varying conditions of bond in the flexure
span and complete bond in the outer spans. For
these beams, no constant C, is necessary to account
for lack of bond in the outer spans as in the case
for fully unbonded beams. If it is assumed that the
relative effect of the strain concentration in beams
partially unbonded in the flexure span, as expressed
by the constant C2, is the same as for fully un-
bonded beams, Equation 46 is a relation between
Feu and k,,.
Fu 1 / 1 + 2k = 1 + 2k,,
Fe  2 =  - - = 601200 (46)
Equation 46 is shown as a broken line in Figure
62b. Actually, the relative strain concentration
effect for beams partially unbonded only in the
flexure span is probably not as great as that in fully
unbonded beams and constant C, would thus have a
value between ' and 1. However, further modifi-
cation to Equation 46 is not warranted because of
the limited amount of test data. Thus, Equation 46
is given as a satisfactory conservative relationship
between Feu and the ratio, k,, for beams having
varying degrees of unbonding in the flexure span
only.
E. COMPUTATION OF MOMENT AT
FLEXURAL CRACKING
1. Introductory Remarks
It is often desirable that prestressed concrete
beams remain uncracked when subjected to service
loads or occasional overloads. Therefore, it is im-
portant that the resisting moment at which flexural
cracking occurs be known for any given beam. The
Pey, - Pe-,y
A Pey P P-eY
(b) (c) (d)
Figure 63. Conditions of stress in a beam after prestressing
resisting moment at flexural cracking can be com-
puted precisely using the conditions of strain and
stress at the critical cross section of the beam if
the stress-strain characteristics for the reinforce-
ment and for the concrete in both tension and com-
pression are known. Because the stress-strain
characteristics and tensile strength for the concrete
are usually not known and may be quite variable,
it is satisfactory to compute the resisting moment at
flexural cracking using an "elastic" analysis and
the modulus of rupture, fr, as the limiting stress.
It should be noted that the axial tensile strength of
concrete is smaller than the modulus of rupture,
since the latter is determined from results of tests
on specimens subjected to flexure on the assump-
tion that the stress distribution at cracking is linear.
A free-body diagram of the concrete from a por-
tion of an unloaded prestressed beam is shown in
Figure 63a. The action of the prestressing force on
the concrete is represented by the force P. The
idealized distributions of stress in the concrete
resulting from P are shown in Figure 63b and c.
To represent the conditions in the concrete at in-
cipient flexural cracking, a moment, Mcr, which re-
sults from applied loads, is superimposed on the
state of stress shown in Figure 63d. This is shown
in Figure 64. The stress distribution resulting from
the force P and the moment Mcr are shown indi-
vidually in Figures 64b and c, respectively, and
combined in Figure 64d. In Figure 64d the tensile
stress in the extreme concrete fiber is shown as f,.,
/ _ Peyb/ MA fy
(0) (bW (c) (d)
Figure 64. Conditions of stress in a beam at flexural cracking
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the modulus of rupture of the concrete. A relation-
ship for the moment at flexural cracking in terms of
fr is presented in part 3 of this section.
2. Relationship for the Modulus of Rupture
The modulus of rupture, f,, for the concrete
used to fabricate each beam was determined with
the aid of the ordinary flexure formula and the
moment at which cracking occurred in tests of
plain concrete control beams. Each control beam
was 6- by 6- by 24-in. and was loaded at the third-
points of an 18-in. span. One control beam was
cast for each batch of concrete. The expression for
fr is shown below.
f, = Mcry/I (47)
where
I=
y=
moment of inertia of the cross section
distance from the neutral axis to the ex-
treme fiber in tension; assumed to be one-
half the total depth of the beam.
Values of the modulus of rupture fr, obtained
from tests of control beams of the concrete used to
fabricate each beam are listed in Table 2. For most
beams, the values of f, for both batches of concrete
are given. The values of the modulus of rupture for
the concrete which was placed in the central portion
of each beam are plotted versus the compressive
strengths in Figure 65. The plotted data indicate
an increase in the modulus of rupture, at a decreas-
ing rate, with increase in compressive strength. To
represent the trend of the data shown in Figure 65,
the following expression was chosen:
30003 12,000 (48)
3+ ff
The values of both f, and f/' are in pounds per
square inch.
3. Comparison of Measured and Computed
Moments at Flexural Cracking
A relationship for the moment at which flexural
cracking occurs, in terms of the modulus of rupture,
f,, can be derived on the basis of the stress condi-
tions shown in Figure 64.
I P 1 eA 4 9Mc,= I++A  i+ ) (49)
All the quantities shown in Equation 49 are known
for a given beam. Since the area of the prestressing
reinforcement is relatively small, the gross moment
/.0
.8
. 6
- .4
.2
0
fc in ksi
Figure 65. Relationship between modulus of rupture
and compressive strength of concrete
of inertia of the concrete cross section may be used
in Equation 49 with little error.
Values of the cracking moment for all the
beams reported here were computed using Equa-
tion 49, the gross moment of inertia, and the modu-
lus of rupture given by Equation 48. The measured
moments at cracking are presented in Table 7 and
compared with the computed moments. The average
ratio of measured to computed moment was 1.02
and the mean deviation was 0.071. This deviation
may be attributed to several causes. It is difficult
to observe the first signs of flexural cracking for
most beams; thus the measured cracking moments
may be somewhat in error. Also variations in fr
and P may result in errors in the computed crack-
ing moments.
F. COMPUTATION OF FLEXURAL STRENGTH
FOR RECTANGULAR BEAMS
1, Introductory Remarks
The flexural strength or ultimate moment ca-
pacity of a rectangular prestressed concrete beam
is defined here as the resisting moment correspond-
ing to visible crushing of the concrete or fracture
of the reinforcement. The ultimate moment of all
the rectangular beams reported here was evaluated
using the expressions presented in Chapter II to-
gether with the experimentally derived relationships
presented in Sections V-C and V-D. The expression
for beams reinforced in tension only is given by
Equation 3 and for beams with supplementary
reinforcement by Equation 9. In both of these
equations, the ultimate moment is proportional to
the stress in the reinforcement at failure and can be
determined readily if this stress is known. Thus,
the problem of determining the flexural strength of
a given beam reduces to one of determining the
stress at failure in the reinforcement. Although
V. EVALUATION OF TEST RESULTS
Table 7
Measured and Computed Moments
Mark Cracking Moment Ultimate Moment
Meas- Corn- Measured Meas- Corn- Measured
ured puted Computed ured puted Computed
k-in. k-in. k-in. k-in.
Beams Loaded at Two Points
OB.14.030
OB.14.066
OB.14.107
OB.14.157
OB.14.175
OB.14.244
OB.24.061
OB.24.168
OB.24.189
OB.24.190
OB.34.027
OB.34.037
OB.34.038
OB.34.043
OB.34.071
OB.34.073
OB.34.074
OB.34.076
OB.34.077
OB.34.115
OB.34.120
OB.34.122
OB.34.159
OB.34.196
OB.34.200
OB.34.236
OB.34.290
OB.34.346
OB.44.032
OB.44.073
OB.44.094
OB.44.140
OB.44.158
RB.34.031
RB.34.093
RB.34.126
OU.33.087
OU.33.252
OU.34.033
OU.34.034
OU.34.038
OU.34.056
OU.34.076
OU.34.082
OU.34.149
OU.34.193
OU.34.238
OU.34.244
OU.34.288
OU.34.354
OU.35.097
OU.35.255
0S.33.092
OS.33.238
OS.34.042
OS.34.095
08.34.138
OS.34.151
OS.34.152
OS.34.155
OS.34.282
OS.34.369
OS.35.099
OS.35.246
OW.34.075
OW.34.141
OW.34.155
RP.34.076
RP.34.077
RP.34.078
RP.34.079
RP.34.094
OU.36.024
OU.36.065
OU.36.100
OU.36.157
OU.36.159
OU.36.183
OU.36.231
OU.36.232
OU.36.350
1OU.36.460
57 75 0.76
108 113 0 96
107 97 1.10
125 124 1.01
89 100 0 89
99 105 0.94
95 98 0.97
180 191 0.94
251 242 1.04
160 149 1.07
121 110 1.10
171 162 1.05
200 202 0.99
171 184 0.93
268 275 0.98
129 170 0.76
297 279 1.07
225 212 1.06
256 238 1.08
333 328 1.02
225 205 1.10
275 271 1.02
315 302 1 04
225 210 1.07
321 317 1 01
237 226 1.05
283 277 1.02
... 188 ....
108 110 0.98
259 270 0.96
267 257 1.04
386 370 1.04
296 280 1.06
123 126 0.98
171 187 0.92
270 279 0.97
104 128 0.81
220 214 1.03
131 121 1.08
133 122 1.09
153 132 1.16
160 145 1.10
176 153 1.15
194 175 1.11
297 259 1.15
315 288 1.09
175 163 1.07
203 187 1.09
225 205 1.10
214 189 1.13
122 130 0.94
214 223 0.96
134 127 1.06
221 225 0.98
98 110 0.89
152 142 1.07
206 220 0.94
198 196 1.01
170 141 1.21
251 242 1,04
241 245 0.98
186 202 0.92
127 127 1.00
220 237 0.93
149 152 0.98
201 210 0.96
203 239 0.85
178 ....
160 171 0.94
153 174 0 88
160 175 0.92
162 169 0.96
Beams Loaded at
133 128 1 04
185 170 1.09
193 181 1.07
138 133 1.04
224 211 1.06
213 187 1.14
268 231 1.16
163 153 1.07
187 152 1.23
177 170 1.04
Average Ratio 1.02
Mean Deviation 0.071
111 113
408 417
415 390
501 534
394 390
444 427
156 151
387 387
434 425
270 247
136 126
258 233
372 369
302 305
559 578
281 302
592 569
443 407
482 470
707 670
389 387
577 553
646 615
432 407
588 605
424 425
572 501
336 314
122 120
426 427
408 404
635 623
462 462
198 196
362 392
569 603
171 180
334 328
137 130
128 137
157 152
195 187
204 206
250 240
447 379
455 414
237 232
257 264
318 296
265 262
162 157
295 314
259 266
395 408
245 249
331 311
385 406
387 384
314 292
450 446
429 445
353 370
250 244
390 393
314 301
386 410
430 448
362 366
365 358
348 362
404 396
370 352
Midspan
137 134
253 241
278 258
196 190
362 332
315 277
379 355
228 221
253 219
278 246
Average Ratio
Mean Deviation
1.02
1.05
1.08
1.03
1.09
1.14
1.07
1.03
1.15
1.13
1.02
0.042
several solutions for the stress at failure have been
described in Chapter II, only the trial-and-error
solution, presented in Section II-E, was used here.
Most of the beams tested carried a maximum
applied load which was higher than the load corre-
sponding to first visible crushing in amounts up to
7%. The load at which crushing was first observed
is indicated by a data-point on the load-deflection
curve for each beam in Figures 25, 26, and 27.
2. Procedure for Computing Flexural Strength
For rectangular beams reinforced in tension
only, the flexural strength was obtained using Equa-
tion 50.
Mf = A. f, d(1 - 0.42k,) (50)
For rectangular beams having supplementary
reinforcement in addition to the prestressed rein-
forcement, the flexural strength was obtained using
Equation 51 for the case of supplementary rein-
forcement in the tension zone only, and Equation
52 for the case of supplementary reinforcement in
both the tension and compression zone.
M A = , .d(l - 0.42k,) + A,' f,(d" - 0.42k.d)
(51)
M, = Afud(1 - 0.42k,) + A,' f,(d" - d) (52)
Equations 51 and 52 are modifications of Equa-
tion 9. The supplementary reinforcement used in
the beams reported here was intermediate grade
steel having the stress-strain characteristics shown
in Figure 23. For all beams, the stress in the sup-
plementary reinforcement was at least in the yield
range of the stress-strain curve. Also, for those
beams in which supplementary reinforcement was
placed in both the tension and compression zones,
equal amounts of steel were placed in each zone.
Thus the modifications of Equation 9 involved are:
f«' = fs." = fv and A" = A,'. It should be noted
that the first term in Equations 51 and 52 repre-
sents the contribution of the prestressing reinforce-
ment to the ultimate moment and the second term
represents the contribution of the supplementary
reinforcement.
The stress in the prestressing reinforcement at
failure was determined for each beam using the
following trial-and-error procedure which is slightly
different from that described in Section II-E be-
cause of the variable value for Ftc.
(1) Assume ku.
(2) Determine Fe, (Equations 41, 43, 44, 45 or
46).
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(3) Determine c•, (Equation 8).
(4) Determine fs, (from E,, and stress-strain
curve for reinforcement).
(5) Using fu from (4) and Equation 4 for
beams reinforced in tension only, or Equation 10
for beams with supplementary reinforcement, com-
pute ku.
(6) Compare computed k. with assumed ku.
(7) If computed ku is not equal to assumed k.,
repeat steps (1) through (6), starting with the
computed k. in step (1).
(8) If computed kc is equal to assumed kc, fu,
is that given in step (4).
The value of f,, determined by the trial-and-
error procedure is used in either Equation 3 for
beams reinforced in tension only, or in Equation 9
for beams with supplementary reinforcement, to
compute the flexural strength.
It is of interest to note that the above trial-
and-error procedure for the case of beams having
supplementary reinforcement is not too involved
since the stress in the supplementary reinforcement
is known. If the characteristics of the supple-
mentary reinforcement are not as simple as those
shown in Figure 23, then the trial-and-error
procedure which is presented in Section II-E should
be used together with steps (2) and (3) of the
procedure described above.
3. Comparisons of Measured and Computed
Strengths of Beams Reported in This Bulletin
The flexural strengths of the 82 beams of Series
OB, OU, OS, OW, RB, and RP reported in this
bulletin were computed using the trial-and-error
procedure described above.
The stress in the reinforcement in most of the
beams at failure was computed for several values
of the apparent limiting strain, FE,. These are listed
in Table 4 together with the measured stress in the
reinforcement at failure. The stress in the rein-
forcement for all the beams was determined using
the trial-and-error procedure and appropriate
values of Fe, for bonded, unbonded, and partially
bonded beams as given by Equations 43, 44, 45
and 46. These are listed in column 6, Table 4. Values
of the reinforcement stress at failure using a con-
stant Fc, = 0.004 were also determined for all the
beams. These are listed in column 4, Table 4.
Also, values of the reinforcement stress at failure
using a constant FE, = 0.002, were determined for
the bonded and partially bonded beams. For all
bonded beams, except for those having extremely
low values of p/fe', Fe. = 0.004 represents an upper
bound and Fe. = 0.002 represents a lower bound.
The stress in the supplementary reinforcement
at failure, for each beam, is presented in Table 6.
The stresses were usually in the yield range of the
stress-strain curve but extended into the strain-
hardening range for several beams.
The ultimate moment capacity of each beam
was computed using Equations 50, 51, and 52. For
all beams the stress at failure in the prestressing
reinforcement was that given in column 6 of Table
4. For beams with supplementary reinforcement,
the contribution of the supplementary reinforce-
ment to the ultimate moment is given in column 7,
Table 6.
The measured and computed ultimate moments
are presented in columns 4 and 5, respectively, of
Table 7. Although there are differences between
the measured and computed ultimate moments for
specific beams, the over-all agreement between the
two is good. For all beams, the average ratio of
measured to computed moment is 1.02 and the
mean deviation 0.042. It is important to note that
the measured ultimate moment is the resisting
moment corresponding to first visible crushing of
the compressed concrete in the extreme fiber and
not the maximum moment carried by the beam.
For most beams, the maximum moment carried was
slightly higher than that corresponding to visible
crushing. The results of the comparison of meas-
ured and computed moments are summarized in a
frequency distribution plot shown in Figure 66.
BEAMS REPORTED IN REFERENCES 8 AND 9
Twenty-seven beams tested in the phase of this
investigation reported in References 8 and 9 failed
in flexure. The beams were either rectangular or
I-shaped in cross, section. The rectangular beams
and the I-beams in which the neutral axis was
located in the flange are considered here. The
I-beams in which the neutral axis was not located
in the flange are discussed in Section V-G. The
beams were nominally 6 by 12 in. and were tested
with loads at the third-points of a nine-foot span.
The pertinent properties of these beams are listed
in Table 8 together with the measured maximum
moments and the corresponding computed ultimate
moments.
The ultimate moments of all the beams were
computed using the trial-and-error procedure out-
lined in part 2 of this section. The ratio of the
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Table 8
Comparison of Measured and Computed Moments
Beams Reported in References 8 and 9
Ultimate Moment
Measured Computed Measured
k-in. k-in. Computed
547 530 1.03
494 508 0.97
321 314 1.02
123 117 1.05
173 164 1.06
214 206 1.04
341 301 1.13
334 300 1.11
334 305 1.10
296 284 1.04
294 282 1.04
296 274 1.08
297 282 1.05
295 279 1.06
297 279 1.07
288 272 1.06
510 498 1.02
711 700 1.02
Average 1.05
Mean Deviation 0.027
measured maximum moment to the computed ulti-
mate moment for each beam is presented in column
7, Table 8. The average ratio of the measured to
computed moment was 1.05 and the mean devia-
tion was 0.027. In general, this average ratio was
higher than that obtained for the test beams re-
ported here; however, the measured moment for
each beam was the maximum moment and not that
corresponding to first visible crushing which would
be lower.
BEAMS REPORTED IN REFERENCE 12
Fourteen rectangular prestressed concrete beams
with strand reinforcement are reported in Refer-
ence 12. All the beams had a nominal cross section
of 6 by 12 in. and a nominal effective depth of
I
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2
Ratio of measured to computed ultimate moment
Figure 66. Histogram for ratio of measured to computed
ultimate moment
8.3 in. Bonded beams, unbonded beams, and un-
bonded beams with supplementary reinforcement
were included. The pertinent properties of these
beams are listed in Table 9 together with the meas-
ured maximum moments and the computed ultimate
moments.
The ultimate moment of each beam was deter-
mined using the trial-and-error procedure described
in part 2 of this section together with the stress-
strain curve for the strand reinforcement presented
in Reference 12. The ratio of the measured maxi-
mum moment to the computed ultimate moment is
given in column 6, Table 9. The average ratio of
measured to computed ultimate moment was 1.08
and the mean deviation was 0.043. This high aver-
age ratio of measured to computed moment in these
Table 9
Comparison of Measured and Computed Moments
Beams Reported in Reference 12
Beam Pf' Rein- Measured Ultimate Moment
Group p.s.i. force- 9. Meas- Cor- Measured
ment ured puted Computed
Ratio k-in. k-in.
Pretensioned Bonded Beams
1-0.141 5350 0.322 0.00485 318 274 1.16
1-0.250 6050 0.644 0.00450 547 448 1.22
1-0.420 5400 0.965 0.00475 580 584 0.99
Post-Tensioned Grouted Beams
2-0.151 5000 0.322 0.00529 300 272 1.10
2-0.306 4950 0.644 0.00475 485 450 1.08
2-0.398 5700 0.965 0.00470 640 595 1.07
Post-Tensioned Unbonded Beams
3-0.128 5900 0.322 0.00440 204 200 1.02
3-0.144 5250 0.322 0.00500 222 206 1.08
3-0.307 4930 0.644 0.00542 408 372 1.10
3-0.428 5300 0.965 0.00490 502 480 1.05
3-0. 428 5300 0.965 0.00560 522 508 1.03
Post-Tensioned Unbonded Beams with Deformed Bars Added
4-0.131 5750 0 161 0.00490 268 268 1.00
4-0.285 5300 0.482 0.00512 468 427 1.10
4-0.455 4930 0.803 0.00500 582 546 1.07
Average 1.08
Mean Deviation 0.043
Mark
A.12.48
A.12.60
A.22.26
A.32.08
A.32.11
A.32.17
B.11.07
B.12.07
B. 13.07
G-1
G-2
G-8
G-9
G-11
0-18
G-25
0-30
G-38
Effective
Depth
d
in.
8.2
8.81
9.28
9.24
8.94
8.85
11.07
11.05
11.03
10.50
10.50
10.50
10.48
10.49
10.47
10.47
10.10
12.30
Concrete
Strength
p.s.i.
4840
3350
3665
4180
4410
3810
8260
8400
8560
3100
3280
2310
3080
3020
2870
2880
4040
3280
Reinforcement
Ratio
0.774
0.665
0.316
0.104
0.161
0.218
0.180
0.181
0.184
0.192
0.192
0.192
0.192
0.192
0.192
0.193
0.399
0.082
Effective
Prestress
h.
k.s.i.
140
136
50.0
0
0
0
121.6
125
127
125.5
125.5
126.1
125.9
127.1
126.8
127.3
119.7
123.0
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beams results from the fact that the measured
moment was the maximum moment sustained and
not that corresponding to first visible crushing. The
"scatter" in the ratio can be attributed to uncertain-
ties in the characteristics of the strand reinforce-
ment, the effective depth, and the cross sectional
dimensions.
G. COMPUTATION OF FLEXURAL STRENGTH
FOR FLANGED BEAMS
1. Introductory Remarks
In this report a flanged beam is defined as a
beam which has a width of cross section that varies
with depth. It is assumed that the largest width
of cross section is at the extreme fiber in compres-
sion. Only simple flanged beams are considered;
some typical examples are shown in Figure 67. A
T-beam is shown in Figure 67a, a box beam in
Figure 67b, an I-beam in Figure 67c, and a com-
posite I-beam in Figure 67d. The procedure for
computing the flexural strength of flanged beams
depends on the location of the neutral axis at
failure. If the neutral axis at failure is located
within the flange, the flexural strength is deter-
mined in the same way as in the case of rectangular
beams. If the neutral axis at failure is not located
in the flange, the determination of the flexural
(a) T-beaom
(C)1 r
(c/I-beam
(b) Box beam
(d) Composite I-beam
Figure 67. Typical cross sections for flanged beams
Figure 68. Conditions at failure in flanged beam
strength is more complicated. For such beams it is
necessary to determine the correct depth to the
neutral axis and the magnitude and location of the
resultant compressive force in the concrete corre-
sponding to this depth. Since the depth to the
neutral axis and the characteristics of the compres-
sive force are interrelated, a trial-and-error
procedure is required to evaluate them.
2. Procedures for Determining Flexural Strength
The conditions of strain and stress at failure
for a flanged beam in which the neutral axis is not
located in the flange are shown in Figure 68. The
strains are assumed to vary linearly with depth in
the compressed concrete zone. The distribution of
stress, shown in Figure 68c, was derived from the
conditions of strain shown in Figure 68b and an
assumed stress-strain relationship for the concrete
in the beam, which is shown in Figure 76b and dis-
cussed in Section VI-B. The distribution of force
in the compressed concrete, shown in Figure 68d, is
obtained from the stress-distribution with depth
shown in Figure 68c. The resultant force C is equal
numerically to the area of the force distribution
diagram. The distance from the extreme fiber in
compression to the line of action of C is indicated
as ktk.d. If the location of the neutral axis for the
beams shown in Figure 68a is correct, the ultimate
moment can be computed by taking moments about
the center of gravity of the reinforcement. Thus,
the major phase of the problem of computing the
flexural strength of flanged beams in which the
neutral axis is not located in the flange is the deter-
mination of the position of the neutral axis. This
determination involves a trial-and-error procedure
based on the conditions of compatibility at the
section of failure and the material and geometrical
properties of the cross section. This trial-and-error
procedure involves the following basic steps:
(1) Assume k, (depth to neutral axis = kud).
V. EVALUATION OF TEST RESULTS
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Figure 69. Relationship between C and kud for t-shaped
flanged beams
(2) Using the stress-strain curve for the con-
crete in the beam compute C and ks.
(3) Compute Feu and es, (using ku from step
(1) and Equation 8).
(4) Determine f,, (using stress-strain curve for
reinforcement).
(5) Determine T(T =A, f,,).
(6) Compare C with T
- if C > T reduce k. and repeat steps 1
through 6 until C = T.
- if C < T increase k, and repeat steps 1
through 6 until C = T.
(7) When C = T the assumed value of k. is the
correct value.
The trial-and-error procedure presented above
is applicable to beams having any shape of cross
section. In general, the procedure is straight-
forward except for step (2). For each different
value of ku in any given beam, a different force
distribution diagram must be used to evaluate C
and k 2. Although a general solution for C and k2,
in terms of k. can be obtained for any shape for the
compressed cross section, this solution is bound to
be either too complicated algebraically or too gen-
eral to be useful. However, the solution of C and k2
for the special case of a T-shaped compressed con-
crete cross section, as indicated by the cross-
hatching in Figure 68a, is of value because almost
all practical cross sections for flanged beams are of
such a shape or can be modified to that shape with-
out serious error.
The solutions for C and k11 in terms of k,d for
this special case of a T-shaped compression zone
3. 0
4.0
5.
:-:-:::-__:__^^- I
:E:Z:::Z::EES I::Z- - = - - - -s ^
0.5t /.Ot 1.51
kud. depth to neutralaoxis
2.0/ 2.5t
Figure 70. Relationship between ks and kud for t-shaped
flanged beams
are presented in Figures 69 and 70, respectively.
These solutions were obtained using stress-strain
characteristics for the concrete in the beam as
shown in Figure 76b, and for a cylinder strength of
5000 p.s.i. The ratio b/b' which is the ratio of the
width of the flange to the width of the web (see
Figure 68a) ranges from 1 to 5. The depth of the
neutral axis kd, ranges from zero to a maximum
value of 2.5 times the flange thickness, t. For a
given compressed concrete cross section, C and k2
were determined from a force distribution diagram
using only the conditions of equilibrium. The solu-
tion for C is given in terms of a ratio C/bk.dkJsf',
where k1 is a factor relating the level of stress in
the plastic range of the idealized stress-strain curve
shown in Figure 76b to the cylinder strength. The
curves in Figure 69 can be used to facilitate the
computation of step (2) of the trial-and-error
procedure described previously. It is assumed that
b, b', t, d, A,, k&f1' and the stress-strain character-
istics of the reinforcement are known. Thus:
(1) Using b/b' and k,d from step (1) determine
C/bk,dk,f,' from Figure 69.
(2) Evaluate C.
The ratio k2 is plotted against kd in Figure 70.
Once the correct value of kud for a given beam is
known, k2 can be determined readily from Figure
70 and used in Equation 3 to determine the ultimate
moment.
The curves shown in Figures 69 and 70 are
strictly applicable only for f' = 5000 p.s.i. since
this value was assumed in their derivation. How-
ever, the principal effects of changes in f/' are taken
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Table 10
Effective
Depth
d
in.
10.13
10.10
10.11
10.14
10.12
10.15
10.11
10.14
10.47
Web
ThickneE
in.
1.65
1.70
2.90
2.96
2.95
2.95
1.80
1.75
3.00
Comparison of Measured 4
Flanged Beams Repor
Concrete Rei
ss Strength
p.s.i.
2640
2840
3050
2810
2780
2860
3300
3010
3160
into account by the presence of that variable in
the expression for C, and only the effects of varia-
tions of fc' on the shape of the stress-strain curve
is limited by the assumption of fe' = 5000 p.s.i.
This effect, on both C and k2, is slight for a prac-
tical range of concrete strengths, especially as com-
pared with changes resulting from variations in
the geometry of the compressed cross section. It is
believed that the curves in Figures 69 and 70 can
be used with reasonable accuracy for T-shaped
cross sections.
If flanged beams in which the neutral axis is
located away from the flange have supplementary
reinforcement, the procedure described above for
determining the value of kc would need to be modi-
fied to include the effects of the supplementary
reinforcement. This modification would involve the
addition of most of the steps listed in Section II-E
to the steps presented above.
3. Comparisons of Measured and Computed
Strengths of Beams Reported in Reference 9
Nine I-beams tested in another phase of this
investigation failed in flexure with the neutral axis
at failure located in the web. The over-all nominal
dimensions of these beams were 6 by 12 in., the
flange thickness was nominally 23% in. and the web
thickness was either 3 or 13% in. These cross sec-
2.65 2.75
.5 .75
All dimensions
5.7 12 in inches 5 12.
» 31.75
.5 r 75
(0) 2.65 (b) 2.75
Figure 71. Cross-sectional dimensions of beams reported
in reference 9
and Computed Moments
rted in Reference 9
nforcement Effective Ultimate Moment
Ratio Prestress Measured Computed Measured
%o i.A k-in. k-in. Computedk71. 
0.397 119.2 420 427 0.980.402 116.5 466 432 1.080.401 120.6 477 452 1.050.398 121.0 438 440 1.00
0.397 120.3 452 438 1.03
0.397 121.8 438 443 0.990.399 112.5 484 462 1.05
0.397 120.2 473 447 1.060.401 122.0 469 453 1.03
Average 1.03
Mean Deviation 0.03
tions are shown in Figure 71 and the pertinent
properties of the beams are listed in Table 10. The
measured maximum moment carried by each beam
is given in Table 10 with the corresponding com-
puted ultimate moment.
The ultimate moment for these beams was com-
puted using the trial-and-error procedure described
in part 2 of this section. The flange thickness in
these beams was not constant; however, in the
computation of ultimate moment an average flange
thickness was used. The ratio of the measured
maximum moment to the computed ultimate mo-
ment for each beam is presented in column 8,
Table 10. The average ratio of measured to com-
puted moment was 1.03 and the mean deviation
was 0.03. It should be noted that the maximum
measured moment for these beams was un-
doubtedly that corresponding to first visible crush-
ing because of the way in which flanged beams
having the neutral axis in the web failed, as dis-
cussed in Section IV-E.
BEAMS REPORTED IN REFERENCE 13
Nine prestressed concrete beams having various
bond conditions and types of reinforcement are pre-
sented in Reference 13. The nominal cross-sectional
dimensions for these beams are given in Figure 72,
and the pertinent properties of the beams are listed
in Table 11. The measured maximum moments
and the computed ultimate moments are also given
in Table 11.
The ultimate moment of each beam was deter-
mined using the trial-and-error procedure described
in part 2 of this section together with reported
information regarding the stress-strain character-
istics of the reinforcement. For the cross section A,
shown in Figure 72, an average flange thickness
was used. The fillets in cross section B were
neglected. In all cases the reinforcement was as-
sumed to be concentrated at its center of gravity.
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Table 11
Comparison of Measured and Computed Moments
Flanged Beams Reported in Reference 13
Mark
Roebling No. 1
Roebling No. 2
Freyssinet No. 1
Freyssinet No. 2
Freyssinet No. 3
Preload Beam A
Preload Beam B
Preload Beam C
Preload Beam D
* See Fig. 72.
1- 12 --
Effective
Depth
d
in.
21.5
20.5
20.0
20.6
20.2
20.5
20.5
20 5
20.5
Shape of
Cross
Section*
C
C
D
C
D
C
C
C
C
Concrete
Strength
p.s.i.
5830
6055
5370
6135
5645
7190
6475
6640
6500
Reinforcement
Ratio
V
0.642
0.642
0.406
0.590
0.402
0.812
0.812
0.590
0.590
All dimensions in inches
Figure 72. Cross-sectional dimensions of beams reported
in reference 13
Since supplementary reinforcement was included in
sufficient amounts to cause closely spaced cracks
and thereby reduce the effect of strain concentra-
tions in the extreme fiber in unbonded beams, the
constant C, was assumed to be one. The stress in
the supplementary reinforcement at failure was
assumed to be in the yield range. The ratio of the
measured maximum moment to the computed ulti-
mate moment is presented in column 8, Table 11.
The average ratio for the measured to computed
ultimate moment was 1.07 and the mean deviation
was 0.06. The high average ratio of measured to
computed moment for these beams may be the
Effective
Prestrain
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.004
0.004
0.005
0.005
Ultimate Moment
Measured Computed Measured
k-in. k-in. Computed
5610 4940 1.14
5240 5040 1.04
6260 6070 1.03
5770 5460 1.06
6810 6150 1.11
6400 5530 1.16
6010 5310 1.13
5810 5830 1.00
5260 5620 0.94
Average 1.07
Mean Deviation 0.06
Conditions
of
Bond
Unbonded
Unbonded
Bonded
Bonded
Bonded
Bonded
Unbonded
Bonded
Unbonded
result of several factors. Perhaps the most signifi-
cant is that the material properties were not known
completely. It is possible that there may have been
variations in the properties of the reinforcement
and the concrete, as well as some bonding effects
of Barrett Elastigum which was used in the un-
bonded beams to break the bond between the rein-
forcement and the concrete. An extreme example
which points to the uncertainties of the properties
of the materials is the case of the Preload Beams.
Preload Beam A, which was bonded, carried a
maximum moment of 6400 kip-in. Preload Beam B,
which was unbonded, carried a maximum moment
of 6010 kip-in. The amount of reinforcement for
both beams was 2.0 sq. in. and the effective depth
was 20.5 in. The reported tensile strength of the
bars was 148,000 p.s.i. If it is assumed that the
moment arm is equal to the entire effective depth,
a resisting moment of only 6060 kip-in. can be
mobilized. This is approximately equal to the maxi-
mum moment carried by Preload Beam B and
about 5% less than that carried by Preload Beam A.
Obviously, the assumed material or geometrical
properties must in error, since the moment arm
must be less than the effective depth and the rein-
forcement stress at failure is probably less than the
tensile strength.
VI. CALCULATIONS OF DEFLECTIONS
A. GENERAL REMARKS
The object of this chapter is to present a pro-
cedure for determining the deflections resulting
from transverse loads applied continuously to fail-
ure on simply supported prestressed concrete beams.
Only short-time deflections are considered. Short-
time deflections are defined here as those occurring
under loads applied during a period of time ranging
from a minimum of a few minutes to a maximum of
several hours.
The procedure requires that the relations be-
tween moment and curvature be known at all sec-
tions along the span of the beam. The moment-
curvature relationships are discussed in Section B.
The distribution of curvature along the span of a
cracked prestressed concrete beam is studied in
Section C. Once the distribution of curvature is
known for any stage of loading, the deflection at
any point in the span can be determined with the
aid of the ordinary methods of geometry.
Procedures for the evaluation of moment versus
"average" curvature over a portion of the beam
for prestressed concrete beams are presented in
Section D. These are based on recommendations
presented in Sections B and C.
For prestressed concrete beams, two important
stages of loading are those corresponding to first
flexural cracking and to ultimate. First flexural
cracking is of importance since this is the stage at
which the stiffness of the beam is reduced appre-
ciably. The deflection of the beam corresponding
to the ultimate load is of importance since this
stage marks the end of the useful life of the beam.
The computed deflections at flexural cracking and
at ultimate for all the beams reported here are
discussed in Sections E and F and are compared
with the measured deflections in Table 12.
B. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MOMENT
AND CURVATURE
1. Stress-Strain Relationship for Concrete
In order to determine the complete moment-
curvature relationship for a given cross section it
is necessary to know the stress-strain characteristics
of the reinforcement and of the concrete. Stress-
strain curves for prestressing reinforcement were
shown and discussed in the earlier parts of this
study in relation to the determination of flexural
strength. However, stress-strain curves for con-
crete were recognized only indirectly by parameters
describing the magnitude and location of the com-
pressive force at ultimate, even for flanged sections.
Consequently, before proceeding with the discussion
of moment curvature relationships, a closer look
should be taken at the stress-strain characteristics
of concrete.
The stress-strain relationship for concrete is
determined conventionally from axial compression
tests of cylinders. Since the concrete in the cylin-
ders may differ from the concrete in a beam, it
cannot be assumed that the stress-strain curve
determined from cylinder tests reflects accurately
the stress-strain relationship of the concrete in the
beam. However, as mentioned previously, the
stress-strain curve obtained from an axial com-
pression test does give a good qualitative picture
of the inherent behavior of concrete in compression.
The relation of the characteristics, both qualitative
and quantitative, of the concrete in the control
specimen to that in the beam can be established by
tests..
The experimental determination of the complete
stress-strain curve for concrete in compression re-
quires special techniques because once the maximum
stress is reached, the stress starts decreasing as the
strain increases. To obtain the complete stress-
strain curve, the specimen must be "strained"
rather than "stressed." This is possible with the
use of a very "stiff" testing machine. A very "soft"
testing machine allows the load to follow the de-
formation of the specimen without a significant
decrease in load. For this case, equilibrium cannot
be maintained beyond the maximum stress and the
specimen fails very soon after reaching this level.
Therefore, it is very difficult to obtain a complete
stress-strain curve using a "soft" testing machine.
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Mark Deflection at Cracking
Meas- Corn- Measured
ured puted Computed
in. in.
OB.14.030 0.042 0.022 1.91
OB.14.066 0.037 0.037 1.00
OB.14.107 0.080 0.035 2.29
OB.14.157 0.050 0.041 1.22
OB.14.175 0.055 0.033 1.66
OB.14.244 0.065 0.037 1.76
OB.24.061 0.043 0.040 1.08
OB.24.168 0.071 0.072 0.99
OB.24.189 0.100 0.093 1.08
OB.24.190 0.076 0.072 1.05
OB.34.027 0.043 0.041 1.05
OB.34.037 0.055 0.054 1.02
OB.34.038 0.074 0.065 1.14
OB.34.043 0.106 0.062 1.71
OB.34.071 0.095 0.091 1.04
OB.34.073 0.078 0.064 1.22
OB.34.074 0.164 0.092 1.78
OB.34.076 0.080 0.076 1.05
OB.34.077 0.097 0.083 1.17
OB.34.115 0.150 0.108 1.39
OB.34.120 0.090 0.081 1.11
OB.34.122 0.134 0.094 1.42
OB.34.159 0.110 0.102 1.08
OB.34.196 0.131 0.085 1.54
OB.34.200 0.155 0.118 1.31
OB.34.236 0.108 0.095 1.14
OB.34.290 0.110 0.111 0.99
0B.34.346 ..... 0.117 ....
OB.44.032 0.052 0.044 1.18
OB.44.073 0.087 0.095 0.92
OB.44.094 0.153 0.097 1.58
OB.44.140 0.186 0.128 1.45
OB.44.158 0.163 0.111 1.47
RB.34.031 0.045 0.047 0.96
RB.34.093 0.073 0.077 0.95
RB.34.126 0.105 0.109 0.96
OU.33.087 0.044 0.056 0.79
OU.33.252 0.100 0.101 0.99
OU.34.033 0.042 0.044 0.96
OU.34.034 0.038 0.045 0.85
OU.34.038 0.055 0.045 1.22
OU.34.056 0.048 0.052 0.92
OU.34.076 0.062 0.058 1.07
OU.34.082 0.070 0.070 1.00
OU.34.149 0.115 0.103 1.12
OU.34.193 0.138 0.119 1.16
OU.34.238 0.083 0.088 0.95
OU.34.244 0.087 0.094 0.93
OU.34.288 0.108 0.095 1.14
01U.34.354 0.110 0.101 1.09
01U.35.097 0.046 0.048 0.96
1OU.35.255 0.100 0.090 1.11
OU.36.024 0.038 0.035 1.09
OU.36.065 0.055 0.050 1.10
OU.36.100 0.037 0.058 0.64
OU.36.157 0.048 0.053 0.91
OU.36.159 0.062 0.066 0.94
OU.36.183 0.075 0.063 1.19
OU.36.231 0.085 0.078 1.09
OU.36.232 0.065 0.061 1.07
OU.36.350 0.085 0.069 1.23
OU.36.460 0.110 0.081 1.37
OS.33.092 0.085 0.056 1.52
OS.33.238 0.116 0.106 1.09
OS.34.042 0.035 0.041 0.86
OS.34.095 0.058 0.055 1.05
OS.34.138 0.078 0.087 0.90
08.34.151 0.072 0.077 0.94
OS.34.152 0.076 0.061 1.24
OS.34.155 0.095 0.094 1.01
OS.34.282 0.120 0.108 1.11
OS.34.369 0.093 0.109 0.85
OS.35.099 0.052 0.048 1.08
OS.35.246 0.098 0.096 1.02
OW.34.075 0.060 0.057 1.05
OW.34.141 0.086 0.083 1.04
OW.34.155 0.098 0.092 1.07
RP.34.076 ..... 0.069 ....
RP.34.077 0.081 0.066 1.23
RP.34.078 0.069 0.068 1.01
RP.34.079 0.090 0.068 1.32
RP.34.094 0.071 0.069 1.03
Average 1.15
Mean Deviation 0.18
Deflection at Failure
Meas- Corn- Measured
ured puted Computed
in. in.
1.58 1.75 0.90
1.54 1.50 1.03
1.61 1.26 1.28
1.23 1.14 1.08
1.23 1.16 1.06
1.22 1.08 1.13
1.60 1.81 0.88
1.02 1.06 0.97
0.81 1.08 0.75
1.24 1.15 1.08
1.06 1.20 0.88
1.70 1.95 0.87
1.20 1.66 0.72
1.93 1.72 1.12
1.05 1.16 0.91
1.29 1.37 0.94
1.52 1.19 1.28
1.00 1.31 0.76
1.48 1.22 1.21
1.19 1.04 1.14
1.10 1.09 1.01
1.15 1.07 1.07
0.92 0.98 0.94
0.92 0.98 0.94
0.77 0.90 0.86
0.75 0.91 0.83
0.78 0.85 1.09
0.80 0.73 1.10
1.25 1.08 1.15
0.90 1.25 0.72
1.05 1.12 0.94
1.03 0.96 1.07
0.81 0.97 0.84
1.46 1.73 0.85
0.94 1.21 0.78
0.80 0.99 0.81
1.20 1.02 1.18
0.80 0.61 1.31
1.30 1.15 1.13
1.39 1.20 1.16
1.43 1.19 1.20
1.22 0.99 1.23
0.85 0.87 0.98
0.94 0.77 1.22
0.91 0.58 1.57
0.78 0.53 1.47
0.80 0.54 1.48
0.41 0.56 0.73
0.60 0.52 1.15
0.35 0.47 0.75
0.70 0.65 1.08
0.42 0.41 1.02
1.30 0.90 1.44
0.89 0.84 1.06
0.74 0.64 1.15
0.48 0.53 0.91
0.70 0.58 1.21
0.68 0.54 1.26
0.58 0.48 1.21
0.51 0.43 1.19
0.40 0.34 1.17
0.41 0.34 1.20
0.80 0.86 0.93
0.71 0.58 1.22
1.60 1.33 1.20
1.79 0.76 2.36
0.52 0.60 0.87
1.17 0.64 1.83
0.70 0.65 1.08
0.80 0.58 1.38
0.48 0.55 0.87
0.52 0.52 1.00
0.71 0.63 1.13
0.40 0.41 0.98
1.00 1.00 1.00
0.68 0.69 0.99
0.62 0.66 0.94
1.00 0.71 1.41
1.00 0.72 1.39
.... 0.70
1.76 1.30 1.35
0.84 0.66 1.27
Average 1.09
Mean Deviation 0.18
Table 12
Comparison of Measured and Computed Midspan Deflections
Representative stress-strain curves obtained by
special techniques are discussed below.
The stress-strain curves shown in Figure 73
were obtained from tests of 6- by 12-in. concrete
cylinders, loaded in a "stiff" testing machine at a
straining rate of 0.005 per minute. ( 14) The curves
shown in Figure 74 were obtained from tests of
3- by 6-in. concrete cylinders made from one batch
and tested at different ages. 16) In these tests each
cylinder was encircled by a calibrated system of
disk springs which absorbed the "energy release"
of the testing machine after the maximum stress of
the concrete was reached. The stress-strain curves
shown in Figure 75 were obtained from tests by
6- by 12-in. concrete cylinders made from different
batches and tested at 7 days and 28 days. (") The
broken lines shown in Figure 75 relate to the stiff-
ness of the testing machine. It is indicated in
Reference 11 that failure of the cylinders occurred
rapidly whenever the cylinder stress-strain curve
reached a slope equal to that of the "machine
curve."
All the stress-strain curves for concrete shown
in Figures 73, 74, and 75 have certain common
characteristics. Up to a stress of 40 to 50% of the
maximum, each curve is practically linear. The
slope of the curves then decreases, at an increasing
rate, until the maximum stress is reached at strains
ranging from 0.0015 to 0.002. There is no sharp
break in any stress-strain curve as it changes from
an ascending curve to a decending curve. In fact,
there is a short nearly "flat top" region for the low
concrete strengths. The descending part of the
curve during a continuous loading has nearly a
constant slope.
Visual observations without special equipment
of the test specimens indicate that breakdown of the
material occurs at strains ranging from 0.0025 to
0.004. Visible crushing does not necessarily indi-
cate complete failure since the specimen continues
to deform and carry load. However, further de-
formations, especially at strains larger than 0.004,
result in severe breakdown of the material. In the
early stages of loading, the strength of the test
specimens results imainly from cohesion of the
particles and it is possible to remove the load and
reapply it with loss of ductility only. In the later
stages of loading, the strength of the test specimens
is developed mainly by "friction" on sliding sur-
faces. The condition of test specimens strained
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Figure 73. Typical stress-strain curves for concrete cylinders in compression
beyond 0.004 suggests that if the load is removed
and then reapplied the specimen may develop only
a fraction of the load that was taken off.
An idealized stress-strain relationship for the
concrete in the beam can be established on the
basis of the preceding discussion of stress-strain
curves for axially loaded concrete cylinders and
information derived from measurements made in
beam tests. Simplified ideal relationships between
stress and strain for the concrete in a beam are
shown in Figure 76a where the relationships are
described by two straight lines. These lines inter-
sect at a level of stress comparable to the 6- by
4
o
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Figure 74. Stress-strain curves for concrete cylinders
in compression
12-in. concrete cylinder strengths and have an
initial slope and final slope which varies with con-
crete strength. It is indicated that these curves
become more "peaked" as the cylinder strength
increases. The relationship between stress and
strain for the lower concrete cylinder strengths can
be assumed to be ideally elasto-plastic with a level
of stress in the plastic range equal to the cylinder
strength. Such a simplification is unsafe for the
higher strength concretes. A satisfactory and safe
elasto-plastic relationship for the higher strength
concretes is possible if the level of stress in the
plastic range is made less than the 6- by 12-in.
concrete cylinder strength. Recommendations for
such a level of stress in the plastic range are dis-
cussed later in this section.
The useful limit of strain for the stress-strain
relationship for the concrete in the beam is assumed
to be 0.004. This is consistent with the recom-
mendations for the useful limit of concrete strain
presented in Section V-B. In the tests of concrete
cylinders, where the stress is uniform over the
entire cross section, the strains corresponding to
visible crushing ranged from 0.0025 to 0.004. In
beams, however, the measured strains at visible
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Figure 75. Concrete stress-strain relationships
crushing were larger since stress redistribution was
possible.
An idealized elasto-plastic stress-strain relation-
ship for the concrete in the beam is shown in
Figure 76b. The level of stress in the plastic range
is shown as k 3fc' where k3 is a coefficient which
varies with concrete strength. The slope of the
elastic portion of the idealized stress-strain
relationship was defined so that it would be ap-
proximately the average of the initial tangent
modulus and the secant modulus from stress-strain
curves for axially loaded cylinders. The secant
modulus was taken as the slope of a line joining the
origin to the point where the maximum stress is
first reached on the measured stress-strain curve.
The relationship for the strain Eo which marks the
beginning of the idealized plastic range is given in
Equation 53.
,o = (0.25kf3/' + 500)10-' (53)
where fc' is in pounds per square inch. The maxi-
mum strain was limited to 0.004.
Using the idealized elasto-plastic stress-strain
.004
Strain ---
Figure 76. Stress-strain curves for concrete in the beam
curve for the concrete in the beam shown in Figure
76b and a value of unity for the coefficient ks,
values for the effective strength of the concrete in
beams having a rectangular compressed cross sec-
tion were determined and compared with those
given by the experimentally derived relationship
expressed by Equation 36. For concrete strengths
below 4000 p.s.i., the elasto-plastic stress-strain
curve in Figure 77 yielded values for the effective
strength which were slightly smaller than values
Curvature -
Figure 77. Characteristics of moment-curvature relationships
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derived using Equation 36. For concrete strength
above 4000 p.s.i. an opposite trend was observed.
This indicated that the level of stress in the plastic
range equal to the cylinder strength was unsafe for
the higher concrete strength. Consequently, the
level of stress in the plastic range, for concrete
cylinder strengths larger than 4000 p.s.i., was re-
duced from that given by the cylinder strength to
smaller values by varying the coefficient k3. A
linear reduction in ks with concrete strength was
found to be satisfactory. Thus for concrete cylinder
strengths smaller than 4000 p.s.i., ks was taken
equal to one, and for concrete cylinder strengths
above 4000 p.s.i., ks was reduced as indicated in the
following equation.
ks = 1.20 - 0.05f,'/1000 < 1.0 (54)
where f/' is in pounds per square inch.
The stress-strain curve for the concrete in the
beam was assumed to be elasto-plastic for con-
venience in computations. Other shapes may be
assumed but are not discussed here.
2. Characteristics of the Moment versus
Curvature Relationship
Two measured relationships between moment
and curvature are shown in Figure 77. Curve A is
for a cross section having a low value of p/fe', and
Curve B is for a cross section having a high value
of p/fc/.
The shape of these curves is a reflection of the
behavior of the materials making up the cross sec-
tion. For Curve A, shown in Figure 77, there are
three stages to the moment versus curvature rela-
tionship. The first stage corresponds to a linear
relationship between moment and curvature. Both
the reinforcement and concrete behave essentially
linearly in this stage. Cracking of the concrete
marks the end of the first stage. The second stage
is characterized by a rapidly changing slope of the
moment versus curvature relationship. In this
stage the area of compressed concrete decreases
while the reinforcement stress increases and ap-
proaches the "inelastic" range of the stress-strain
curve for the reinforcement. The end of the second
stage is marked by the reinforcement reaching the
"inelastic" range of the stress-strain curve. The
third stage is characterized by a very slowly chang-
ing slope of the moment versus curvature relation-
ship. In this stage the reinforcement stresses are in
the "inelastic" range. The compressed concrete
cross section decreases and the moment versus
curvature relationship ends when the useful limit
of strain in the extreme concrete fiber in compres-
sion is reached. If the beam has an extremely low
value of p/fe', fracture of the reinforcement marks
the end of the moment versus curvature relation-
ship.
For a high value of p/fe', the moment versus
curvature relationship is shown as Curve B in
Figure 77. For this cross section, only the first and
second stages of the moment versus curvature re-
lationship are evident, since the useful limit of
strain in the extreme fiber was reached while the
reinforcement stress was still in the "elastic" range
of the stress-strain curve of the reinforcement.
The determination of specific relationships be-
tween moment and curvature is discussed in Sec-
tion D.
C. DISTRIBUTION OF CURVATURE
The determination of the distribution of curva-
ture is an important step in the analysis of
deflection of prestressed concrete beams. Once the
distribution is known, the deflected shape of the
beam can be determined readily using the ordinary
methods of geometry.
The relationship between moment and curvature
is a function of the characteristics of the cross sec-
tion. In a homogeneous, elastic beam, these char-
acteristics are constant and the same at all cross
sections, and the distribution of curvature is the
same as the distribution of moment. However, in a
cracked prestressed concrete beam, the character-
istics of the cross section vary from point to point
along the length. Thus the problem of determining
the distribution of curvature for beams which are
cracked is more complicated than that for homo-
geneous elastic beams.
A sketch of a prestressed concrete beam in the
later stages of loading is shown in Figure 78.
Numerous evenly spaced cracks are shown in the
flexure span and several cracks are shown in the
outer spans. The concrete strain in the extreme
fiber in compression varies with the crack location
at this stage of loading as shown in Figure 78a. The
strain varies from a maximum above the cracks to
a minimum between cracks. The position of the
neutral axis also varies, as shown in Figure 78b;
the depth of compressed concrete is smallest above
a crack and becomes larger between cracks. Since
the curvature is defined to be the ratio of the strain
in the extreme concrete fiber in compression to the
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(0) Distribution along the span of strain in the extreme fiber
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(b) Beam in later stages of loading
(C) Distribution of curvature along the span
Figure 78. Distributions of strain and curvature along the span of a prestressed
concrete beam in the later stages of loading
distance from the extreme fiber to the neutral axis,
the curvature varies along the span as indicated in
Figure 78c. Therefore, for concrete beams having a
crack pattern like that shown in Figure 78b, the
moment curvature relationship is not unique. Only
under the conditions of a finite bond strength and
zero concrete tensile strength, or for an infinitely
high bond strength and finite concrete tensile
strength, would be possible to have a constant
curvature throughout the constant moment region,
since there would be an infinite number of cracks
in this region.
It is impractical to derive moment curvature
relationships which vary with distance from a
crack and to obtain the distribution of curvature
from such relationships. If the actual distribution
of curvature, shown as a heavy solid line in Figure
78c, is examined, it is observed that the largest
possible curvature is that corresponding to a section
containing a crack, and the smallest is that corre-
sponding to a section which is uncracked. The
actual distribution of curvature is such that the
average curvature over the flexure span is between
these two limits. It is indicated in Figure 78c that
the average curvature can be closely approximated
by considering the curvature distribution shown by
the broken line. Therefore it is convenient to con-
sider not the relationship between moment and
curvature for any given section, but the moment
versus "average" curvature for a portion of a
beam. For convenience, it may be assumed that the
magnitude of the "average" strain in the extreme
concrete fiber in compression, for the portion of the
beam considered, at any stage of loading is the
product of the actual strain in the extreme fiber
above the crack and the strain compatibility factor.
For bonded beams at failure, this product is the
apparent limiting strain Fet. For unbonded beams
at failure this product is C2FEu, since unbonded
beams have more widely spaced cracks and conse-
quently more acute strain concentrations than
bonded beams. The constant C2 has been discussed
in Section V-D. The "average" curvature for a por-
tion of a beam at failure is, therefore, obtained by
dividing the product Feu in the case of bonded
beams, or CFc, in the case of unbonded beams, by
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the distance from the extreme fiber to the neutral
axis. The moment versus "average" curvature re-
lationship is discussed further in Section VI-D.
D. EVALUATION OF MOMENT VERSUS
AVERAGE CURVATURE RELATIONSHIP
1. Introductory Remarks
It has been indicated that the moment versus
curvature relationship for prestressed concrete cross
sections is not unique and that many values of
curvature are compatible with the same value of
moment at any given stage of loading after crack-
ing. Since it is impractical to derive numerous
moment versus curvature relationships in order to
obtain a diagram of distribution of curvature along
the span, a moment versus "average" curvature re-
lationship has been proposed. A curvature diagram
is obtained from a moment versus "average" curva-
ture relationship by distributing the average curva-
ture along the span in accordance with the bending
moment diagram. The deflection of any point in
the span is determined from the curvature diagram
with the aid of the ordinary methods of geometry.
The curvature has been defined, for convenience,
in terms of the strain in the extreme concrete fiber
in compression and the depth to the neutral axis.
For bonded beams, the "average" curvature at any
stage of loading can be defined in terms of the strain
compatibility factor corresponding to the particular
stage of loading, the strain in the extreme concrete
fiber, and the depth to the neutral axis. If the con-
ditions at failure for a bonded beam are considered,
the "average" curvature is obtained by dividing the
apparent limiting strain by the depth to the neutral
axis. Both the actual curvature (0.) and the "av-
erage" curvature (average 4,) in a bonded beam at
failure are shown in Figure 79a. It is also indicated
in Figure 79a that the "average" curvature in a
bonded beam at failure also can be expressed as the
increase in reinforcement strain divided by the
quantity d(1-k.). The "average" curvature in
bonded beams at any stage of loading can be ob-
tained in a similar manner. The moment versus
"average" curvature relationships for bonded
beams, presented in the next article of this section,
were obtained using the increase in reinforcement
strain and the quantity d(1-k.).
For unbonded beams, the "average" curvature
at any stage of loading can be defined in terms of
the "average" strain in the extreme concrete fiber in
compression for a portion of the beam containing a
(0) Bonded beam
Figure 79. Conditions of strain for bonded and unbonded
beams at failure
crack and the depth to the neutral axis. In this
case, the "average" curvature would be smaller than
that derived for a similar bonded beam because of
the relatively larger strain concentration. If the
conditions at failure are considered, the "average"
curvature for an unbonded beam is obtained by
dividing the depth to the neutral axis into the
product C2Fe,,. This is indicated in Figure 79b.
From the strain conditions illustrated, the "aver-
age" curvature for unbonded beams at failure is
also shown to be equal to the increase in reinforce-
ment strain divided by the quantity C0d (1-k.). The
"average" curvature for unbonded beams at any
stage of loading can be obtained in a similar man-
ner. It is of interest to note that the expression for
the "average" curvature for beams unbonded in the
flexure span only is the same as that derived for
bonded beams, since C1 = 1.0 for such beams.
In the following article the details of determin-
ing moment versus "average" curvature are pre-
sented. It should be noted that an approximate
p 5,
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relation between moment and "average" curvature
can be represented by two straight lines if the
coordinates of moment and "average" curvature at
flexural cracking and ultimate are known. This
approximate relationship is discussed further in part
3 of this section and is shown in Figure 82.
2. Procedure for Evaluation of the Moment versus
Average Curvature Relationship
The moment versus "average" curvature rela-
tionship for a portion of a prestressed concrete beam
is determined by evaluating the resisting moment
and the "average" curvature at various stages of
loading. Two coordinates of the moment versus
"average" curvature relationship can be determined
readily. These correspond to the conditions at ulti-
mate and at first flexural cracking. The evaluation
of intermediate points is more involved since a
knowledge of the relationship between the increase
in reinforcement strain and concrete strain in the
extreme fiber throughout all stages of loading is
required.
For any given bonded prestressed concrete
beam at ultimate, the quantities, Mf, ku, d, and Feu
are determined using the strength analysis of
Chapter II and the experimentally derived rela-
tionships of Chapter V. These are sufficient to
specify completely both the resisting moment and
the "average" curvature at failure. The resisting
moment is Mf. The "average" curvature is obtained
by dividing the increase in reinforcement strain by
the quantity d(1-k,). The basis for the computa-
tion of the "average" curvature is discussed in part
1 of this section.
The coordinates of the moment and "average"
curvature are also determined readily for bonded
prestressed concrete beams at first flexural cracking.
The resisting moment is Mcr and can be computed
as described in Section V-E. The behavior of the
beam at first flexural cracking is still essentially
linear. The "average" curvature, therefore, is equal
to the curvature. The curvature at first flexural
cracking is given by Equation 55, shown below.
c = Me/EJ (55)
where
Ec = modulus of elasticity of the concrete
I = moment of inertia of the cross section.
In Equation 55 the modulus of elasticity should
be that corresponding to the level of stress in the
concrete at flexural cracking; however, it is suffi-
ciently accurate to use the initial tangent modulus.
Increase in reinforcement strain --
Figure 80. Idealized relationship between concrete and
reinforcement strains
For prestressed concrete beams it is preferable to
use the gross moment of inertia rather than the
transformed moment of inertia of the uncracked
section since the two quantities are usually nearly
equal.
The part of the moment-curvature relationship
below first flexural cracking is determined readily
on the assumption that the section is "elastic"; a
straight line joins the origin to the point corre-
sponding to flexural cracking. The determination
of the part of the moment-curvature relationship
between first flexural cracking and ultimate is not
as straightforward. The computation of the co-
ordinates of any point in this part of the curve may
require a prohibitively high number of trials, espe-
cially since a varying value of Fe. is admitted.
However, an observation made in the experimental
phase of this investigation simplifies the work in-
volved considerably. This is the linear relationship
between increases in reinforcement and concrete
strains (Figure 55). If this is adopted as an as-
sumption in the analysis, the following procedure
may be used to compute the coordinates of points
on the moment-curvature relationship between first
flexural cracking and ultimate.
For a given section, first the relation between
increases in reinforcement and concrete strains is
determined. Such a relationship is shown in Figure
80. The concrete strain in the extreme fiber and the
increase in reinforcement strain at flexural crack-
ing can be computed using an uncracked section
analysis. The concrete strain in the extreme fiber
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at ultimate is the useful limit of strain and may be
assumed equal to 0.004. The increase in reinforce-
ment strain at ultimate for a given beam is evalu-
ated using the analysis presented in Chapter II.
The coordinates of resisting moment and "aver-
.age" curvature for a given rectangular bonded beam
at any stage of loading between flexural cracking
and ultimate can be obtained using the procedure
outlined below.
(1) Select a value of strain in the extreme con-
crete fiber in compression which is between the
strain at flexural cracking and ultimate (shown as
(ec)i in Figure 80).
(2) Using this strain in the extreme concrete
fiber and the idealized relationship between in-
creases in concrete strain and reinforcement strain,
determine the corresponding increase in reinforce-
ment strain (shown as (ea)i in Figure 80).
(3) Add the effective prestrains in the rein-
forcement and concrete to the increase in reinforce-
ment strain to obtain the total reinforcement strain
(see Equation 7).
(4) Using the total reinforcement strain and the
stress-strain curve for the reinforcement, determine
the reinforcement stress.
(5) Determine the total tensile force, T, in the
beam by multiplying the area of reinforcement by
the stress given in Step 4.
(6) From the properties of the assumed stress-
strain curve for the concrete in the beam, determine
the depth to the neutral axis, k, on the basis of the
assumption that C = T.
(7) Locate the line of action of the compressive
force, C (in terms of kc).
(8) The resisting moment at an intermediate
stage of loading is obtained from a modification of
Equation 3 which is shown below.
M= T d(1-k 2k) (56)
(9) The "average" curvature is obtained by
dividing the quantity d(1-k) into the increase in
reinforcement strain corresponding to the particular
stage of loading.
It is of interest to discuss in more detail steps
6 and 7. An assumed stress-strain curve for the
concrete in the beam was presented and discussed
in Section B. It has also been shown that strains in
the compressed concrete vary linearly from a maxi-
mum at the extreme fiber to zero at the neutral
axis. Therefore, for any assumed concrete strain
in the extreme fiber and depth to the neutral axis,
the stress distribution in the compressed concrete is
known. This stress distribution acting over the
compressed area when integrated results in a total
compressive force which can be compared with the
necessary compressive force C. The depth to the
neutral axis is adjusted until the compressive force
obtained using the assumed stress-strain curve for
the concrete equals the necessary compressive force,
C, which is equal to T. The line of action of the
compressive force, C, for a rectangular compressed
concrete cross section is at the "center of pressure"
of the stress distribution diagram.
The procedure for determining a moment versus
"average" curvature relationship for a given rec-
tangular unbonded prestressed concrete beam is
similar to that described for bonded beams. The
resisting moment and curvature at flexural cracking
can be determined using the uncracked section
analysis. At ultimate, the resisting moment is ob-
tained by using the analysis presented in Chapter
II. The "average" curvature at ultimate is ob-
tained by dividing the quantity C1 d(1-k.) into the
increase in reinforcement strain. The basis for this
computation is discussed in part 1 of this section.
The moment versus "average" curvature relation-
ship between zero and flexural cracking is linear.
The moment versus "average" curvature between
flexural cracking and ultimate is obtained with the
aid of the idealized relationship between the in-
creases in reinforcement strain and concrete strain
in the extreme fiber throughout all stages of loading,
the stress-strain curve for the concrete in the beam,
and the stress-strain curve for the reinforcement.
The steps to be followed in obtaining these inter-
mediate coordinates are the same as those listed
previously for bonded beams with one exception.
For unbonded beams, the "average" curvature in
Step 9 is obtained by dividing the quantity C,
d(1-k) into the increase in reinforcement strain
corresponding to the particular stage of loading.
3. Comparison of Computed and Measured Mo-
ment versus Average Curvature Relationships
Moment versus "average" curvature relation-
ships were computed for beams using the procedures
outlined in part 2 of this section. These are shown
plotted as solid lines in Figure 81. Measured
values of moment and "average" curvature for each
beam at various stages of loading are shown as
square data points. These measured "average"
curvatures were derived from measurements of
beam deflections at midspan and at the one-third
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Figure 81. Comparison of computed and measured moment
versus average curvature relationships
points of the span on the assumption that the curva-
ture was uniform throughout the flexure span. It is
seen that the computed "average" curvature rela-
tionships compare satisfactorily with the measured
ones. The broken lines shown in Figure 81 indicate
reasonable straight line approximations for the
moment versus "average" curvature relationship.
A safe approximation for the moment versus
"average" curvature relationship is represented by
two straight lines, one joining the origin to the
coordinates representing the conditions at flexural
cracking (Mcr, ,,cr), and the other joining the
coordinates representing the conditions at flexural
cracking to those representing the conditions at
ultimate (Mr, average 0u), as shown in Figure 82.
The deflection obtained using this approximate
moment versus "average" curvature relationship
will be larger than that obtained using the actual
relationship.
E. MIDSPAN DEFLECTIONS AT FLEXURAL
CRACKING
Flexural cracking is of importance since this is
the stage at which the stiffness of a beam is reduced
appreciably. Midspan deflections at flexural crack-
ing were computed and compared with the meas-
ured deflections for all the beams reported here.
These comparisons are presented in Table 12.
The midspan deflections at flexural cracking
were computed using a moment versus curvature
relationship which was taken as linear up to flexural
cracking. For this case, the distribution of curva-
ture along the span was the same as the bending
moment diagram. Once the distribution of curva-
ture along the span was known, the midspan de-
RB. 34.378
S.34. 27
RB. 34. 278
RB.34. 094
30 X 106Ec --- ^OOS 10,000
6 + l
(57)
Both Ec and f,' are in pounds per square inch. This
expression is presented in Reference 8 and is a
modified form of Jensen's expression for EC. (19) The
moment of inertia of the cross section, I, was taken
to be the gross moment of inertia of the entire con-
crete cross section.
The measured and computed midspan deflec-
tions at flexural cracking are compared in column
3, Table 12. The over-all average of measured to
computed midspan deflection was 1.15 and the mean
deviation was 0.18. In general, this over-all average
and mean deviation are high, for several reasons.
For most beams, flexural cracking in the form of
micro-cracks probably began before it could be
observed. The value of Mc, used in Equation 47,
was that computed by the procedures presented in
Section V-F. Any error in computing Mcr would
naturally be included also in the computation of the
curvature. Since the modulus of elasticity from
Equation 57 is probably larger than that corre-
sponding to the conditions at flexural cracking, the
computed curvature is thus too low. Variations in
the method of computing moment of inertia would
also influence the magnitude of the curvature.
Average curvature -
Figure 82. Approximate relationship between moment
and average curvature
flections were computed with the aid of the ordinary
methods of geometry.
The curvature for each beam was obtained using
Equation 55. The moment at flexural cracking was
taken to be the computed values listed in column 2,
Table 7 for the individual beams. The basis for the
computation of the moment at flexural cracking was
presented in Section V-F. The relationship used for
the modulus of elasticity, Ec, is shown below.
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Figure 83. Idealized distribution of average
curvature at failure
F. MIDSPAN DEFLECTIONS AT ULTIMATE
The deflection of a beam corresponding to the
ultimate load is of importance since this stage
marks the end of the useful life of the beam. The
midspan deflections at failure can be evaluated
from an "average" curvature distribution using the
ordinary methods of geometry. The "average"
curvature has been discussed in Section D. The
"average" curvature distribution is obtained by
distributing the "average" curvature in accord-
ance with the bending moment.
For the beams reported here, the midspan de-
flections at ultimate were obtained with the aid of
an approximate relationship between moment and
"average" curvature. This is shown in Figure 82
and consists of two straight line portions. It was
considered that this approximation was warranted
since it represents closely the actual moment versus
"average" curvature relationship and its use simpli-
fies the deflection computations considerably. The
"average" curvature distribution at ultimate which
was obtained using the approximate relation be-
tween moment and curvature in Figure 82, is shown
in Figure 83 for a beam loaded at two points and
is compared with an actual "average" curvature
distribution which is indicated by the broken
curves. Since the approximate curvatures are larger
than the "actual" ones, the midspan deflection com-
puted using the approximate values is slightly
larger than that obtained using the actual values.
For beams loaded at midspan, it was assumed
that the "average" curvature was uniformly dis-
tributed over a length at midspan equal to the
effective depth of the beam.
The computed midspan deflections at ultimate
using the approximate distribution are listed in
column 5, Table 12, for all the beams and compared
with the measured deflections. The average ratio
of measured to computed midspan deflection at
ultimate was 1.09 with a mean deviation of 0.18.
It is likely that the ratio of measured to computed
midspan deflection at ultimate would be less than
1.09 if the actual "average" curvature distribution
diagram were used.
VII. SIMPLE METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF FLEXURAL STRENGTH
A. GENERAL REMARKS
The object of this chapter is to develop simple
approximate expressions for the flexural strength of
prestressed concrete members in the light of the
detailed studies presented in Chapters II through
V and to discuss the range of application of these
expressions.
It has been pointed out that the critical step in
the calculation of the ultimate moment capacity is
the determination of the reinforcement stress at
ultimate, f,,. This becomes a relatively simple
matter for bonded beams since such beams are pro-
portioned to have a steel stress at ultimate of not
less than f/,, and since f,v is rarely less than 85%
of the strength of the wire f/. Consequently, no
matter how crude the method for determining f,,
the error can be no larger than about 15%.
Two simplifying assumptions are made in the
following section. One is that the relation between
the effective strength of the concrete in the beam,
fe,, and the 6- by 12-in. cylinder strength, f/, is
feu = 0.7 fI' for f,/' < 5000 p.s.i.
fe, = 1500 p.s.i. + 0.4 f/' for f' > 5000 p.s.i.
The above relationship represents a reasonable
lower bound to the data plotted in Figure 57.
The other simplifying assumption relates to the
distribution of the reinforcement. All reinforcement
of the same type is assumed to be concentrated at
its geometrical centroid. This assumption is satis-
factory and conservative as long as the steel stress
varies uniformly over the depth of the section,
which is the case if the minimum and maximum
strains in the reinforcement are both above or both
below the "yield" strain corresponding to f,y. If Feu
is assumed to be 0.003 (Chapter V) and c<e to be
0.004, it follows that the steel strain at a depth of
3 kd from the extreme fiber in compression is
(Figure 2b)
2 Fet. + ,e= 0.01
which is assumed to be the strain corresponding to
f,,. Therefore, if all the reinforcement is below a
depth of 3 k~d in bonded beams, the assumption
about the "concentration" of the reinforcement is
satisfactory. If part of the reinforcement is within
this depth, it may be desirable to consider each
layer of reinforcement separately using the trial-
and-error method described in Chapter II. In un-
bonded beams, all the reinforcement is usually
strained to less than 0.01, the stress distribution is
therefore essentially "elastic," and the reinforce-
ment may be considered to be concentrated at its
geometrical centroid.
B. FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF BEAMS REINFORCED
IN TENSION ONLY
The assumed strain and stress distributions at
failure for a beam reinforced in tension only are
shown in Figure 2. A simple expression for the
ultimate moment can be written with reference to
Figure 2c discussed in Chapter II by taking
moments about the centroid of the compressive
force:
Moment = Force X Moment Arm
Mf = Af,. X d(1-k,k,)
The condition for the equilibrium of the normal
forces C and T yields an expression for k.:
which is applicable only to beams having a rec-
tangular compressed cross section.
The ratio k 2 can be assumed to be 0.42, as dis-
cussed in Chapter II. Thus, Equation 3 can be
written as
S (- pf,2Mf = A, f,.d (1 -0.42 )fc (58)
Up to f/' = 5000 p.s.i., it can be assumed that
f,. = 0.7 fZ'
Therefore
Mf = Af,,d( 1 - 0.6
(59)
(60)
Equation 60 is the same as that given for the
flexural strength of rectangular prestressed concrete
k. = pfJ,,/.
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beams in Section 209.2.1a of the 1958 Joint Com-
mittee Recommendations.(20) Various procedures
for determining the value of fýs in Equation 60 are
discussed in the following section.
C. DETERMINATION OF f8, FOR BONDED BEAMS
1. Joint Committee Approximate Method
The following simple expression for fu is offered
by the Joint Committee ( 20 ) for bonded members:
.05
(61.1
(61) ^
This expression is stated to be satisfactory pro-
vided that the stress in the reinforcement at 1%
strain is not less than 85% of the tensile strength
and the effective prestress is not less than 0.5 f,'.
The expression was based on a comparison of the
available test results with the parameter pf,'/fc'.
In Figure 84a, the values for f,. based on Equa-
tion 61 are compared with those obtained from an
"exact" method for a rectangular bonded section.
The critical quantities assumed for the "exact"
method (see Section II-E) are indicated in the
figure. It should be pointed out that the vertical
scale is expanded and starts at fsu/f 8' .65 rather
than zero.
Although the Joint Committee Approximate
Method yields stresses on the unsafe side, the maxi-
mum difference between the two curves is less than
5% of the lower curve. The Joint Committee Ap-
proximate Method also does not indicate correctly
the rate of reduction in fs as pf'//fc' increases.
However, this disadvantage is more than offset by
the simplicity of the method.
2. Proposed Approximate Method
The following approximate expression is pro-
posed for the determination of fu in bonded beams
with fe greater than 0.5 fs'.
f = A + <1 (62)
f' p/f. --
where
A = 1/4 (5 f  -1) (63)
B = 1/3 (1 - )10- 6  (64)
provided fs >fsy
For the type of reinforcement which has the
minimum characteristics specified by the Joint
0 .06 .12 , .18 .24 .30
Figure 84. Comparisons of "exact" values of fsu with those derived
from the Joint Committee Approximate Method and the
proposed approximate method
Committee (fs,/f,' = 0.85), the values of A and B
from Equations 63 and 64 can be substituted in
Equation 62 to obtain
f -0.5S0.81 + X 10 <-7<1
For values of f/ up to 5000 p.s.i.
fe, = 0.7 f/
Therefore,
= 0.81 + X 10fL- I P/ 0
(65)
(59)
(66)
The values of fs, based on Equation 66 are com-
pared with those obtained using the "exact" method
in Figure 84b. The comparison is very favorable.
Although Equation 66 is not as simple as Equation
61, it is more "accurate." Furthermore, the primary
advantage of the proposed approximate method lies
in the fact that it takes into account the effect of
changes in the ratio f,/f,', if Equations 62, 63, and
64 are used.
The proposed method is based on a simplified
interpretation of exact solutions for f,. with various
reinforcement stress-strain curves idealized into
straight lines between f,, and f,', taken as the
stresses at strains of 0.01 and 0.05, respectively.
f,u = f! 1 0.0.5 P
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3. "Exact" Method
Procedures for the determination of the "exact"
reinforcement stress at ultimate are discussed in
detail in Section E of Chapter II. The evaluation
of the experimental parameters to be used in the
analysis is presented in Chapter V. In practical
applications, it is preferable to use the graphical
solution which is explained in Section II-E and in
Appendix B, where a chart is provided for simple
application. If the trial-and-error solution de-
scribed in Section II-E is to be used, it is recom-
mended that the value of Fc. be assumed as con-
stant and equal to 0.003 in order to simplify the
computations.
D. DETERMINATION OF f,, FOR UNBONDED
BEAMS
1. Joint Committee Approximate Method
In Section 209.2.2b of the 1958 Joint Committee
Recommendations, ( 20 ) the following expression is
offered for the determination of fs• in unbonded
members:
f. = fe + 15,000 p.s.i. (67)
with the same limitations as for bonded members
discussed in Section C1 of this report.
This expression was based on results of tests
on unbonded beams and represented a conservative
lower bound to the test data (Chapter V) as indi-
cated in Figure 85. The broken line parallel to the
x-axis represents Equation 67. The broken line is
discontinued at p/fc' = 0.19 X 10- 5 since this value
corresponds approximately to p f,,u/f' = 0.3, the
maximum limit set by the Joint Committee.
The Joint Committee Approximate Method is
not intended for application if the effective rein-
forcement prestress is greater than 60% of the
strength of the reinforcement.
2. Proposed Approximate Method
The trend of the data plotted in Figure 85 indi-
cates that the stress increase fsu - fe decreases as
the ratio p/f,' increases. This is also the trend that
would be indicated by the "exact" method dis-
cussed in the preceding chapters. It is certainly
desirable that even an approximate method reflect
this trend.
Using the "exact" method presented in Chapter
II, and with the help of the parameters derived
in Chapter V, studies were made of the quantative
relationship between the quantity fsu - fse and the
ratio p/fe' for all practical combinations of the
90
Z 60
-30
0
C
P, io5. //ps,
Figure 85. Comparisons of values of fau-fse for unbonded beams
based on approximate methods with test data
pertinent variables. The following expression was
obtained as a conservative lower bound to the
experimental data and their theoretical projections:
f,- == fý + (30,000 - p/fe' X 1010) (68)
where f,, fe, and f/' are all in p.s.i.
This expression need not be limited to a given
range of the ratio p/if', but it should be limited
to fse not greater than 0.6 f,'.
3. "Exact" Method
Procedures for the determination of the "exact"
reinforcement stress at ultimate are discussed in
detail in Section E of Chapter II and the necessary
experimental parameters are given in Chapter VI.
The graphical solution may be used for unbonded
beams. A constant value of Fe. = 0.0004 should
give conservative results for most practical cases.
The analysis for partially bonded beams re-
quires an intimate understanding of the behavior
of prestressed concrete beams. The reader is urged
to study carefully Chapters II through V before
attempting to analyze such beams as anything but
fully unbonded beams.
E. FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF FLANGED BEAMS
REINFORCED IN TENSION ONLY
1. Joint Committee Approximate Method
The flexural strength of a flanged beam not
having its neutral axis within the flange at ultimate
is determined from the following expression given
in Section 209.2.1b of the 1958 Joint Committee
Recommendations: (20)
M31 = Af,,fd 1 - 0.6
+ 0.85 f/' (b - b')t d - (69)
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Asr = A, - AS, (70)
The bending moment capacity corresponding to the
forces in Figure 86d is
(73)
U/ /, -
Figure 86. Force distribution in a fanged section according
to the Joint Committee recommendations
where A,7 = A, - A./ (70)
A,, = 0.85f/ (b - b')t (71)
The values of f,. may be determined on the basis of
the approximate methods discussed in Sections C
and D of this chapter, or by exact methods. The
neutral axis is assumed to be outside the flange if
1.4p -d>t (72)
Equations 69, 71, and 72 refer to cross sections
for which the flanges are rectangular, as shown in
Figures 67a and b. They can be applied to shapes
such as those in Figures 67c and d by idealizing the
shapes as indicated by the broken lines in the
figures. It should be pointed out that the width
b' is not necessarily the width of the web, but the
width of the compressed section immediately be-
neath the flange. For example, in Figure 67d, if the
neutral axis is in the flange of the I-beam proper,
the width b' is the flange width of the I-beam and
not its web thickness.
The basis for Equations 69 through 72 can be
shown in reference to Figure 86. The flanged beam,
shown ideally in Figure 86a, is "divided" into two
parts as shown in Figures 86b and c. It is assumed
that the average concrete stress in the flange is
0.85 f,' (Figure 86d). The amount of reinforcement
required to maintain equilibrium in this imaginary
beam composed of flanges only is
0.85f,' (b - b')t (71)
A, (71f,.
The amount of reinforcement in the "rectangular
beam" (Figure 86e) is then
or M = 0.85 fe' (b - b') t (d - t/ 2 ) (74)
The rectangular portion (Figure 86e) is treated
in the same manner as a rectangular beam. No
specific assumption is made about the shape of the
concrete stress block. The average concrete stress
is taken as (0.85)2 = 0.72 and the ratio k2 as 0.42.
Thus, the depth to the neutral axis in the rectangu-
lar portion of the beam is
k. d = 1.4 Ab%'f (75)
and the moment resisting capacity for this portion
M = A,,f,,d (l - 0.6 Afjub'df,' / (76)
The flexural strength of the flanged beam is the
sum of the ultimate moment capacities of its two
components, or the sum of Equations 76 and 74
which is Equation 69.
Equation 69 yields a satisfactory estimate of
the flexural strength of a flanged beam having
properties within the range specified by the Joint
Committee. However, one inconsistency in its der-
ivation leads to absurdities in certain fringe cases
which are quantitatively insignificant. The incon-
sistency is in the assumption regarding the stress
distribution in the concrete. The average stress in
the concrete is assumed to be 0.85 f/' in the flange
and 0.72 f/ in the rectangular portion. Although
this is not a bad assumption for beams with the
neutral axis low in the stem, it is obviously incor-
rect if the neutral axis is only a small distance
below the flange, since the average stress for this
condition is close to 0.72 V/'. However, in either
case, if Equations 69 through 71 are used arbitrar-
ily, the result is sufficiently accurate.
This defect in Equations 69 through 71 can be
eliminated by making the same assumption for the
stress distribution in all the concrete in the section.
However, it is of interest to study the relative
"accuracy" or various expressions for the flexural
strength of flanged beams before attempting to
modify Equation 69, as discussed in the following
paragraphs.
M = A. f,, (d - t/2)
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Figure 87. Comparison of the computed ultimate moments
for rectangular and flanged beams
2. Proposed Approximate Method
It was emphasized in Chapters II and III that
once the value of f,, for a beam is known, it is a
relatively simple matter to determine its flexural
strength since even a crude estimate of the lever
arm is sufficient to yield reasonably good results
for sections of practical proportions. It can be
deduced from the description of the basis for
Equation 69 that the only function of this lengthy
expression is to obtain an estimate of the internal
lever arm, especially since it is permissible to ob-
tain the value of fs, from an approximate method
which ignores the shape of the cross section. Con-
sequently, the question arises whether it is worth-
while to use such an equation if a simpler one will
yield results that are equally good, at least for
purposes of design.
Studies were made comparing the ultimate mo-
ment capacity of flanged sections based on exact
methods with ultimate moments computed on the
basis of the proposed approximate method for
rectangular sections. These studies were made for
combinations of the critical variables, within prac-
tical limits, which would give the widest differences.
The results indicated that it would be convenient
and safe to determine the flexural strength of
flanged sections of practical proportions using the
proposed approximate method for rectangular
beams. An example of these studies is illustrated
in Figure 87. The computations for the curves
shown in the figure were made for f' = 5000 p.s.i.,
f,' = 250,000 p.s.i., f,I/f/ = 0.85, and b/b' = 5.0.
The idealized concrete stress-strain curve described
/
'/d--^--
---
// ,-5/
/
{_ __ __ _______________________________
M,= A.f,.d (1- ksk,) + A.'f,.'d (k2k. - d'/d)
+A,"f,3 "d (d"/d - ksk,)
where k2 = 0.42
k, = A,fs + A,"fs,," - A,'f.'f. bd (10)
The values of fs,, f,', and f,,", which have to
be known to evaluate MA, may be obtained in ac-
cordance with the "exact" method described in
Chapter II and the parameters derived from test
results in Chapter V. However, the procedure in-
volved is rather laborious and may not always be
worthwhile. Instead, conservative approximate
evaluations of Mf can be obtained readily as de-
scribed in the following paragraphs.
The direct contribution of the compression rein-
forcement to the bending moment capacity is
usually small enough to be neglected. The lever
arm of the force in the compression reinforcement
(k2k, d - d') is very short and-may even be nega-
tive, and the compression force itself is usually
small relative to the forces in the tension reinforce-
ment. Consequently, the term relating to the com-
pression reinforcement may be eliminated in Equa-
tion 9. For a conservative estimate of M,, the term
in Figure 76b was assumed for the "exact" method.
The broken curve in Figure 87 designated as A indi-
cates the "exact" relationship between Mf/Jf'bd2
and p/f,' for a rectangular beam. The series of solid
curves indicate the exact relationships for flanged
sections for various values of t/d. These curves
were discontinued when the computed value of fs
became less than fay. The dotted curve B is the
relationship based on the proposed approximate
method for rectangular beams. In general, the dif-
ferences between the curves are negligible.
Although it is unrealistic to imply that the re-
moval of a certain portion of the compressed area
of a rectangular beam does not decrease its flexural
strength, the use of the same approximate formula
for both rectangular and flanged sections is feasible.
If a more "accurate" evaluation is desired the
method outlined in Section V-G should be used.
F. FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF BEAMS
WITH SUPPLEMENTARY REINFORCEMENT
The expression for the flexural strength of a
rectangular section having non-prestressed supple-
mentary reinforcement is given by Equation 9
written in reference to Figure 3c.
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A,'f/,' in Equation 10 also may be eliminated.
However, it can be seen from Figure 3b that if the
useful limit of concrete strain e, is about 0.004, the
strain in the compression reinforcement e,.' will be
at least about 0.0015 if its depth does not exceed
two-thirds of the depth of the neutral axis computed
from Equation 10. Therefore, it may be assumed in
Equation 10 that f,' = f,' but not more than
45,000 p.s.i., provided the compression reinforce-
ment is at a depth less than two-thirds of the depth
of the neutral axis. Otherwise, it may be best to
ignore the effect of the compression reinforcement
in Equation 10 also.
In a properly designed bonded prestressed con-
crete beam, the increase in strain at the level of
the prestressed reinforcement at ultimate, e, (Fig-
ure 3b), is at least 0.005, as discussed in Section G.
Thus, the increase in strain, e, " (Figure 3b), in any
bonded non-prestressed reinforcement, located
below (in reference to Figure 3b), or not too far
above the center of gravity of the prestressed rein-
forcement, is sufficient to develop a stress of at
least 120,000 p.s.i. Therefore, it may be assumed
that f,9" = f," but not greater than 120,000 p.s.i.
in Equations 9 and 10. If the prestressed reinforce-
ment is unbonded, the limit on f/" should be re-
duced to 60,000 p.s.i. for a conservative estimate.
In accordance with this discussion, Equations 9
and 10 may be simplified as follows:
Mf = A.f.d (1 - 0.42 k.)
+ A,'f,'d (d'/d - 0.42 k.) (77)
k. = Af., + A,'f v - A' f ,' (78)f,.bd
with the limitations on f/' and f," prescribed above.
The value of fe, may be taken equal to 0.7 f' up
to f/ = 5000 p.s.i. It can also be seen that using
k = 0.4 rather than 0.42 would not impair the
accuracy of Equation 77.
If the non-prestressed bonded reinforcement is
of the same type of steel as the prestressed bonded
reinforcement, the flexural strength can be eval-
uated approximately by assuming that the effective
prestress is zero for all the reinforcement. In that
case, the approximate method in Section C may
be used for both f,. and f.,", provided
(P + P')f - P' <0.15
The stress f,' in Equation 79 should be limited as
discussed earlier in this section.
G. LIMITS ON LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT
Ideally, there need be no limits on the amount of
longitudinal reinforcement that is provided in a
prestressed concrete beam. Whatever the amount
of reinforcement, the flexural strength can be cal-
culated and the working load determined in rela-
tion to it and to the requirements imposed by
serviceability and economy. However, the material
presented in Chapter III indicates that in certain
ranges the flexural strength is very sensitive to
variations in the beam properties and it would be
undesirable to proportion a beam in such a range,
not only because the theory may not be accurate,
but also because errors made in the field may prove
catastrophic. Consequently, limits must be placed
on amount of longitudinal reinforcement in relation
to the concrete strength, the properties of the re-
inforcement, and the dimensions of the section.
To insure that the strength of the beam is in-
sensitive to possible variations in the material and
geometrical variables, the reinforcement strain at
ultimate must be well in the inelastic range of the
stress-strain curve. The reasons for this are dis-
cussed in Chapter III. Thus, a reasonable lower
limit to the computed reinforcement strain at ulti-
mate c,. is 0.01. The value of k. corresponding to
this limiting condition can be written as follows in
reference to Figure 2b and Assumption 6 in Sec-
tion 5.
But,
ke FE,
S Fe, + e.o'
eak = e•. - e -. -oc
and therefore,
,. = 
Fe.
" Fem + »,, - e,, - e.
The discussion in Chapter V indicates that for
bonded beams Fe. may be assumed to be constant
and equal to 0.003. The strain ce can be neglected
for almost all practical cases. The minimum value
of Ce, corresponding to the maximum value of k.,
was set at 0.01; therefore,
0.003
" 0.013 
- .(79)
which insures that the increase in strain at the level
of the prestressed reinforcement is at least 0.01.
(80)
With the types of reinforcement used at present,
the value of c,, usually ranges from 0.004 to 0.005.
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If the average value of 0.0045 is substituted in
Equation 80,
k1 < 0.35 (81)
Therefore, to insure that the prestressed rein-
forcement strain at failure is greater than 0.01,
Equation 81 must be satisfied for all types of
bonded beams. For beams reinforced in tension
only, substituting for k. from Equation 4 and using
the relationship fe, = 0.7 fe', Equation 81 can be
written as:
p < 0.25*
provided the compressed area of concrete is rec-
tangular and no supplementary reinforcement is
used.
It should be mentioned that although Equation
81 is based on conservative assumptions, propor-
tioning beams with values of k. close to 0.35 is not
desirable except under controlled conditions of
manufacture. Another advantage of beams with
low values of k. is their ductility, which increases
as k. decreases. This is discussed in Chapter VI.
Unless reinforced with an extremely small
* The limit set by the Joint Committee( 2s) is p f.,/f'c < 0.3. It was
obtained in a similar manner but with Fe. assumed to be 0.004.
amount of reinforcement, an unbonded beam is
likely to be brittle and its strength quite sensitive
to changes in beam properties. If such beams must
be used, the designer should study carefully the
pertinent sections in Chapters IV, V, and VI. It
would be more reasonable to design such "beams"
with the factors of safety used for concrete arches.
If a bonded or an unbonded beam is simply
supported or if its various critical sections are
reinforced in the same proportion to the "elastic
moments" for a possible condition of loading, it is
desirable that
M. > Mc, (83)
at each section in order to avoid a sudden failure
immediately after cracking. This sets automatically
a limit on the minimum amount of reinforcement
in relation to the shape and size of the beam, the
quality of the concrete, and the level of prestress.
Simply supported beams for which Equation 83 is
not satisfied are quite undesirable because failure
may occur without any warning. It should be
noted that Equation 83 may be satisfied by increas-
ing the amount of supplementary reinforcement as
well as the amount of prestressed reinforcement.
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A. OBJECT AND SCOPE
The over-all objective of this bulletin is to pre-
sent the information on the flexural strength and
deformation characteristics of prestressed concrete
beams acquired in the course of an investigation
of prestressed reinforced concrete for highway
bridges which has been in progress since 1951.
The analyses presented for strength and defor-
mation are basically general. Limitations are in-
troduced by the choice of the parameters involved
in the analyses, the range of the data from which
the parameters are derived, and various simplifica-
tions made at the expense of generality or rigor for
ease of application in practical problems.
A series of 82 tests on simply supported beams
are reported completely. The ranges of the major
variables in these tests were: the longitudinal re-
inforcement ratio, which varied from 0.10 to 0.95%;
the concrete strength, from 1270 to 8320 p.s.i.; and
the effective prestress level, from 20,000 to 150,000
p.s.i. Tests were carried out on fully bonded, un-
bonded, and partially bonded beams. In addition,
results of tests on flanged beams, full-scale beams,
and ordinary reinforced concrete beams, carried
out in other investigations, were utilized in de-
veloping and confirming the analyses.
B. ANALYSES OF FLEXURAL STRENGTH
AND DEFORMATION
The analysis of flexural strength for prestressed
concrete beams is based on the same fundamental
concepts as the limiting strain theory of failure
for ordinary reinforced concrete beams. The basic
differences are the presence of prestrains in the
reinforcement and in the concrete and the fact that
reinforcement used for prestressing does not exhibit
the elasto-plastic relationship which greatly simpli-
fies the analysis of ordinary reinforced concrete
beams having intermediate grade or similar rein-
forcement.
The assumed stress and strain conditions are
shown in Figure 2 for a particular section. The
analysis is concerned with finding the value of the
reinforcement stress at ultimate fs with the help
of a compatibility condition between the critical
concrete and reinforcement strains, the principles
of equilibrium, and the stress-strain relationships
for concrete and reinforcement. The compatibility
condition and the average stress in the concrete
are derived from beam test data. Once fsu is de-
termined, the ultimate moment capacity can be
computed in reference to the force distribution at
the section.
The application of the analysis to cases involv-
ing flanged sections, supplementary non-prestressed
reinforcement, and beams with various degrees of
bond is discussed in detail. A study is presented
of the influence of each of the independent vari-
ables on the flexural strength, with the over-all
result that a beam should be proportioned to have
a low value of longitudinal reinforcement to con-
crete strength ratio primarily because changes in
the concrete strength will then affect the strength
only negligibly; a policy which has long been
followed in the design of ordinary reinforced con-
crete beams.
Chapter VII presents simplified methods for
the determination of the flexural strength of bonded
and unbonded beams.
A method is offered for the determination of
moment-curvature relationships for prestressed con-
crete beams throughout all stages of behavior. The
method is based on the same principles as the
analysis for flexural strength.
The ratios of measured to computed cracking
and ultimate moments for the tests of 82 beams re-
ported herein and others are listed in Tables 7
through 11. Table 12 lists the ratios of measured
to computed deflections at cracking and at failure
for the 82 beams.
C. BEHAVIOR OF TEST BEAMS
In general, the beams exhibited three different
stages of behavior. The first ("elastic") stage was
terminated by flexural cracking of the concrete.
The second stage was characterized by a constantly
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decreasing rate of increase of deflection with ap-
plied load. In this stage, the concrete was
cracked and the reinforcement stress was still in the
linear range. In the third stage, the slope of the
load-deflection curve changed very slowly. The
reinforcement stress was in the inelastic range.
Bonded beams with high values of the ratio
p/f,' and all unbonded beams did not exhibit the
third stage but failed in a brittle manner.
Measurements of strains over the depth of the
beam showed very clearly the effect of cracking on
the distribution of strains. Although strains aver-
aged over a long gage length resulted in linear
strain distribution, local strains did not, especially
at sections of failure. Because of the smaller num-
ber of cracks, strain concentrations in unbonded
beams were more acute than in bonded beams.
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X. APPENDICES
A. MATERIALS, FABRICATION, AND TESTING
DETAILS
1. Materials
a. CEMENT
All the cement used in the fabrication of the
beams was purchased in lots of 20 to 40 bags from
local dealers. Each cement lot was stacked in piles
which were approximately six bags deep in a dry
room and was used in three to six months. The
types of cement used in the beams were listed in
Table 2. Alpha, Lehigh, and Marquette brands of
Type I cement and Atlas, Incor, Lehigh, and Mar-
quette brands of Type III cement were used. Mar-
quette brand Type III cement was used in the
grout mixes for all the post-tensioned grouted
beams.
b. AGGREGATE
Wabash river sand and gravel were used in
casting all the beams. Both aggregates have been
used in this laboratory for many previous investi-
gations and have passed the usual specification
tests. The fineness modulus for the sand ranged
from 2.7 to 3.3, with an over-all average of 3.0.
Two kinds of coarse aggregate were used. For the
post-tensioned beams, the coarse aggregate had a
maximum size of approximately one inch. Pea
gravel having a maximum size of 3% inch was used
in the fabrication of the pretensioned beams.
The origin of these aggregates is an outwash
of the Wisconsin glaciation. The major constituents
of the gravel were dolomite and limestone with
minor quantities of gneiss, granite, and quartz. The
sand consisted mainly of quartz. The absorption
of both the fine and coarse aggregate was about one
percent by weight of surface dry aggregate.
The aggregate used in the grout mixes for all the
post-tensioned grouted beams was a fine Lake
Michigan sand having a fineness modulus of 1.9.
c. CONCRETE MIXES
Mixes were designed by the trial batch method.
The first trial mixes were based on the results of
former investigations performed in Talbot Labora-
tory using similar materials. Throughout this in-
vestigation minor adjustments to the mixes were
made on the basis of information regarding strength
and workability obtained from beam and cylinder
tests. The proportions by weight of the batches
used in each beam are presented in Table 2. The
figures are based on actual weights corrected for
the measured amount of free moisture. These pro-
portions gave mixes which were easily placed with
the aid of a vibrator.
In addition to the proportions, the following
properties of each batch are listed in Table 2:
slump, compressive strength and modulus of rup-
ture at the time of beam test, age, and type of
cement. The compressive strength, f,', is the aver-
age strength of a minimum of four 6- by 12-in.
concrete control cylinders and the values reported
for the modulus of rupture, f, are results of
tests of 6- by 6- by 24-in. control beams loaded at
the third points of an 18-in. span. The location of
the batches in the beams is reported in Section A2.
d. GROUT MIXES
The grout mixes had equal proportions by
weight of Lake Michigan sand and Type III Port-
land cement. The water cement ratios ranged from
0.38 to 0.61. An aluminum powder admixture was
added to the grout to counteract shrinkage. The
compressive strength of 2- by 4-in. control cylinders
made from the grout averaged about 2800 p.s.i. at
the time the beams were tested.
e. WIRE REINFORCEMENT
Single wire reinforcement from eleven different
lots was used as tension reinforcement for all the
beams. The properties of the reinforcement are
listed in Table 3.
Lot 1 was a straightened and stress-relieved
single wire reinforcement. Lots 2, 6, 7, 9, and 10
were stress-relieved and not straightened. Lot 3
was unstraightened galvanized wire. The galvaniz-
ing was removed with hydrochloric acid. Lot 4
reinforcement is known as Hard Drawn MB Spring
Wire. This reinforcement was machine straightened
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at the mill. Lot 5 reinforcement was similar to
Lot 1 except that it was not stress-relieved after
machine straightening. This is the reason for its
gradual departure from a straight line as shown in
Figure 22e. Lots 5a and 5b were obtained by pre-
stretching Lot 5 reinforcement. The purpose of
pre-stretching was to obtain a relatively brittle
reinforcement that would fracture prior to crushing
of the concrete.
Information about the manufacture of the rein-
forcement was made available by the American
Steel and Wire Division of the United States Steel
Corporation. The manufacture of the straight Lot
1 reinforcement involved; (1) hot rolling ingots
into rods of suitable size, (2) patenting, i.e., quench-
ing from an austenitizing temperature by immersion
in hot lead, (3) wet-drawing cleaned and lime-
coated rods to finished size through wire drawing
soap, (4) machine straightening and (5) stress-
relieving for fifteen minutes at 7500 F. Step (4)
was omitted in the manufacture of Lots 7, 8, 9, and
10. These unstraightened wires were stress-relieved
by immersion into hot lead at a temperature of
about 800° F. The time of immersion depended
on the size of the wire and ranged from 5 to 15
seconds.
Lots 2 and 3 were stress-relieved reinforcement
manufactured by John A. Roebling Sons Corpora-
tion.
The unstraightened reinforcement was received
in coils about five feet in diameter. They weighed
from 200 to 300 lb. per coil. When uncoiled, the
reinforcement tended to describe an arc with a
radius of approximately six feet. The straightened
reinforcement was received in 15-ft. lengths.
The reinforcement used in all the bonded beams
was rusted to improve bond. The steps involved in
this operation were: (1) the reinforcement was
wiped with a rag dipped in a weak solution of
hydrochloric acid, (2) insulating tape was wrapped
around the wire at the intended locations of the
electric strain gages, (3) the reinforcement was
rusted in a moist room for approximately a week,
(4) upon removal from the moist room the rein-
forcement was cleaned with a wire brush to re-
move all loose rust.
The stress-strain relationships for the different
reinforcement lots are shown in Figure 22. Coupons
were cut from various portions of each lot and
tested in a 120,000-lb.-capacity Baldwin hydraulic
testing machine. Deformations were measured with
an 8-in. extensometer employing a Baldwin "micro-
former" coil and recorded with an automatic re-
cording device. Strains were derived from the
deformations. The extensometer range was about
4% strain.
f. SUPPLEMENTARY REINFORCEMENT
The beams of Series OS had two No. 3 deformed
intermediate grade steel bars as supplementary
reinforcement in the tension zone. The beams of
Series OW had a pair of No. 3 deformed inter-
mediate grade steel bars in both the tension and
compression zones. For both series, the inter-
mediate grade bars were not prestressed and were
bonded. Table 6 presents the details of the supple-
mentary reinforcement for the two series. A test
specimen 2 ft. long and two 10-ft. lengths of bar
were cut from each 22-ft. length of laboratory stock.
The test specimen was used to measure the stress-
strain characteristics of the bar. The procedure
of measuring the stress-strain relationship for the
deformed bars was similar to that used for the wire
reinforcement. In Table 6 average values for the
yield point stress for all the supplementary rein-
forcement are listed.
2. Fabrication and Test Specimens
a. CASTING AND CURING
All concrete was mixed from three to six minutes
in a non-tilting drum type mixer of six-cu.-ft.
capacity. A one-cu.-ft. butter mix was used to con-
dition the mixer. Following this, two batches, each
about four cu. ft., were mixed and used in the
specimens. Before batching, samples of the aggre-
gate were taken for free moisture tests. Slump
was determined immediately after mixing.
Metal forms were used for all the beams. For
the post-tensioned beams, a hole was formed to pro-
vide a channel for the single wire reinforcement.
The details of this channel are shown in Figure 18.
The core form for the hole was composed of eight
half-inch round steel rods, four one-inch angles,
ten half-inch rubber tubes, and a sheet rubber cover
made from automobile inner tubes. The rods were
spaced by steel templates at each end and the rub-
ber tubes were placed between and outside the rods.
The angles were placed at the corners to form a
nearly rectangular core. The strip of sheet rubber,
about four inches wide, was then wrapped contin-
uously around the angles and tubes. The entire
core unit was placed in the beam form along with
steel end plates which slipped over the ends of the
core unit and helped to support it. At approxi-
mately one foot from the ends of the grouted beams,
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one-inch diameter access holes, from the top of the
beam to the grout channel, were formed with short
lengths of garden hose. Access holes were eliminated
for the unbonded beams.
For the pretensioned beams, the reinforcement
was already in the forms before casting. Since the
clear distance between the reinforcement was ap-
proximately 1/2 inch, the coarse aggregate used in
all the pretensioned beams was pea-gravel with a
maximum size of %3/ inch.
To insure that all the concrete in the region
of failure would be from the same batch, the first
batch of each mix was placed at the end quarters
of the beam and the second in the central half of
the beam.
Four 6- by 12-in. control cylinders and one 6-
by 6- by 24-in. control beam were cast from the
first batch. Eight control cylinders and one beam
were cast from the second batch.
The freshly cast concrete in the test beam and
in the control beams and cylinders was vibrated
with a high frequency internal vibrator. The tops
of the test beam and the control beams were
trowelled smooth. The control cylinders were
capped with a paste of neat cement four to five
hours after casting.
When the concrete in the post-tensioned beams
had hardened, the core form was removed by pull-
ing out the rubber tubes, rods, angles, and sheet
rubber.
The post-tensioned beams were removed from
the forms usually the day after casting. The beams
and control specimens made from Type I cement
were stored in a constant temperature moist room
for six days and then were stored in the laboratory
until the time of test. The post-tensioned beams
and control specimens made from Type III cement
were stored in the laboratory until the time of test.
Each pretensioned beam together with the pre-
stressing frame was separated from the form on the
second day after casting and then moved to the
test region of the laboratory. These beams were
instrumented completely prior to the "release" of
the tension in the reinforcement. The tension was
not released until the tests of control cylinders indi-
cated adequate strength; this was usually the fourth
or fifth day after casting. To release the tension,
each nut was loosened slightly in turn, and the
process repeated. This insured that the tension in
all wires was approximately equal at all times. The
control specimens for the pretensioned beams were
also stored in the laboratory.
b. DIMENSIONS OF THE SPECIMENS
All beams tested were rectangular in cross sec-
tion, nominally 6 by 12 in. The post-tensioned
beams were ten feet long and the pretensioned
beams were eleven feet long. The span length of
each beam tested was nine feet. A complete descrip-
tion of the test specimens is presented in Section
IV-C.
3. Prestressing Equipment
a. ANCHORAGE DETAIms
Both threaded anchorages and wedge grip an-
chorages were used to grip the wire reinforcement
in the tensioning process. The post-tensioned
bonded beams, the post-tensioned unbonded beams
having seven or more wires, and the pretensioned
beams all had threaded anchorages. The post-
tensioned unbonded beams having fewer than seven
wires had wedge grip anchorages.
The threaded anchorage consisted of a special
heat-treated nut screwed on the threaded end of a
prestressing wire. Specially heat-treated chasers
with 24 threads to the inch were used in an auto-
matic threading machine to cut threads on the end
three inches of the wires. Despite the heat treat-
ment, the chasers required resharpening after
threading fifteen to eighteen wires. The threads on
the wires were cut to provide a medium fit with the
threads in the nuts, requiring a thread slightly
larger than No. 10 with a basic major diameter of
0.190 inches. The 5/s-in.-long hexagonal nuts were
manufactured in the laboratory machine shop. They
were subdrilled with a No. 16 tap drill and tapped
with a standard No. 12 tap with 24 threads to the
inch. This provided a full No. 12 thread in the
nuts. A No. 10 thread in the nuts would have re-
quired the removal of too much material from the
wires to be practical. The threads cut on the wires
to fit the No. 12 thread in the nuts was sufficient to
develop at least 190 k.s.i. in the wires. The nuts
were made from "Buster" alloy punch and chisel
steel of the following analysis range: carbon 0.56-
0.60%; silicon 0.60-0.80%; chromium 1.10-1.30%;
tungsten 2.00-2.30%; vanadium 0.20-0.30%. The
hardening process involved six steps: (1) packing
in charcoal in a close steel box, (2) heating for 20
minutes at 1200* F., (3) heating for 45 to 60 min-
utes at 16500 F., (4) oil quenching to slightly above
room temperature, (5) tempering at 100* F. for 30
minutes, and (6) removal from the furnace and air
cooling.
The wedge grip anchorages were fabricated in
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the laboratory machine shop. At the tensioning end
of the beam the wedge grips consisted of a three-
jaw gripping chuck housed in an internally tapered,
externally threaded grip housing outside of which
was fitted an internally threaded sleeve. The sleeve
was run up against the bearing block or shims to
hold the force after the tension was applied. The
sleeves and grip housing were fabricated from mild
steel. Chuck jaws were commercial "Strandvise"
fittings made by the Reliable Electric Company of
Chicago. At the opposite end of the beam, the
wedge grips consisted of a three-jaw gripping chuck
housed in an internally tapered grip housing.
4. Tensioning Apparatus
a. POST-TENSIONED BEAMS
A 30-ton Simplex center-hole hydraulic ram op-
erated by a 10,000-p.s.i.-capacity Simplex pump was
used to tension the reinforcement. Figure 88 is a
photograph of the apparatus. A jacking frame
bolted to the bearing plate provided a reaction for
the jack; the bearing plate reacted against the
beam. The ram reacted against the jacking frame
and a 5/-in. rod to tension the reinforcement. The
thrust was transferred from the ram to the rod
through a washer and a nut, and from the rod to
the reinforcement through a threaded union con-
nection in the case of the threaded reinforcement.
When the wedge grips manufactured in the labora-
tory were used, the thrust was transferred from the
rod to the reinforcement through a threaded union
connection joining the rod to the grip housing. After
the desired level of stress was reached, a nut was
turned up against a shim in the case of the threaded
anchorage, and the sleeve was turned up against the
bearing plate in the case of the wedge grip anchor-
age.
b. PRETENSIONED BEAMS
The same tensioning equipment was used for
pretensioning the reinforcement as for post-tension-
ing. However, since the reinforcement was ten-
sioned before the beam was cast, a reaction had to
be provided for the tensioning force. The reaction
was provided by the prestressing frame shown in
Figure 21. The frame consisted of two 12-ft. lengths
of extra heavy 3-in.-diameter pipe and two bearing
plates each 2 by 8 by 20 in. It was built to fit
around the form for the beam. The bearing plates
were provided with three rows of 0.206-in.-diameter
holes spaced at 3 in. vertically and laterally to
accomodate the various arrangements of reinforce-
Figure 88. Post-tensioning apparatus
ment. To tension the wires, the ram reacted against
the jacking frame and a %-in.-diameter rod as in
the post-tensioned beams. However, instead of the
thrust being absorbed by the beam through the
jacking frame, it was transferred from the jacking
frame to the prestressing frame. The wires were
tensioned and secured against the prestressing frame
in the same manner as for post-tensioning.
C. MEASUREMENT OF THE TENSIONING FORCE
The tension force in each wire was determined
by measuring the compressive strain in cylindrical
aluminum dynamometers placed on the reinforce-
ment between the nut or the wedge grip and the
bearing plate located at the end opposite to that at
which the tension was applied. The dynamometers
were made from two-inch lengths of %,6 -in.- or 1/2-
in.-diameter aluminum rod and had 2-in.-diameter
holes drilled through their centers. Strains were
measured with two Type A 7 SR-4 electric strain
gages mounted on opposite sides of each dynamom-
eter and wired in series. This arrangement gave
a strain reading which was the average of the
strains in the two gages, thereby compensating
small eccentricities of load that might occur. The
dynamometers were calibrated using the 6000-lb.
range of a 120,000-lb.-capacity Baldwin hydraulic
testing machine. The calibrations of the dynamom-
eters were nearly the same; the strain increment
necessary to measure a stress of 120,000 p.s.i. in the
0.196-in.-diameter wire was 1500 and 2000 mil-
lionths for the %6 -in.- and 1-in.-diameter dy-
namometers, respectively. This large increment of
strain allowed a fairly precise measurement of
stress in the reinforcement since the strain indicator
used had a sensitivity of two- or three-millionths.
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5. Tensioning Procedure
a. POST-TENSIONED BEAMS
Before inserting the reinforcement into the grout
channel, it was threaded through one of the bearing
plates and secured with a nut. Then all the rein-
forcement was pulled through the grout channel and
threaded through the other bearing plate. The bear-
ing plates were secured to the beam with a thin
layer of hydocal plaster. The wires were tensioned
individually using the center-hole ram as described
in Section 4a above. Since the beam shortened with
the tensioning of the wires, it was necessary to
overstress each wire so that retensioning would not
be necessary. Occasionally, some wires were re-
tensioned.
b. PRETENSIONED BEAMS
The reinforcement for the pretensioned beams
was tensioned in the prestressing frame prior to
casting of the beam. The ends of the wires were
slipped through the end plates of the form and
through the bearing plates of the prestressing frame.
The dynamometers were then slipped onto one end
of the wires and the anchorages were put on both
ends of each wire. After readings were taken on all
strain gages, the wires were tensioned individually.
The jacking frame was attached to the bearing
plate and the pull-rod connected to the wire. The
center-hole ram was placed over the pull-rod and
each wire was tensioned to the desired level of
stress, the anchor nut was turned up snug against
the shim and the anchoring nuts were fastened on
both ends of the wires. After readings of the un-
stressed dynamometers were made, the wires were
tensioned individually. The tensioning procedure
was similar to that described for the post-tensioned
beams except that the prestressing frame underwent
greater shortening than the post-tensioned beams
and therefore more adjustment was required to give
the wires the desired amount of initial tension.
6. Grouting Equipment and Procedure
For the bonded post-tensioned beams, following
the tensioning of the reinforcement, grout was
pumped into the grout channel of the beam to pro-
vide bond between the reinforcement and the sur-
rounding concrete. The grout was pumped through
a nearly vertical hole located about one foot from
the end of the beam as shown in Figure 18. Pump-
ing was continued until grout was forced out of a
similar hole at the other end of the beam.
The grout pump was constructed using a 5-in.-
diameter steel cylinder about 30 inches long and
a 1½-ton hydraulic auto bumper jack. A steel plate
with a hole threaded for a hose connection was
welded to the lower end of the cylinder. A piston
with a cupped pump leather was bolted to the base
of the bumper jack. The jack was attached rigidly
to the cover of the pump in such a manner that the
plunger of the jack extended into the cylinder and
drove the piston. This arrangement permitted rapid
refilling of the pump. The grout was pumped
through a heavy rubber hose into the beam. The
capacity of the jack was such that a pressure of
more than 100 p.s.i. could be developed but the
grout flowed freely and the pressure developed in
the grout was much less than 100 p.s.i. The grout
was mixed in a counter-current horizontal tub
mixer of 2-cu.-ft. capacity.
7. Instrumentation of the Beams
a. ELECTRIC STRAIN GAGES ON THE REINFORCEMENT
Except for a few beams where Type A 12 SR-4
electric strain gages were used, strains in the rein-
forcement were measured with Type A 7 SR-4
electric strain gages. These gages have a nominal
gage length of 1/ inch and a minimum trim width
of %6 inch. Type A 7 SR-4 electric strain gages
were chosen because of their narrow width, short
length and flexibility.
The gages were placed at midspan on two or
three wires symmetrically about the centroid of the
wire group. The surface of the wire was prepared
for gage application by rubbing with fine emery
cloth and cleaning with acetone. After the gage was
mounted with Duco cement, it was left to air-dry
for several hours. Heat lamps were then used to
hasten drying. Before the lamps were turned off,
No. 18 Type FL solid lead wires were soldered to
the terminals of the gage and firmly attached to the
reinforcement to reduce the danger of pulling out
the gage filaments during handling.
The gages for Series OB beams were water-
proofed using Cycleweld* or Petrolastic.** The
most efficient waterproofing procedure for these
beams was as follows: while the reinforcement was
still warm, the gage was covered with a short length
of insulating tape and molten Petrolastic was
brushed on the gage, one layer at a time, to an
average thickness of 1/4 to % inch. The uninsulated
parts of the leads were kept under this cover.
* Cement manufactured by Cycleweld Cement Products, Trenton,Michigan.
** Asphaltic compound manufactured by Standard Oil of California.
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Figure 89. Waterproofed gage
Because they did not come in contact with wet
concrete, the electric gages for beams of series OU,
OS and OW were coated only with a layer of wax.
This protected the gages from atmospheric mois-
ture. The lead wires were soldered and layers of
electrical and cloth tape wrapped around the gage
to provide protection against handling damage.
For series RB and RP beams, the procedure for
waterproofing gages was: while the reinforcement
was still warm a layer of wax was applied to the
gage to protect it temporarily from atmospheric
moisture. The reinforcement was then placed in the
prestressing frame and tensioned. After the com-
pletion of tensioning the lead wires were soldered
to the gage terminals. Waterproofing was accom-
plished by pouring molten Petrolastic into a pre-
formed container 1/ by 1/ by 1/ in. which was
attached to the wire reinforcement. Figure 89 is a
photograph of such a waterproofed gage. The appli-
cation of Petrolastic to the gage after tensioning
reduced the possibility of cracking of the Petrolastic
owing to stretching of the wire. All gages water-
proofed in this manner proved satisfactory in that
a test for leakage resistance of the gage, prior to
testing of the beams, gave resistance values of
10,000 megohms or greater.
b. ELECTRIC STRAIN GAGES ON THE CONCRETE
Types A9, All, Al and A3 SR-4 electric strain
gages were used to measure strains in the top
surface of the beams. Type A9 SR-4 gages have a
nominal gage length of six inches and are suitable
for determining average strains. Types Al and
A3 SR-4 gages have a nominal gage length of 3/% in.
and a minimum trim width of 3/1 in. Type A3 SR-4
gages have a very thin backing and are easier to
apply than Type Al SR-4 gages. Type All SR-4
gages have a nominal gage length of one inch.
A portable grinder was used to grind the loca-
tions on the concrete surface where the gages were
to be applied. These locations were smoothed with
sandpaper. Before mounting the gage, a thin film
of Duco cement was applied to each location and
allowed to dry for about fifteen minutes. The gages
were then mounted. Steel weights of one pound
were left on the gages for a period of one hour, with
a cushion of sponge rubber under each weight. The
gages were mounted usually one or two days before
testing. No waterproofing or curing was used.
With the exception of one beam, Type A9 SR-4
gages were used to determine average strains on the
top surface of the flexure span for beams of Series
OB, OU.33, OU.34, OU.35 and OS. Type Al SR-4
gages located on the top surface of the flexure span
and the adjacent outer spans were used to obtain
the distribution of strains for beam OS. 34.155.
Type All gages were used to obtain strain distri-
butions in beams of Series OU. 36. Type A3 SR-4
gages measured the distribution of strains on the
top surface of the flexure span only of beams of
Series RB and RP. The Al and A3 SR-4 gages
were located on a two- or three-inch spacing along
the longitudinal center line of the beams. Where-
ever strain distributions are presented in the text
the locations of the gages are indicated.
c. MECHANICAL STRAIN GAGES ON THE CONCRETE
The distributions of strain throughout the depth
of the beam were obtained from measurements of
deformation using a 10-in. Whittemore strain gage.
These measurements were made so that at least
two consecutive readings were within 1 x 10- in.
Whenever the range of the Whittemore strain gage
was exceeded, a direct reading gage using a 0.001-
in. dial was used.
For all the post-tensioned beams, except beams
of Series OW, the gage lines were located at 2, 4
and either 8 or 9 in. from the top surface depending
on the reinforcement location. The gage lines for
beams of Series OW were located at 1, 2, 4, and
8 in. from the top surface.
For the pretensioned beams, the gage lines were
located at 3%, 13/4, 23/4, 51/,, and 9 in. from the top
surface. These gage lines are shown on the photo-
graphs in Figures 43 through 46.
The gage lines were established using steel plugs
3 in. in diameter and 14 in. long, cemented to the
side of the beams. Gage holes were drilled to a
depth of 1/8 in. in each plug. The plugs were placed
symmetrically about the beam center line.
d. DEFLECTOMETERS
Deflections at midspan and at each third-point
for all the beams were measured with 0.001-in. dial
indicators. These indicators were mounted on posts
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Figure 90. Setup in testing machine
attached to a deflection frame spanning between the
beam supports.
8. Loading Apparatus
The specimens were loaded either in a screw-
type testing machine or in a specially constructed
frame. The test setup used in the testing machine
is shown in Figure 90 and the setup in the loading
frame is shown in Figure 91. All beams of Series
OB and OU were tested using the 200,000-lb. Olsen
screw-type testing machine, except eight beams
which were tested using the 300,000-lb. Riehle
screw-type testing machine. Beams of Series OS,
OW, RB, and RP were tested in a specially con-
structed frame. In all tests, the load was applied
through a 50,000-lb. elastic ring dynamometer. A
thin layer of hydrocal gypsum plaster was placed
between the steel loading and reaction blocks and
the beam to provide a uniform distribution of load.
The loading and reaction blocks were both 8 by
6 by 2 inches.
9. Testing Procedure
Normally the failure load was reached in six to
ten increments. Usually the flexural cracking load
was reached in two or three increments. Beyond
cracking, the load increments were based on strain
and deflection measurements rather than load. After
each increment of load, all deflection and strain
measurements were taken and cracks were marked.
Loading was continued until the beams ruptured
completely or developed very large deflections. Each
test took four to six hours.
Control specimens were tested concurrently with
or immediately after the beam test.
10. Measurements
The load was measured by means of a 50,000-lb.
elastic-ring dynamometer with a 0.0001-in. dial
indicator. The dynamometer calibration was 110.8
to 111.0 lb. per dial division.
Deflections were measured at midspan and at
the third-points with 0.001-in. dial indicators.
Strains in the longitudinal reinforcement and on
the top surface of the beam were measured by
electric strain gages.
The strain distribution with depth of the flexure
span was obtained from measurements of deforma-
tion at various levels by means of a 10-in. Whitte-
more gage.
The cracks were marked on the sides of the
Section A-A End view
Figure 91. Setup in loading frame
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beams after each increment of load and the number
of the load increment at which the crack was ob-
served was marked on the beam beside the pertinent
crack. Towards the later stages of loading, the
height of the cracks were measured.
Photographs were taken at different stages of
the test to keep a permanent record of the crack
development.
After completion of each test the width of the
beam, the depth of the beam, and the depth of the
reinforcement were measured.
B. CHART FOR THE GRAPHICAL SOLUTION
OF THE REINFORCEMENT STRESS AT FAILURE
The family of curves shown in Figure 92 repre-
sents solutions of Equation 16 for various values of
fe,/p. Numerical values for particular curves are
given at the top of the chart. The vertical axis of
the chart represents stress, and the horizontal axis
represents strain in terms of Fe.. The strain axis is
shown in terms of Fe. to make the chart directly
applicable for any value of Fe,. Curves of this
kind were described in Section II-E for Fe, =- 0.004.
The representation of the strain in terms of Fef was
made on the basis of a modification of Equation 16
which is shown below.
- (. I f( 1) Fe.
It is seen that for given values of f,,/p and f,•, <sa'
is proportional Fes. Furthermore, ea' can be ex-
pressed in terms of Fe,. This was done in evaluating
the chart shown in Figure 92. The scales chosen
for this chart are: for the strain axis, 1 division -
0.001Fc/0.004; and for the stress axis, 1 division
= 10 k.s.i. For any chosen value of Feu, the amount
of strain per division, naturally, changes; for ex-
ample, when FfE = 0.004, 1 division on the strain
axis represents a strain of 0.001 and if Fef = 0.001,
1 division represents a strain of 0.0025.
The procedure for using the chart shown in
Figure 92 to determine the stress in the reinforce-
ment in a particular beam at failure is given below.
(1) Plot the stress-strain curve for the rein-
forcement* on a transparent sheet. The scale for
the stress axis should be the same as that indicated
in Figure 92, and the scale for the strain axis should
be the same as that chosen for the particular value
of Feu used in Figure 92.
(2) Superimpose the stress-strain curve for the
reinforcement on Figure 92. The origin of the
stress-strain curve should be located to the left of
the orgin of the chart by an amount equal to the
prestrain in the reinforcement (the basis for this
has been discussed in Section II-E and illustrated
in Figure 4).
(3) The stress in the reinforcement in the beam
at failure is the value of stress corresponding to the
intersection of the stress-strain curve for the rein-
forcement and the contour describing the value of
fcu/p for the particular beam.
*For strand reinforcement, the difference between the stress-strain
curve "in air" and in the concrete can be ignored.
X. APPENDICES
fsu, Stress in ksi
Figure 92. Relationships between stress and strain as given by Equation 16
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The Engineering Experiment Station was established by act of the
University of Illinois Board of Trustees on Decenil*r 8, ~9O3. Its pur-
pose is to conduct engineering investigation, that are important to the
industrial interests of the state.
The management of the Station is vested in an Executive 8ta1
composed of the flean of Engineering, the Director, the heads of the
departments in the College of Engineering, the professor in charge of
Chemical Engineering, and the Editor of Engineering Information
and Publication.. This staff is responsible for establishing the general
policies governing the work of the Station. All members of the College
of Engineering teaching staff are encouraged to engage in the cien-
tific research of the Station.
To make the result. of it. investigation. available to the public,
the Station publishes a series of bulletins. Occasionally it publishes
circulars which may contain timely information compiled from various
sources not readily acce..ible to the Station clientele or may contain
important information obtained during the investigation of a particu-
lar research project but not having a direct bearing on it. A few
reprints of articles appearing In the technical press and written by
members of the staff are also published.

